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•The Year in Review

1994-95 Staff

Summer, in all its glory, is here once again and thus it is time
for The Maine Campus "Year in Review" special summer issue.
Thank: for picking it up. If you are wondering just what the hell
you may have gotten yourself into by choosing to attend the L'nNersity of Maine. I hope that this will give you a bit more understanding.
It's been a busy time this past year. The university hosted Hillary Rodham Clinton when she chose to visit UMaine on her
Health Care '94 Tour. The new state-of-the-art electronic classroom, the Donald P. Corbett Building, was put on-line. Of
course, who could forget the surrealistic series of mistakes, miscommunications and misunderstandings that mushroomed into
the most serious athletic scandal this university has ever witnessed. And don't forget Downsizing! Part two of that plan is being put into effect even as you read this letter. The School of Engineering Technology may have been spared for now, but the
S660,000 that would have been saved by eliminating that school
still has to come from somewhere. Who's going to get the ax?
The college experience can and should be one of growth and
learning, and UMaine is well equipped to provide you with a
quality education. But it won't be easy. Despite budget cuts and
the like, there are plenty of resources here for you to avail yourself of, but nobody is going to hand them to you on a silver platter. A UMaine education is like anything else in life: it is what
you make it. Make the most of it. Four years will go by quicker
than you might think.
Gallagher
Editor

•University c
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•University of Maine System

* Politics

Trustees name Orenduff acting chancellor Woodbury
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer

Price said.
Orenduff has been president at
Farmington for six years and has
On Sept I, J. Michael Oven- been involved with all of the camduff became Acting Chancellor of puses in some way. He has an
the University of Maine System, extensive educational background
replacing Robert L Woodbury with a degree in philosophy to add
who has announced his intention to the position.
to run for Maine State Governor.
Orenduff sees the system as a
Orenduff is returning from a cohesive unit. "Each (campus)
year abroad, where he was the must realize that their own forinterim president of the Ameri- tunes are tied up with all of the
can University in Bulgaria. Be- other campuses. We either all sink
ing in Bulgaria has helped him or swim together," Orenduff said.
prepare for the job of chancellor,
Orenduff is getting used to the
he said.
new position, but he now realizes
"If you can do that, you can do that "everyone in the state wants to
anything," Orenduff said There talk to the chancellor."
were times when the school didn't
"There is one drawback --- the
have enough money to pay r rofes- lack of contact with students,"
sors or administrators, he said.
Otenduff said. -The chancellor
Orenduff said he believes he needs to be visible to people. You
fills the position ofchancellor well. don't know the students unless s ou
"I understand and has an appreci- get out and visit with them."
ation for the system 1 know the
W'hile Orenduff is in office he
people in the state, and I know
will be involved with "ceremonial
where the system has been, where tasks and day to day activities."
it is now,and where it needs to go." Price said "He will be in the dri% he said.
er's seat to keep the whole thing
The trustees chose Orenduff to rolling along He will be expected
be the intenm chancellor based on to lead and others will turn to him
"his personal qualities, and the for leadership"
unusual fact that he was more availA search is on for a permanent
able because he was already on chancellor and it it. anticipated to
leave from University of Maine at he filled as soon as Ian. 1994.
Acting Chancellor of the university of Maine System) Michael
Farmington where he is president." Orenduff is one of the candidates Orenduff
(Courtesy photo)
assistant to the chancellor Kent for the position
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Potential UMaine receives record setting grant funds
merger on By Mike McLaughlin
the horizon
Staff Writer
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Although the Unoersits of
Maine was burdened by a hea%
budget crisis during the 1993 fiscal year. S211 mullion in outside
funding lessened the weight and
eased the )(went.) forward
According to the Annual Report of Extramural Acti%its for the
1993 fiscal year at UMaine. $20.5
million WM received in grants.
awards and contracts from extramural sponsors between Ms 1.
1992 and June 30. 1993. The bulk
ofthese record -sethng dollars went
to support research, public service, instruction and equipment
purchase on this campus
"We hope it will be our new
point from which we measure our
selves,' Judith Bailey s FCC TWC‘I
dent for research and rIllhi ‘CT
%ICC, said
Bailey said this "point" at
which the university is wow at
has been one of its goals for se%
end years Considering the fact
that external funding for the last
fiscal yew totaled S I6 9 million.
Bailey said Uldaine has made
obvious headway and has at
tamed its goal
Professors at Uhlaine are be

coming more prolific in sending
out qualits proposals for outside
grants and awards and Bally stated this was one of the main reasons for the increase in funding.
"We are becoming more competitive in the pool," Balks said
Ofthe outside sources who are
recognizing UMaine's potential,
the largest federal contributor over
the past fiscal year was the National Science Foundation. located in Washington,D.C. The foundation allocated $4.5 million in
grants to this university.
Michael Fluharts. chief of pubhe mfonnation for the National
Science Fnundation, raid the organization gave $A billion in grants to
schools across thecountry last year
'The whole idea is to advance
the body cit knowledge,"Fluhart
said
This grant mones. he said, is
made available from taxpayers'
dollars which are allocated bs
Congress Fluharts said only universities which represent "real
promise' TCYlve grants
The National Science Foundation. along with several other
federal °rem 72tIMIS, made tiptoe
"percent of the outside federal
dollars going to liMaine
State and local government

provided? percent of the remaintrig external sponsor dollars, petNate business and industry pro%tided 6 percent and other pets ate
sources prostried 10 percent according to the Annual Report of
Extramural Activity
John Field,chair ofthe Departmeet ofElectrical Engineering and
Computer Technology, said the
benefits gained front the increase
in grant aid award dollars has been
evident.

said, went to research and handson projects with professors and
students.
"We've pot undergraduate and
graduate students working on mots
terns that are real life things he
said
Although much of the !none)
is going to research, according to
Field his department Is not losing
its focus on teaching "We're not
robbing Peace to feed Paul." he
said.

Extramural funding at UMaine
('9Fn scel steeri
Federal

7-

Other 10%

Private ‘Contnhutions 6%
State & Local Government 7%
"This was our best year
ever," Field said His department received SI 2 million in
outside dollars over the 1991
fiscal year
Ng part ofthis mones Field

In the face of budget difficul tees over the past year Field said
the univercits has been fortunate
to rive, ye grant and 3ward dollars
-It would he a lot more cliff'
cult is about fund'" he said
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Program examines rape from all perspectives
By Deanna L Partridge
Staff Writer
The University of Maine's annual
Rape Awareness Week kicked off September 13 Activities this week included
films, panel discussions, safety training
and the traditional march and candlelight
vigil.
Susan Smith is a psychology and human
development double major at UMaine. She
joined Rape Response Service of Bangor,
one of the major contributors to the awareness week, a year ago. Part of her job as an
adsocate is to answer telephone calls from
victims of rape and sexual assault and meet
them at a hospital if necessary.
"As a member of Rape Response and as
a student, it is really apparent to me that the
majority of calls we get are from students
and people who are associated with the

university," Smith said
Rape and sexual assault are not unique to
the college community, but college-age students are in the high-risk age group for
sexual assault, according to Sheri Cousins,
program cuordinator for Campus Living
raid Student Health Services.
—The second most likely time in life for
a woman to be raped is during her first
semester at college.
most likely time is
the summer following high school graduation. Rape is a real issue on this campus as it
is on every- campus," Cousins said.
The prognuns, held cksing the first full
week of classes, serve as as c rty introduction
to life away from home for students new to
college and also as a remind:a: to returnirqt
snidents.
"Nationwide there is a rape or sexual
assault reported every 45 seconds. It used to
be one every six minutes. One every 45

seconds is very scary and those are only the
reported ones," Cousins said.
Rape Awareness Week was established
at UMaine in the late 1970s. Since then it
has evolved into a major event in a yearlong process of education. In addition to
the week, at least one major program is
offered monthly to examine contributing
factors to rape and sexual assault, such as
alcohol.
One thing new to the program this year
are daily themes to address the issue of rape
from different points of view.
"L'Maine has to address the issue of rape
from all perspectives so that everyone can
get the message. It's amazing the different
ideas some people have about rape. Rape is
a personal experience that changes one's
life. A person who has been raped is never
going to be quite the same again." Cousins
said.

art a Eastman nursing coor na
tor, ties a ribbon to observe Rape
Awareness Week (Boyd photo.)
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•The Rev. Morris remembered

Life celebrated at memorial service in Newman Center
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
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Students, faculty and friends gathered
Sept. 16 to remember the late Res Elizabeth
A. Morris.
Morris, who served as the Protestant
chaplain for the University of Maine and
conducted her ministry at the Maine Christian Association'sWilsont'enter. was killed
June 21 when a piece of Loch:I-etc from a

bridge stnck her car as it was passing by on
the highway below. She was 45 years old.
As the late afternoon sun bathed through
the windows of the peaceful Newman Center. people sang, prayed and reflected among
the vases of wildflowers and lighted candks.
Morris's life was compared to a candle's
flame by Res John Hoe her, Wilson Center
board member
Hoelter said he felt the ligOt. irk and

hopes)mholiz.ed by alighted flame was also
the light of the spirit, the spirit Morris had.
"Her dying, 1 am convinced, doesn't
quench her spirit or The Spirit," he said.
Morris came to Utdaine as an ordained
minister with the Church of Christ in 1990
from a ministr% at San Francisco University .
-Elizabeth established a strong community here. A community thai laughed together. cried together. sang together and prayed
together...a community that has suffered,"

student Eric Wight said.
This service was the second memonal
for the much-loved Moms Hundreds of
family members,friends. colleagues,former
students and parishioners gathered in Orono
earlier this summer soon following her death
This service was a second chance for university members, many of whom had been
away dunng the summer,to gather together
as the community Morris had so devoted her
life to achieve and begin to heal.
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•MCA

•Jimi Hendrix

performance

Broadway hit makes successful showing
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
On the e% entng of Sept 25, The Maine
Center for the Arts was filled to capacity for
the play "Man Of La Mancha" The excellent performance produced a well-deserved
standing °sawn
The play takes place at a prison in Sex ilk
during the end of the sixteenth centura.
where Miguel de Cervantes tells the tale of
Don Quixote, performing the action to the
other prisoners as he tells the tale
The performances were energetic and
well characterized Ronald L Brown pissed
the lead role ot Cers antes/ Quixote, Susan
Nock Islas ad Aldonza/ Dulcinea and Da% id
C. Maxwell played Sancho. Maxwell was
Yens entertaining as the sera ant whose only
interest IN to help his master Brown and
Nock sang with strong soices, portraying
emotions effectis els and at tunes. incisingIx
The staging a as simple in design. a circular platform which could be entered from
four sides and manipulated to be a prison.
inn. courtyard and banleground Quick transitions between scenes kept the pace of the
action flowing steadily
The costuming was minimal considering the players are supposed to be in a
prison. yet there were exceptions For example,the "Knight of the Mirrors" w as cos ered
with reflectne mirrors and carried shields
made of mirrors. impressive

The nun ical score was wonderful Mans
of the show's songs hine been made into
commercial jingles and it was nice to actually hear them in context Songs like "Tlw
Quest The Impossible Dreamt" and "Man
of La Mancha" were well done, as a err the
emotional ballads
Brown. as Quixote. did a great job as an
old frail man who wants to be knighted and
win the admiration of Dulcinea. Along the
way he fights with a windmill, which tss ists
his sword so that it looks like a corkscrew
Slightly twisted himself, Quixote sees a
castle instead of a run-down inn ,calling the
innkeeper a knight of the castle
There were some great moments,such as
when Quixote speaks of monsters and nobiIit). while the rest of the people just look at
him as if he were a madman. He refers to
Aldonza as "Dulcinea" and a lads a hile she
continues to tell tum that she's a prostitute.
He holds her in the highest regard. which she
eventual!) accepts
There is minimal dancing, which served
as an undercurrent to the story . yet the space
was fulls used leasing no stagnant pauses.
Two interesting characters were the
Horse and Mule They had elaborate headpiece masks that were manipulated in quite
expressive ways by simply nodding or a
slight tilt of the head which seemed to ask
"Arc you crazy
Thes had a few clever
moments
Other characters included the Padre. Dr
Canaaco. Governor. the Barber, and the

Fans experience
legend's life
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
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Expression, costume and skill Made
for an exceptional 'Man of LaMan
cha at the MCA (Kiesow photo)
Captain of the Inquisition They each did a
fine job al gi% ing their characters belies able
representations The ensemble itself supported the piece well, especially in some 01
the larger numbers
This was an enjoyable show well worth
tan enthusiastic thumbs up

Walking into the "Jimi Hendrix: On de
Road 19144 l'nisersita Tour" with a limited
amount of time was an oven% helming experi•
ence It also was a hit of a letdown for
someone expecting a futuristic totally ethical display as had been advertised
Fans tat Hendrix were able to see Tina
depicted throughout his life and music career.
Poster, pictures,letters and album covers were
set against interconnected walls with Nadi
ha,kgniunds leading fans diniugh a maze of
edits:mon and context to Hendrix's life.
The visual information a as so abundant
that hours could have been spent reading die
background. As anyone knows who has seem
rssk an from the 60s,it's complex and almost
dizzying to the eye when using to sort ow
meaning. Much of the pictures contained ai
much information and emotion, an onkoker
could pick almost airs meaning to glean.
11r earliest pilule of Havana was ilia
he wasdare monthsok1 lie wa,horn Nos
be
". 1943 in Selene as kiwis Allen Hendrix_
Perhaps one of the most interesting pieces
was a letter written tas. Bob Ian about Hen
dro's talent afkr his death on Sept 18,1970s
the age of 27 Dylan said he frit the only pence
able to perform his own music was Heridni. He
ante that Hendrix was able to get inside he
music. and'Now it out."

Welcome, New Students!
If you have questions regarding your
immunizations status, or any other medical or
health need, call Cutler Health Center at

0
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Sports Editor
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•Athletic controversy

• liMaine hockey team must forfeit 14 games

•

• Health care forum held on campus
Governor's economic conference held

•Campus Living

NCAA strikes hockey team October break leaves
Bears must forfeit
14 gimes from
1991-92 for
using ineligible
Ingraham

ner in their arena, than can have it"
Walsh said. -Because we know that
we caned it, and they can't take that
away from us
According to Ploszek, whethet
UMaine yes up their 1991-92Hockey East championship depends upon
whether the Hockey East dine cepts l'Maine's offer dl forfeit= at
By Chad Finn
the league's windily meeting in late
November.
Sports Editor
The was Hockey East Assistant
The Univeraity oi Maine hockey
Commissioner Dr Nonni Daly sees
team has learned that they must forthe situation. it sounds as though
feit their first I 4gamesofthe 1991-92
U'Maine may not be purushed
season as the result of using an ineli1 hate to see a student like Cal,or
now a team, penalized for something
gible player:
The National Collegiate Athletic Hockey player Cal inoraham. like this," Daly said.
s obvious
Boyd photo.)
Association informed UMaine Aththey weren't trying to hide anything.
letic Director Mike Plonzek Ocs 26 Walsh ex pressed shock when he heard it was just an tenen mistake.that the Black Bears would have to the latest niliag, and said that it Mx
Plosnek thasight it was just an
forfeit all games that current UNIlaine fah- that the progiam is being pun- honea mistake when he notified the
senior right wing Cal Ingraham ap- ished twice for something that he hal NCAA of the infraction two weeks
peased in doting the fine semester of completer, nothing to do with.
ago Now,he wonders if he made the
the 1991-92 school year.
"It's a case of double jeopardy." right decision
Ingraham was suspended by the svaich said.'Val, and now the entire
'There is no way they would
NCAA for the first 14 games of the warn, are being punished for some- have ever found out," Pioszek said
1993-94 season 12 days ago hi an thing that was a harmless. innocent -The twily way the would have
internal coding antra-angst mistake miake aithir nor athletic di- would be if they- did a major investi
regarding his athletic eligibility when
gation of the athletic department.
he transferred to 1.1Maine from dr
Since Ingraham would have been and you can count on one hand the
AiT Force Acaaern), pnor to the 19n0 eligible last season. svhen he led the number°Ischia-Nis that has ever hap91 sea.son
nation and set a school-tesord with 46 pened to.
Ingraham sat ‘.-ut the entire 19%- goals, the ruling isn't expxted to
-But you go home and you tell
91 season under NCAA guidelines. affect UMaine's national champion- yew kids to be honest and dothe right
but he should have also had to miss ship from 29°2-91
thing, and than what we thought we
the first semester -- a total if 14
However,the deeision meansthe were doing And ksok what hapgames — due to the violatior that Black Bears must forfeit five Hock- pened."
thoorrectly had him listed as an iner- ey East wins from 1991-92, since
Ingraham, who siud that he is
nal transfer rather than an external lngraharn appeared in all of those scheduled to talk with NCAA offitransfer
games when he should still have cials regarding an appeal of his sus"What happened was that we had been ineligible.
pension this year. said that he just
Cal listed as as a u-a...iNfer from the
-a4asle mess
Subtracting those victories hewn waists
University College rather than firm the Bla k Bear,league record woulci with, the
to bc °"1.
the Air Force." Pioszek said, -So all mean that liMaine wiailid lost its
-I'm just sick of
he said 'I
of his credits got bunched together Hockey Fast regular season champi- would think that they would be a litde
and counted when some of them onship to league-nitiney up Universi- mcwe lement on an suapcnatan this
shouldn't have. The sad thing is that ty of New Hampshire, despite the yea since they arc mashing us frit
if we had known, the mistake could Black Bears beating UNH ba 9-0and ms playing two years ago as well. I
easib have been corrected by Cal 6-2 scores during that span
can't imagine why they wouki punish
taking a sumer cl
-If they tUNTil want to hang that La again for die Name thing last want
University ofhtainecoach Shawn tHE insular reason champions', han- to play hockey
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We Brin,k,. the Taste of
Chinatown To You"
Specializing in
Szechuan & Hunan Cuisine
• Vegetarian Specialities
• All Meals Cooked to Order
• No MSG if Desired
• Full Bar Service with
Tropical Drinks
• Luncheon Specials
• Dine In or Take Out
• Open 7 Days a Week
123 Franklin Street, Bangor

Poky closes
dormitory doors
during three-day
weekend
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Students living on campus face
a decision soon, not about grades,
clothes, Or classes, but about where
to stay during the upcoming (kiloher break.
Scott Anchors,director ofCampus laving, sins a long-standing
policy has been in place regarding
students keying dormitories during breaks such as Octobe break.
'1-ktr preference is to close the
dorms ifthe university doesn't have
class.- Anchors said.
Residents are told of the policy
during the sign-up period, but that
doesn't mean the information can
be remembered.
-Theoretically, students should
know," Anchors said,'but I know
how busy students are.- Anchors
also said that letters were aent out
during September to remind students of the policy
Anchors said thee are two major reasons why the dorms aren't
open during tweak. One reason is
that the University of Maine provides fewer services during breaks.
heaving sawknts at a disadvantage
Another reason is cost Anchor%
said keeping the dorms even costs
reorients mosey- .
-There's been a mandate for us
to keep costs down,- Anchors said.
Anyone unable to get home for
the beak can %tin stay on campus,
in cost to the student.
Anchors said Hancock Hall.
%tete guest housing takes up most
of the first floor, is available Me

approximately SI 2 per evening.
"What we try to do is pass the
expenses onto students who want
break housing instead of all students," he said.
Another option is for dormitories to charge an extra fee allowing
students to remain there during university btraks. excluding Christmas. Currently. York Hall, l'ork
3'illage, Hancock Hall, and Estabrooke Hall allow students to stay
dunng breaks by paying a fee.
Campus Living has received only
two calls expressing concern over
the issue,-just about average,- Anchews said.The calls have come front
parents unaware of the break policy.
Residents on Canpus President
Bob t. lieu aux said he also ha
received few complainta on the matter. L'Heureux says most of the dormitory studenn knew atm:the dorm
closings before from their resident
assistants and had time to make plans
"People ma! he annoyed with
it, but those who need to have found
a way around it,- he said.
1. lleurrux says students living
farther away from Maine fair the
greases!hardship.Since moststudath
hvingii11ed.wmscosrw fmm Maine
male could pe,,‘ e robe a problem for them," he said, -because
they have to travel all that way for
one weekend."
I.'Heureux also said he wants
con si sten' policy
"If they want to do it every year
from now on, that s fine.- he said
ROC wilt be looking into the
polica during the upcoming months.
L'Heureux said.
Anchors said Campus Living is
willing to talk if ROC is interested
L'if ROC is interested in having
housing available for all students
for October break, we will incorporate it into nest year's rate Nana
ture.- Anchors said.
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•Student sA

•Public forum

•Term limits

Shalala, Mitchell hear health care concerns Diamond fights
the single p:Icir %% stem and financing of the
package Vine all topics discussed in other
ommunities
Karen Baldacci. a dietician from Bang
it. asked whether medical nutritional see ices had a place in the package Her questions cc ere echoed by another dietician from
the Portland area.
Shalala explained the concept of putting
together medical "teams." is ith doctors,
nurses and specialists such as dieticians
v,(irking in a group
"We need a more seamless program."
she said
Chair of the Coalition of Nurses in Adcanced Practices in Maine. Patricia Philbrook, asked whether nurses would still he
required to get a doctor's permission to perform services they were trained for She said
that nurse practitioners like herself were numSeer George Mitchell and Secretary of Health Donna Shalala came to the
ber one providers of pt-es entatise medicine.
University of Maine to listen to Mainers health care concerns.(Boyd photo
and that those in her profession were blocked
by the American Medical Association from
By Matt VVickenheiser
.Arnong the topics discussed were Work- performing to the hest of their abilities
ers' Compensation, medical nutrition serStaff Writer
"There is unevenness across the nation,
vices, alternator health and dietary supple- and in some cases. discrimination." Shalala
Maine residents were gisen a voice in ment, the changing roles of %anoxic health
said
national policy on Oct. 16 when Sen George professionals and coverage of mental illness
Shalala said the goal of the program cc as
Mitchell and Secretary of Health and Hu- under President Clinton's package
to work with nurses and other groups to try
man SeMicec Donna Shalala responded to
Shalala described the proposed reform to pros ide the hest care possible
comments and questions concerning health as a "complex and long process."
Throughout the forum. Mitchell stressed
care reform
"I think we approach this issue with that while it ma% seem some items were reThe public forum took place at the Uni- humility ," she said
ceiving less attenOon than others in the packversity of Maine's Wells Commons and w as
Her visiting sarious communities set
-sec
age. most were getting cocci age for the first
one of two such programs scheduled to take as a means to deterrnine the public's contime
place in Maine Shalala as ins ited to speak cerns
"We're going to do the best we can to
in Maine by Mitchell as part of her nationShalala said the forums had aided her in get the best plan for Americans" Mitchell
wide tour
determining issues. Women's health care. said
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Members of the Maine legislature
and other top officials maned fightis
hack against the referendum drive to kW
pose term limits on their jobs.
-Of course there has e been problems
in state government,but term limitsrtal
the answer." Secretary of State Bill Diamond said at the Sutton lounge, Oct. 1
during a question and answer session
about imposing term limits
Diamond, a former Democratic pii±
for governor,is actively urging the defeat
of the initiative to appear on the Nov. 2
ballot.
According to Diamond.question number one on November's ballot would limit
the terms of those sers ing in the offices of
state legislator. secretary of state, treateret, attorney general,and state auditor to no
more than four, two year terms.
Diamond said most voters don'; realize that the Legislature already iniposes
limits on itself There is already a law that
limits the terms of legislators to three
years. Diamond said restricting who the
public can vote for would take away
some of their rights.
"If you don't want them i legislate&
out and they are willing to serve. they
should be able to,- Diamond said
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Write-in votes
a factor in
GSS elections

•Maine business and industry

Governor's conference held at UNIaine

By Ryan McKinney
Staff Writer
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A surprising number of write-in votes
characterized the 1993 General Student
Senate election I. nofficial tallies find the
GSS filling at least 22 of the 29 offcampus seats availtble and nine of the 16
on--campus seats. However, becaust of
the large number of write-in votes, the
GSS may. find itself with a full senate of
45 members.
According to Fair Election Practices
Committee Chainnen, Chris DeBeek,
student; who were write-ins from dorms
with no official candidates and write -ins
from the seven off-campus seats left
available may he offered the senate seats
if they choose to take them.
The election was marked by a low
voterturnour DeBeckestimatedtheionly
5 percent nt8 percent ofthe student body
voted in the election. Students who voted at Hilltop (Rnoi3Onfoni, Somerset
and DTAV)actually outtsnithettid all of
theoff-caroms students who voted atthe
Witeneciel Union. A total 1911stesitota
vneed Hilltop,143 wand etdm Unica.
Despite the low tuesoet,eindtati who
did vote were highly opinionated shoot
the election. Hannah Sanders tt
asfixinn,
Hancock Hell Mow eenstor who IsIvied her experience ill the OSS
diculous" But that didn't stop hex frost'
going to vote.
"My feeling is that if you don t participate in these elections, thee you have
no nght to bitch." Sanders said.

Gov. John McKernan speaks at the economic development conference held in
Wells Commons (Boyd photo.)

By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
"Ac Maine goes, so goes the nation,"
and at the twentieth annual Governor's
Economic Development Conference a cast
of several distinguished speakers attempted to determine in what direction that will
he
The conference, which was held Oct. 5
in Wells Commons,included river 300 participants front a canety of different economic fields and backgrounds Some of the
more notable names in attendance were
Gov John R. McKeman. former Gov Joseph Brennan. former United States Senator Margaret Chase Smith, Acting (Thancellos of the University of Maine System .I.
Michael Orenduff, former UMaine Presi-

dent Arthur Johnson and current UMaine
President Frederick Hutchinson
Hutchinson, host of this year's conference. kicked off the day by welcoming the
participants and summarizing to a degree
the mission of those in attendance.
"Today we focus on policy . We will
exchange, we'll argue, we will debate and
we will work together to not only hear
existing knowledge,but to find new knowledge," ilutchiriso.n stated.
After Hutchinson completed his welcoming he passed the podium on to Chancellor Orenduff who briefly addressed the
participants on the rapid pace that know ledge is changing in toda c world
thrnduff cited teehnologs as an exam-

ple of the constant metamorphosis of
knowledge in our lives. He explained this
new "whiz bang" high technology was.
in fact, responsible for bringing the conference its keynote speaker. Laura
D'Andrea Tyson. via satellite from the
White House.
Tyson. chair of President Bill Clinton's Council of Economic Advisers,appeared on a large screen within the main
dining room of Wells Commons with an
American flag and the interior walls of
the Clintons home in her background
it's a real pleasure to be here with
you. I had hoped to get there in person
actually. Maine is one of my favorite
states,! believe in terms of natural beauty
it's competitive with my home state of
California," Tyson, who ts as unable to
attend the conference because of a pressing agenda in Washington. D.C., said.
The Clinton economic adviser's keynote speech focused on oN Cr' tem trig the
economic strategy of the Clinton administration as well as discussing some of the
particular pans of the policy
The goal. Tyson said,of this policy is
to"stiengthen the U.S position as a highskill, high-wage economy."
She explained government will need
to be a "catalyst" to the private sector in
attaining this goal and some ot the components included along the road ahead
are reducing the deficit,reforming health
care and increasing free trade.
"We hope to work with you in the state
of Marne and throughout the nation to
make sure that we restore the American
dream to the as erage Amencan family •
Is con said

The Theatre/Dance Department Welcomes
all New and Returning Students to Campus'
1QQ4q b

Season of Theatre & Dance Events

a ib
c44.4W 23NOUVe‘411
Central St.
Bangor
int.emational Cuisine
Featuring Organic Maine Products

NOW SERVING DINNER
Thursday, Friday & Saturda 5 1 1 pm
RESFRVATONS RECOMMENDED

942-4642
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•One Year Later

Awareriess through humor Snow presentation caps
Opinionated
comedian covers wide
off Corning Out Week
range of issues

By Malcolm Smith

By Shelley Conklin

Staff Writer

Volunteer Writer
lesbian feminist humorous Kate Clinton
brought her act and message of ass areness to the
University of Maine on the es ening of Oct 2.
Her point was people should he proud of who
they are and if that's gay. then come out with
Pride•
With a stream-of-consciousness style,
Clinton encouraged the audience to interact
and ask questions There was no limit to her
range of topics,cosenng her family . gays in
the military, coming out and a hunch of
other issues with the same honesty and directress that forms her opinionated brand of
humor
For example, Clinton has noticed every
real cis ilnghts movement has something to
do with bathrooms —the Black Civil Rights
Mos ement began over separate but not equal
bathroom facilities: once womenc• bathrooms were established in the Senate. all of
a sudden there were women senators and
the eay s in the military issue is now a movement because the news has shown locker
room footage of military men snapping each
other with towels as a reason hy the ban
shouldn't be lifted
Clinton said the new policy of "don't ask
don't tell- is like putting a screen door on the
closet
Aboutcoming out,Clinton offered the audience, which filled about two-thirsts of Hauck

Comedian Kate Clinton brings the
house down with socially aware humor (Boyd photc )
Auditiinum the advice of never telling their
fathers they 're gay in a mosing vehicle
Clinton's appearance was sponsored
by the Office of Multicultural and Special
Program for Gay and Lesbian Awareness
Week and as prelude National coming
Out Das. Oct 11 Part of the esening',
profits were donated to the Mabel Wadsworth Woman's Health Clinic. which has
been open since 1984 and includes a lesbian heath program

The third day of Ciiminit Out Week
was capped off when University of
Maine senior Neal Snow, who was discharged from the Air Force ROTC for
being gay, gave a presentation at the
Memorial Union titled "Neal Snow:
One Year Later."
"We've read a lot about different
pieces of his story...this is going to
give Neal a chance to put it all together," said Sandra Caron. co-chair
of the Committee for Lesbian/Bisexual/Gay Concerns, which hosted the
event.
-Come out, come out, wherever you
are." Snow urged at the beginning of his
hour long presentation.
He told briefly of his coming out
process, then recounted the time in
September of last year when he revealed his sexual orientation to his
Air Force ROTC superior officers, and
of his subsequent discharge one month
later on Oct. 26.
11 was not a great day in my life,"
Snow said.
Snow spoke of his attempts to attend
military leadership classes after his discharge, which were denied to him by
ROTC, even though the school had told
ROTC to allow Snow in

Illmiseesnos is th,• 11C% 140MCSI/C
Peaer Vorps where thousand- of
young people will soon hr getting
things done through *CTVICI. in
exchange tor help in financing their
higher education or repaving their student loan.
`starting this fall thousands of
Anwril.irtis members will fan out
across the nation to meet the needs 01
communities every-when.
And the kiwis nt things they will help
get done can trub change America
—things like immitnirmit our infants
tutoring our teenagers keeping out
W-11.106 sat, restoring our natural
et-tamp,. and ...curing mort in
!MC
,
for our ill and
our elderli.

"I just wanted to participate in the
program like any other student." he
said.
Asked about the attitude of the
UMaine administration over the past
year. Snow said he had received sup.
port from them, but still felt let down
because discrimination was being allowed to go on despite the school.
'
non-discrimination policy. "I do with
more was done." Snow said.
In an attempt to relate the feeling
of the military ban. Snow told of a
fictional decision by GovernorMcKernan that would no knger allow
heterosexuals to attend UMaine.
Asking who thought McKernan't
decision was wrong, he told those
who raised their hands that they also
had to leave UMaine because they
had just spoken out against McKernan's ban
"What do you think the military doe*?
Snow asked.
Snow read a poem he had written titled
"Imagine," which, toting many logical
facts,criticizes the military ban He pointed out the fact that during the Gulf Wis,
all discharges 'art the grounds of sexual
orientation were halted
He also stated the reaction of the lob!
Thief'. of Staff to the president's proposal
to lift the ban in January bordered co
"insubordination."
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EMM

By Mike McLaut
Staff Writer
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• Tuition decrease fails in Legislature
• Orenduff approved by board of trustees
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EMMC closes doors to UMaine nursing student
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Several nursing students from
the University of Maine will participate in pediatric and obstetric clinical rotations at Eastern Maine Medical Center next semester Y onne
Mazerolle, brave% er, still not be
one of them.
This was the conclusion reached
after a meeting between EMMC
and UMaine officials held Nov 19.
Mazerolle, a 33-year-old Bangor resident, was convicted in 1991

of three counts of gross sexual misconduct involving her three young
daughters and is currently a student
in the nursing program at UMaine.
She has already served 12 months
of intensive supervision and is currently under probation as a result of
the conviction.
In a release. EMMC stated that
officials at the hospital, including
the chiefof pediatrics and the senior
administrator, had thoroughly reviewed the information available in
the case before making a decision.
-The decision is based entirely

upon the medical center's primary
responsibility for patient care and
safety." the release stated
The release also said that the
issue has not and does not create
any conflict between EMMC and
the university.
Lea Aconi,directorofthe School
of Nursing at UMaine.said the university is in agreement with the
medical center's decision. but said
it is unfortunate that the situation
has been publicized to such an extensive degree. The publicity, she
said. may have been one of the

factors in the decision.
The next step for the Sv hoot of
Nursing, Acord said, will be for
faculty of the program to discuss
Mazerolk s alternatives, which are
"still up in the air." The pediatric
and obstetric clinicals are required
of all nursing students seeking registered nurse status and have traditionally been performed at EMMC.
"'The faculty are going to have
to make some decisions about
Yvonne's future," Acord said.
After learning of the EMMC
decision, Maaerolle said she is not

angry with EMMCofficials because
of the decision, but said she wishes
people would focus on the fact that
the sentencing justice in her case
did not forbid her from having unsupervised contact with children.
Mazemlle said thejustice must have
had a reason for not applying this
condition to her sentence.
The nursing student said her
academic career is now somewhat
in limbo, but said she will at least
finish out this semester. "We all
have to wait to see what the university is going to do." Mazerolle said

•Changing policies

0 Tuition

Gpffinan's
bill defeated
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Wrbmst
State legislator Ralph Coffman's latest eff.Nrt to address student tuition concerns was defeated when the Legislative Council
turned down consideration of his
bill to reduce tuition rates.
Coffrnan•s bill, LR 2947,
would have reduced tuition 20
percent for in-state students attutting Univeaity of Mame System campuses.
"it ticks roe off that tuition
rates keep going up,and people
need that money to live," Coffman said. -These people are
working their asses off foe money foliar., working pan-Limejobs.
"And the Legislature just
gives Angara stamp of approval
on raising tuition max"
'Nihon it -teases. employee
Layoffs and what Coffnala said
he felt were administrative abuser; lead him to sponaor LR 1000,
which would have eliminated the
chtmeellar's ofTiot.

South African leader addresses trade issues
By Malcolm Smith
Staff Write,
Twelve sears ago Dumisani
Kumalo came to the University of
Maine to urge the board oftrustees to
divest holdings in companies doing
business in South Africa. On Nov
17 he returned to say that it was OK
to reinvest, but in a was that still
address the legacy of apartheid.
Kumalo.a South African native,
came to the US.in 1977 after being
forced into exile. He spoke at Nevilk Hall as the Projects Director of
the Africa Fund.
Kurnalo's speech began with the
•'had news"— the violence in South
Africa that has increased since the
announcement in July ofelections in
April 1994, in which blacks will be
allowed to vote.
Kurnakv criticized F.W.de Mot
fry Naming the siolence on the rivalry betweim the African National Cotspeas and the fnkadia Freedom Party.
The "good news" w es the optimistic mood that the upcoming elections have spread to the Saudi Aftican citinera -My country is going
thmugh in deadliest and most excit-

ing time," Kumalo said.
Kumalo spoke of several roadblocks that stand in the stay of the
April elections, including the v ioknee he blamed on the Nationalist
party He said die world needs to
keep their eyes on the election process, casing that even in America.
elections can be stolen.
Karnak) gave an amount of die
history of apartheid,and spoke oldie
white South African's land deal that
gave a7 percent of the coolies to
whites, while blacks are the majonts
He said %states ha]used starvation to
get die blacks to aura in the gold and
diamond minea and broke up black
families. He cited the example !If his
mother being jailed for to Ma to .an
hisfaderin thetown where he And_
Karnak) said that the sanctions
worked, but instimuoris such as
UMaine Mould not "jump in" with
investments. He warned against the
team!blur ohipins,stitaaaa.and Faye
three recommendatmns
The tint was an electric company, that would prosak elesancity to
black homes,which was once illegal.
He suggested investing in companies
dat would clean up rivets. Math.be
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Dumisani Kum▪ a▪ lo tells of personal experiences exempli ing
the troubled South African systems.(McIntyre photo.)
said,kill one outoftwoSouth African speech as the greatest mode influstuldren ba the age of two His third ence on the board trustees 1983
suggestion wasinvesting in the growth decision He said that one progressive
aware cid not realize at the time that
of cant a South African staple
In a press conference. Kumalo blacks in South Africa could not vote
The trustees'finance committee
ore-skit the importance of such investments to the co:loamy and the voted NON 15 to recommend that
Democratic processin South Africa the board wan until January to vote
-Democracy is meaningless if on the matter
Kurnalo thanked the univenia
you don't have ajob." Kumalo said.
Before Kuinalo's speech,Profes- Ice- n's tampon in 19113 "Sanctions
sor Doug Allen described his 1981 worked," Karnak said."We won."

MAIN ST. MOUNTAIN BIKE
P.Min St.•Old Town•827-0200,
Specialists For Mt. Bikes

Full Line of
Biking Accessories
Bell • Black • Burn • Rhode
Gear
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•New chancellor

Board approves
of Orenduff in
top position

•New vice president

Sheridan rolls up sleeves at UMaine

By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
The University of Maine System board
of trustees unanimously approved J.
Michael Orenduff as chancellor at its
meeting Nos . 15 at the University of
Maine, Presq Lie Isle.
Ofebduft who was named acting chancellor in September, was recommended
by a search committee for the position on
Oct. 27.
Trustee Duatat Ettigmaki, who formally recommended Orenduff to the
board, said the search process was fair in
coming to a conclusion.
"I want to nO4t that this v.as not a case
where we went through the motions."
Fitzgerald said.
Fitzgerald said the field of 68 applicants was wh(tiled down to three finalists.
who were then interviewed in depth.
The board then accepted OrendufT as
chancellor. He will earn S129,433 per
year. The board also approved a one-time
payment of 518.637 to offset taxes from
his term i...s president of the American
University of Bulgaria.
Orenduff, after receiving applause
Iron'. the board and the audience, told the
board that the UMairee system needs to
face changes as the 21st century approaches.

The new Vice President for Academic Affairs Judson Sheridan.(Boyd

By Jill Berryman
Staff Writer
Judson Shendan will have a tall order to
till as the new % ice president for academic
affairs at the University of Maine. hut it's
challenge he's willing to take.
Shendan. pies musty the ice pros ost for

photo.)

research and dean of the graduate school at
the University of Missouri-Columbia. officially became part of the UMaine faculty on
Nov. 1 He is currently learning about
UMaine and his overall goal is to try and
create a learning community
-This (creating a learning community 1
involves looking at the institution in a very.
holistic sort of a a%. With a major focus on
students." Sheridan said.
Shendan said he is well aware of the

dos% nsizing plan and said his role is to work
with the faculty. administration and students to try and find ways to hest implement
and respond to the changes resulting from
downsizing.
"I really do believe that, in many respects, the university here
by the downsizing plan — is ahead of other institutions,*
Shendan said. "I think that a lot of instihitionsaniund the country are facing financial
problems hut what they've tended to do is to
cut across the board which becomes more
constrained as a consequence, without any
positive outcome."
There are several shifts that have ix.
carted due to the downsizing plan, according to Shendan. One such shift is enrollment
management and admissions to academic
cffairs.
"In my judgment,the registrar issue cannot be discussed separate from those (the
shift to academic affairs). What we will be
doing is trying to see how best to manage the
solution of getting a new registrar in the
context of what vs e've already got in enrollment management."
An important part of Sheridan's goal is
figuring out ways to assist and facilitate
linking factors, such as outreach and extension programs that are associated with
the research and scholarly level of the
university faculty. He recognizes that this
must he done under tight financial constraints.
"Although it's always very easy to think
of our own (financial) situation as being
unique. in fact that kind of a struggle is going
on at most institutions and they are trying to
figure out a is'. to handle diminishing resources and trying to focus on the things that
they do best," he said.

•Ring

Public Safety puts damper
on false fire alarm culprits
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer

• May 19 - July 31

Hartgen at Eighty
• August 10 - September 18

Recent Acquisitions
1(1! more information, please call 181-i.!")-)

year on these students
One other student. loal Pol% men. 19, of
Auburn. was also summonsed for false public alarm, but appears to not he connected
with the other four
Laughlin said the students probably
thought pulling the alarms was funny but he
pointed to several serious problems associated with fake alarms
The first, Laughlin said, is the safety of
people exiting the buildings late at night
disoriented and confused.
A second problem concerns emei gen
cy %chides responding to a call and the
inherent danger of these %chic'et (rase'
ing at high speeds through the local
streets
Laughlin also mentioned that people get
complacent as a result of many false alarms.
"When a real situation comes along.
we've got the problem that some don't exit
the building," he said
(AM. Laughlin said a false alarm ties LT
emergency personnel and equipment arta
could callSe a conflict should a real erner

al.ing up at
m in the morning itif an
8 a.m class is something most people don't
enjoy.
Waking up at 2 a in for. a false fire alarm
is even more bothersome The University of
Maine Department of Public Safety has tak
en steps to CUltall that problem and has
issued summonses to five t Maine students
for false public alarm
According to Investigator Vs illiam
Laughlin, four of the students summonsed
pulled alarms as a group, and alcohol was a
factor Brad Wolverton. 18, Easton. Toby
Hanford, 19, Leeds, Dawn Emerson. 19,
Franklin, and Tra% is Hartford. 19. Leeds,
ha% e au i been summonsed to rd Distnct
court in Bangor for 13 counts of the class0
misdemeanor
Laughlin said each count is punishable
by a maximum sentence of one year in jail
plus a 52,000 fine The students live in
Knox. Androscoggin and Gannett Halls and
may be connected to alarms in these balk as FOC) ante
well as in Somerset Hall, Dons Ty. ochell
The general cost for each false alarm is
Allen Village,Cumberland Hall arid Oxford SIN) Laughlm said the university is /wrong
Hall
for restitution f -it the pulled alarms He
A fed-up resident was instrumental in added that it a as tough to predict what
the investigation. Laughlin said. adding that would tie the court outcome Isecause.
the student was "pretty well pu• out "
most cases, this crime is committed minid
Through the follow -up investigation. nails not in a group Laughlin also said the
information was unco% ered that may lay case had been referred to Judicial kffairs on
responsibility for some alarms from last campus

•Jazz perfor
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•Jazz performance

•Clancy Brothers

Wynton Marsalis is smokin' as always Famed Irish
folk singers
perform
By F. J. Gallagher

Staff Writer

We all knew it was going to he good
Smokin• The question was, how good?
Who was going to be in the band? What was
the instrumentation? What were they going to
play? The program offered a helpful insight:
Tonight's program consists of selections from
Wynton Maralis's recordings and jazz favorites.Cool.The program was neat,though. It told
you absolutely everything you wanted to know
about Wynton,and a bunch ot stuff you probably didn't Besides it used really cool words like
'eponymous'.
Soon enough, Wynton and the band took
the stage and one of the questions was answered. Piano, bass,drums,three dudes on sax,
a trombone and Wynton.
The first hour-king set consisted mostly of
selections from Wynton Marsalis's
recordings...and a broad sampling it was indeed Marsalis played some old tunes from his
"Hot House Flowers"era as well as more recent
composition: and it was all happenin'. Wynton is one of those rare gifted musicians who is
blessed with incredible talents as a player and
infallible sensibilities as a composer
Marsalis has his feet firmly planted in the
thick, meaty roots of American
yet his
vision is fixed staunchly forward. With a tip of
the hat to Duke Ellington,and a nod to Coltrane
a chuck on the shoulder for Miles,and a"what's
up" to Lnuis Annamng. Marsalis took it and
put it all together right in front of you and said,
'This is what's up, man. I hope you dig at least
some of it." We dug as much as we amid,then
took a fifteen minute intermission.
In the second set, Marsalis decided to, as
they say down in N'awlins, -Take y 'all to
"A lotofpeoplesay Monk couldn't play...just
because there's a consensus, doesn't mran it's
true.'tr said.
The band reared back and ripped into a
mini-set of Theolonius Monk tunes It was in
this am that Wynton's genras really seemed to
emerge He took Monk's tunes and molded
them into big chunks of sound that you could
just grab on to...muted neo-Boushon Nap S/3106,
groovin'
honkin'-wailin • screarnin•-rreen-jari. llaey weren't so much
renditionsofthe tunes,hotextensions ofMonic'

By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer

Jazz trumpet player Wynton Marsalis shares a bit of his musical knowledge
prior to his performance at the MCA (Jewett photo.)
akaS
It Was imam'serious now . The drummer
had taken off his jacket, and it's universal.
no matter what the genre.. if the drummer
starts taking off his clothes, it's going to get
hectic
-We haven't played the blues yet. We can't
let you go without *yin the Num"he said A
brief consultation, and they decided on the key.
of E Yeah, blues in E How many pre-adolescents have jammed blues in E in their garage or
basement and imagined themselves to he on
stage in front of a massive crowd? And here's
Wrenn doing blues in E ea I/Maine. Amazing.

A note to allfirst-year students bringing their car:

Get Smart!
1(vou run into problems with your car, make sure you
brtn,a it into Smart's Auto Body in Old Town.
'Foreign and
*Reasonably- Priced
Domestic Repairs
*AAA affiliated
•24-Hour Wrecker Service
*Collision Repairs
10% Student Discount
*Complete Paint Jobs
on boreigr. and Domestic
Repairs with your MatneCard
•Rust Repairs

Smart's Auto Body
324 North Main Street, Old Town
Business Hours: 82'-2331
Nights & Weekends: S2'5634
Sid Smart, Owner

The Clam:). Brothers and their nephew
Robbie O'Connell brought Saint Patrick's
Day with them as they took center stage at
the Maine Center for the Arts on Nov. IS.
The air was filled with high-spirited music, people were laughing,and the only thing
missing might have been a pint of Guineas
for the Irish and Irish-want-to-be fans gathered there.
'Throw back your head. open your
mouth, let your Adam's apple boh up and
down,and feel great. You'll look funny, but
you'll feel great," encouraged Pat Clancy.
Beginning in the early 1960s with appearances on the Ed Sullivan Show, the
Clancy Brothers have always known how to
deliver what their audiences want . This MCA
performance was no exception.
The program for the evening ranged frc ci
traditional works to ballads and pieces of
Irish humor. Nothing was sacred and no
stops were saved.
O'Connell made his presence in toe quartet felt with numbers such as "Sistei Josephine," a piece about a odd nun who is malty
a man on the run front the authorities.
After several wild renditions ofIrish pub
standards. the Clancys decided it was time
to call it a night as the performance neared
the close of its third hour.

'Welcome Students
.0Alp
Consider

3Sciences.
At the College of Sciences, nine departmi ins offer 48
different degree programs. Our faculty have been
recognized with the Outstanding Teachint Award, the
Public Service Achievement Awards, 11 Research and
Creative Achievement Awards, and 13 Distirgunhed
Maine Profess,or Awards
Our 51 Program Support for Science Students, offers
our maiors designated residence hall living space which
pros-ides on-site tutors helping students navigate the
demands of a universin. SCiCITCC program.
Our Semester by the Sea N.F.Am offers 20 undergraduate students a unique live-in academic experience at
the Darling Marine Center taking 15 credits of multidisciplinary marine sciences and history courses: natural
marine ens-in ,nment, field trips to coastal sites, shipboard
ocean sampling, and direct contact with marine biologists
and oceanographers

ine Vepartments
Biochemistry, Microbiology and Molecular Biology • Chcmistn • Computer
Science • Geological Sciences • Mathematics and Statistics • Lleca nographa.•
Physics and Astronomy • Plant Biology and Pathology • Zoology.
Oegree

Programs

B.A. II, B.S. 11, MA 1, M.S. 12, M.P S 2, Ph.D 11.
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Dining on Campus
Contact:)on Lemis or Virginia Caron
Department of Campus Living Dining Services
Universitg of Maine
5734 Hilltop Commons
Orono. Maine 04469-5734
Phone:(107) 581-4706
Statement of Purpose
Dining Services offers students a wide variety of
dining options in restaurant facilities campus-wide.
Staff are dedicated to providing healthy and
nutritious meals that range from familiar home
favorites to gourmet and international dishes.
Exploring the unique specialties offered by each of
the dining facilities lets you choose the atmosphere
and advantages that make your person ii dining
experience enjoyable.

Caps Dining Cotamons
Hilltop Dining Commons
Stodder Dining Commons
Stewart Dining Commons
York Dinirn Commons

East/West Campus, M-F
South Campus, M-F
East/West Campus,
7 days/week
South Campus,
7 days/week

A La Carle Campus Eateries
Bear's Den
Damn Yankee
Soup Kitchen

Memorial Union
first floor 7 days/week
Memorial Union
second floor, M-F
Memorial Union
second floor, M-Th
Memorial Union
third floor, 7 days/week
Fernald Halt M-F

•Athletic coi

Hutchi

MaineCard-A Value -added Debit Account
The MaineCard Program Is a debit account with which
students can purchase meals and groceries on campus.
MaineCard Dining funds differ from Mainer_.'ard Campus
funds as follows:

MaineCard Dining Fands
• Automatically Included in all prepaid meal plans as
indicated on your room and board contract.
• Funds not refundable or transferable to next
semester.
Funds can be used In:
• Dining Commons
• Cash restaurants or eateries
• Hilltop and SouthSide Markets
Contact: Dining Services Office, 103 Hilltop Commons,
581-4706

MaineCitrd Cavils rands
• Bring your MaineCard to the Business Office, Alumni
Hall, to deposit funds into an account.
• Minimum $ 25 deposit.
• 5% discount in the Bears Den, Damn Yankee, Ford
Room Coffee Shop, Fernald Snack Bar and Markets.
• Dining commons meal discounts.
• Funds are refundable and/or transferable.
funds can be used in:
• Cash restaurants and eateries.
• Hilltop and SouthSide Markets
• All Dining Commons.
Contact: MaineCard Office, Alumni Hall, 581-4566.

Meal Plans tnitti Built-in fleaibilit
Nou can expect flexibility from our creative meal plan
lineup this coming year. Choose from four convenient
Fernald Snack Bar
plans which include the popular MaineCard Dining Fundsmoney to be used in all of our campus eateries. All meal
plans cost the same:$1,128 per semester and $2,256 per
academic year.
Hilltop & SoatliSide Markets
Commons Meals
Hilltop Market,located on the first floor of Hilltop Commons,
/4faineCar1
offers a full range of foods from "munchies- to full meals, Plan
Per Week
Dining Funds
at affordable prices. The hours are 11 am-8 pm, Monday- 19-Plus Meal Plan
1(4
semester
$25
Saturday . The SouthSide Market, located on the main floor 14-Plus Meal
Plan
i
/semester
100
of Stodder Commons, First opened in the fall of 1992 It
10
$200/semester
features convenient shopping with a full range of foods. 10-Plus Meal Plan
7
$400/semester
Hours of operation are 9 am-8 pm, Monday -Friday; Saturday 7- Plus Meal Plan
11 am-8 pm. You can use your MaineCard Dining Funds and
Meal Plans may be changed ONCE during the First 13 weeks
MaineCard Campus Funds in both of the markets
of the semester. MaineCard Dining Funds are for one
semester ONLY. No refunds are issued for unused meals
Neil Horn. N94-N94
and or MaineCard Dining Funds at the close of each
Stewart. Yost Dinka Consmious
semester. Commons meals are NOT transferable: however,
Breakfast
7:00am-9:30am
P1-1'
feel free to use your MaineCard Dining Funds to purchase
Brunch
I I:00am-2:00pre
Set/Sun
Lunch
guest meals and groceries.
1 1 :(rOarn-1:30pen
P1-1'
The Union Coffee Shop

Dinner
Dinner

4:30pm-6:45pm
4:30pm-6:30pm

Sun Th
fSat

flilltop, fiteadar Mang Commons
Dreeideat
Lai&
Dinner
Dinner (ttriltop °Mr

7:00enve:30an
1 I:00ent- 1:30pm
4:30pm-15.30pm
4:30prn-64Sprn

Sear's Dee

7:00anv 1 Oprn
II -00arn-9prn

Damen Yankee

8:30arn 7:00pm

Soap Kitchen

SDOpm-6:30prn

P1-1'
MTh
Sat'Sun

MTh

The Union Coffee Sloop
in the rord Room
7:00am 1 2.30arn
:00prn I 2:30arr
MINIM SEEM

Bar 7 00am 2 00prn

Sat 'Sun
Mt

The Maine Camp'

Vegetarian Options
Dining Services is committed to providing a wide range
of options including non-meat entrees at every meal In
addition, vegetarian dinners are prepared Monday
through Thursday in the Soup Kitchen, located in the
Damn Yankee, second floor, Memorial Union. Residence
hall and commuter students are encouraged to purchase
dinners using their MaineCard Dining or Campus Funds
For further information contact Tom Smith, 581-1 A15
Dtting Commons A
"Ira!
Breakfast
Brunch/Lunch
Dinner

La Carte Prices
MaineCard
$ 3.95
$ 5.00
$ 6.10

Cash
$4.73
$3.75
$7.50

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
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• Walsh suspended in eligibility inquiry
•Branch Davidian survivor speaks to class
• Noise ordinance proposed in Orono

•Athletic controversy

Hutchinson suspends Walsh for'withholding information'
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
What has been a season oo misfortune for the University of .vlaine
hockey team took another downward turn on Dec. 8 when UMaine
President Fred Hutchinson announced that he was suspending
Black Bear coach Shawn Walsh
without pay until Jan. 1 for withholding information regarding the
eligibility status of freshman Jeff
Tory.
After meeting with Walsh.
UMaine Athletic Director Mike
Ploszek and NCAA Faculty Representative George Jacobson for
much of the day on Dec. 6,Hutchinson came to the conclusion that
Walsh had failed to pass on relevant information to the UMaine
athletic staff concerning Tory's
eligibility. He announced his findings at a press conference at his
home.
"Coach Walsh was in a position to share key information
about Mr. Tory's eligibility with
the university officials but did
not do so." Hutchinson said."We
are convinced that he did not deliberately withhold that information, he simply didn't feel the
information was relevant. By failing to communicate what he knew
to his superiors, he allowed this
university to present incomplete
information to both the public
and the NCAA."

Hutchinson's reason for suspending Walsh-- which includes
stipulations that the coach can't
have any contact with the team or
set foot in A!fond Arena until what
amounts to a five-game suspension is over — centers around an
interpretation the NCAA made
two years ago about Tory's eligibility.
While recruiting Tory, now 20
years old and a native Coquidam.
B.C., during the 1991-92 season,
the University of Alaska -Fairbanks
was told by the NCAA that Tory
would not meet freshman eligibility requirements.
Walsh said he knew of that
ruling, but explained that he was
told by the Penticton Secondary
School Tory's alma mater -- that
the P for passing) grades on Tory's transcript translated to C-miUMaine Hockey Coach Shawn
nuses, which would mean that he
was eligible for freshman compe- take in not passing along all of
tition
the information he had, hut said
Walsh disregarded the Alaska- at a separate press conference at
Fairbanks ruling without forward- the Dexter Lounge that he simply
ing that information to the UMainc believed it was all irrelevant
athletic department, which is why
"Based on that information. I
he is out of work for the next three felt that the information that we
weeks while UMaine assistant had seen through Alaska-Faircoach Grant Standbrook tuns his hanks was obsolete," Walsh said.
team.
"My intention in this issue with
Tory subsequently. played in Jeff,and any issue,has been what's
three early-season games this year, best for the University of Maine
which, since the NCAA stands by and what's best for Jeff Tory I did
its previous ruling, means U Maine not violate and I certainly would
might have to forfeit those games. not violate any NCAA rules. I Just
Walsh admits he made * mis- didn't hand that sheet over, and

Walsh answers questions from the Dress (Boyd photo.)
now I look and see what a mistake
it was. That's an error in judgment that I made
"Certainly, they are making it
clear to nee that if I come across an
NCAA interpretation. I've got to
hand it over to the administration
And I will. It's the first time I've
come across one and didn't hand it
over. God. I'm pas mg a severe
penalty for it."
Although troth Hutchinson and
Ploszek agreed that it was an isolated incident and that the hockey
program is by no means out of
control, Hutchinson said they felt

that precautions must be take,to
make sun it doesn't happen again
in the future.
"The information Coach
Walsh received was critical to the
credibility and posoion the university was taking w th the NCAA
in defense of our interpretation of
the rules," Hutchinson said."Had
we known that thc NCAA had
expressed strong concerns about
Mr. Tory's eligibility we never
would have allowed him to play
in a single game until his status
had been formally and officially
resolsed

•Admissions Office
•Branch Davidian

Concern,confusion surround vacant position Thibodeau
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
A recognized University of
Maine administrator has been pone
from his office since Nov 5, 1991,
with no public explanation
James Varner. a former &sustant director of admissions, was
isne ot the few minont) adminismeters at TMaine For this alone.
tie is highly recognizable. He is
also known to many students as a
character willing to bend over back ward to help them become enrolled
and/at remain at the university.
Joyce Henckler 815titS411111 vice
president for Enrollment Management. confirmed that Varner has
not served in his former position
since, Nov. 5. She declined to corn ment on the reasons behind it
"I an; not allowed to discuss
this. All personnel mantes are considered confidential It's pmtecnon for the employee and the law.
frailly.- Henckler said
Henekler said the office conducted interviews for the position
before Thanksgiving and has someone on mind tog o
-Mr from Nee Jersey and is

someone who's been on campus as
a student and in other capacities.
The parented is in process and
the issue is of agreement at this
point" she said.
Whether Varner was dismissed
re if he resigned has not been confirmed Varner will not yet comment on the situation.
Human Resources and the Psi rol i office also declined to comment ants said ft is a controversial
issue
Several students am ..airicerned
because the issues surrounding this
case have not been adequately explained to them tArreint h4riye,
co-chair of the African-American
.Association. card Varner is currently serving as their advisor. He
said the group is dumbfounded over
the situation
-They don't quite understand.
It is OCNI out in the clear yet," Move
said.
He persoeally said,'1 think it's
a chsgrace --- a kiss toes —I don't
think it's fair."
He said the African-Americas
grasp is waiting to see whoa will
come of the situation. "We (Intel
he said
know what te

discusses
experiences
By Laxmi VaHury
voiunteer Writer

James teapeee 'csrreer assistant director of ACImiSsiOrts.(FiliePhato-)
'He's like a father to minority
students There are e lea minority faculty on campus when pee&
have problems they go to winterme

Olt) feel comfortahle ith A lot of
times students with problems
soinadd run to him." Move said about
Varner

David Thitiodeau. Bangor
native, was one of the nine survivors of the inferno that killed
more than BO Branch Davidians
in Waco. Texas. on April
193993
He spoke to the Introduction
to News Writing and Reporting
class on Dee. 7. and said he had
much more to talk about than
guns and see.
He expressed his dislike for
buzz work like-cult. • and"compound,- which he believes condition people into thinking a
mrtain way "Cult" for example, conjured up images of (anaticism and satanism It was a
conditioning term used by cult
altiltfilleSS groups who lost their
children to followings. and had
animosity toward them He skid
theelogiam do tiet believe ix
cults but in the constitution

,',Irs***41/111kvw,
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•Orono Town Council

•Cabin's Field

Plans for
building evoke
criticism

Residents at odds over ordinances
By John Roy
Staff writer

annosmg. dangerous. or otherwise an 'neonsalience to Orono residents
The ruse would be proven mnis mg.dangerous or econvenient with sound meters
The sound meters. to be used by the police.
would rneasum noise to see if it falls within set.
axeptable
Loud off-campus UMaane students would
tip the meters die wrong was
The second ordinance is the 212 Rental
Unit Occupiers-) Permit This a-dinars-le is
aimed a regular inspection of rental properties
in Orono to ensure renter and public, safety
and welfare. Renting without die permit could
lease landlords opal to coil penalties including fines
Resident Gary Furbish fat Of,the or&
trances
-Evers single person in our neighborhood
has a host of horror stones.- Furbish said in
refesence to bed experiences he and neighbors
have experts-mod with UMaine students
Furbish toes on North Main Sara
He went on A say that if landlords are not
going to police themselves, than the Council
should do it just
thes wouldwithan, other
business
Hamlin Street Resident Paul Sshrueder
has some resersillOftS about the ordinances
don't want to support sorredung that is
going to put camas. who is us trig, in a
difficult position." Ssircxxier said He said
this in reference to the Ocruparr.:1, NITA

Orono residents agree there is a problem
with some of the University of Manse students
bong in their town
Dies also agree the problem should be
addressed What they disagree on. is how to
solve the problem
One sick behests two new "get-tough"
ordinances are the solution
-These are definitely a step in the nght
direction.- resident Al Elkin said
The other sack thinks die proposed ordinances go too far, and a hater solution can be
found
'I do not think we are going to be able to
legislate had things om of the system.- resident Francis Martin said.
The twosidescarrr togetheron theesating
of Da 7 at the Keith Anderson Community
HOUSC in Orono for a public hearing in front
the town council.
This woe not the first night in the past two
months that the subject of landlords. students
and Orono residents came up at aimed meet Mgt The issue has taken up much of the last
few ciounsil meetings
The trips. of the hearing was the proposed
firkiwing two ordinances
The first ordirianix is the 5 9 Noise Control
Ordinance The purpose of the orchnanse is the
reduction and contr.
'.1 of any flOISC prosen 44', he

By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer

Orono Police Chief Dan Lowe presents issues concerning the enforcement of the possible noise ordinance
(McIntyre photo.)
ordinarax
Schneider does not a. ant to punish all
landlords in order to get at the had, and, since
ordinances cannot discnmittate. they would
affect all landlords.
The universis stanch behind the two onJi turves
We are unanimously in favor of the passing of these ordinances.- Dr Robert Dana
said He was at the hearing representing
t'‘taine
Dana aided that failure it, adop tier curdnames maid allots die problem in airtime
UManse.arid its &alarms and serum) houses, would be exempt from these onintanms

•Maine Center for the Arts

'The Nutcracker' a fantasy come true
By Bonnie Sirncock
Staff Writer
The Raanson Ballet Consigns aid Bangor
Symphony Oichewa's prixkiction of-The Nut
cracker was a OtrestrnasiDones world-type
eaparwe Fnemmahrun the aucberisr ITTrIlet
toe of we. murk,be kw en a fates oGtiriong
snowflakes and toys.
Mr Bangor Symphas Ontestra sat umph fantastic The complex Imre was made to
sold as if it were as easy as rushing pias on a
orimpau dna machine Ofcome this was Irianlove performarsoe ths tiehesed die audience
NA brought a it. feet kr a %twang cs f.as
honor of the conductor Richard Rosenberg,
muss threctir of the Texas Symphony Oldiestra and the Peranybonan Ballet. Ls:induced the
syrishons, &ring tut holicks pmthicom.
The stymy, hgtestg. cocaine% and masks

were what iasJde audience s Image-won and was spalighted die Snow
Queen the Deav
and Lamed it ditugh the production The am- Drop Fairy and an krabian Warn
dancer Rob
nion design of masks P improsed and die Thomasfvcri ved much plamefor his strong
oristanes.already(maid fonve.Wyeremained perfomiince as a Russian dancer.
large!) thr sans over the yews
The roles of Clara and the Nutcracker
The choreographsof die ballet drummers- were disappointingly stationary What da ales did not alwaysfollow the complexity ofthe ung thes did seemed to he encumbered
Is
MIMIC Possibly it was because there was an
costume Clara's nightgown w as too long
striap of dancers asstarnna toles NA rvwn and didn't allow the audience ti,see
her fancy
thildren were tried
footwork
It was suproing die thildren could remanThe SCtfleS moved along smoothly although
ber all thew steps aid mat appear exhausted. The one meshap v./a noted when
the Nut.Tacker
sane goes for the overlapping roles shout five
dsdn't tweak as easily N n was supposed to
dancers Lamed die show Itss amazing that dies
m the tug Of war het w ren Clara and her brother
had aierp left for the final wait/
FTTIZ. If at first you don't succeed. try. try
Them were several indrsidtul perfortnanoes again One of the Russian dancer's
pants also
and weirs worth 1110100r1. Mataten I.ynch gave came loose I thank goodness
for tights)
a bouttfulh graceful NA distalgueshed perforOswalt. it was hard to find fauh with a
maice as the Sugar Plum Fairy Kelly 1-kryoke production that fosters such
a sentimental holwin one of die most satins-alb
danoen iday spint

unnse Let Our

0 liass"sr:

Mobile Shop
WINDSHIELDS Come To You!

Despite passage of a General Student Sat
ate rest);utam.the construction ofa new pubic
safety building for the town of Orono WNW
he almost certain.
The terms oldie lease between the Unim,
soy of Maine and Orono lay at the *an of
GSS's opposition The lease calls for MIN
to rent the %a:ant area to the toss n forSl ayer
for 99 y ears
The building would be constructed in the
tacant Cabin's Field area. The embus-non
would he financed by Osumithrough the Fanner's Horne Loan program Ifall goesZ4 planned,
the terms of the transaction call for the loan of
S3.2 million at an interest rate of IR ;•-ecert
over 20 years.
At this point we are offe!ialls opposed in
the lease, and we are disappointed that more
student input was not allowed in the dectsionmaking process."Collin WORM'.presidentof
Student Government. said.
W'orster went on to atki that the two usators who sponsored the resolution no longer
hold their positions. One, EfiC Hatch he
resigned The other. Nlorrn Pachalski. was
removed from office after three onesanal
absences
at:nester admitted that the terms. though
seemingly well-below market %aloe.are faitty!
standard between two institutions that serve
the Safrlf communes
Orono Town Manager Gerry Kempen said
the town has gotten the final recommendations
from the building committee and is ready to
re.less all the opuonr
e' e got the cost estimates fOrthrt aid
were ready to move into the next stage of
development." Ikerripoi said
Kempen ariphasszed that Ai an', point up
until the actual signing of a contract with a
builder, the city could reverse their previous
action.
'The town's got some tit tops to amp
trough," Torn Cole said Cole is the directs
of Facilities Management at UMaine He added that Ater the town Nantes the finariciol
details. repieseretafives win have it lit SW!!
with the UMaine athninistration and work tat
the final details.
-On a normal nine line. if things come
together in a month or so, you could look fa a
summer start for construction." he said.
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Welcome to the University of Maine! I imagine that most of
you reading this are going to be fresh-, Cr. excuse me. I mean,
first-year students. and I would be willing to wager nay entire
financial aid package that most of you have absolutely no idea
what you want to major in, let alone do with yourself once you get
out of here. Join the club It's a tough call, and one that should not
be made without careful deliberation. One thing is for sure, however. No matter
what course of study you choose, upon graduation, you will probably not he able to
find a job here in Maine.
I don't mean to he pessimistic or anything, but this is a well-documented fact.
One of Maine's leading exports is its youth. Politicians on both sides of the fence are
lamenting the fact that Maine's best and brightest are buying one-way tickets out of
here, and there is much wailing and gnashing of teeth.
Maine has not come out of the recession that characterized George Bush's four
years in office. While the rest of the country has been experiencing economic growth
at a pace fast enough to scare the Fed into raising interest rates like they'll never get
another chance at it, we here in Maine are still wondering what hit us.
George Mitchell's decision not to run for re-election will not help matters any
Mitchell is one of the elite few, a charter member of that exclusive group of power
brokers with direct access to the President. capable of influencing other members of
Congress in an extremely effective manner We will not be able to replace him
There is every chance that Maine's slice of the federal pit could become even
smaller than it already is.
Correspondingly, the portion of money that the State Legislature allocates the
university system has also been shrinking over the years. and that trend will not
reverse itself anytime soon. UMainc administrators find themselves in the uncomfortable position of having to make the tough choices: of being called on to do more
with less. And so are you
As a student here, you are going to have to make the most of what is available to
you, and believe me, there are substantial resources at your disposal.
The facuhy we have here is first-rate. They are a wealth of know ledge and
experience,and it has been my experience that any of them will bend mei backward
to make sum that every (nurse you choose to enroll in is rewarding. You can learn a
lc! in your classes, but beyond that, you can learn a hell of 3 list more outside of class
Take the time to stop in and see some of your professors during their officc hours.
Talk to them,ask them questions. If a subject interests you, maybe you've stumbled
onto a potential major
In Arnenca today. information and know ledge are a commodity. It used to be that
a person with a high school diploma could have a comfortable life here in Maine
Now, not even a college degree volt guarantee you a good job In short, take
everything you can get your hands on. because you are going to need it
Budget cuts and downsizing are a reality and must he irripkrnented. but ',that is
cut and when is something that every student should be await of. These cub- directly
affect yoU and your education. and in turn, your lot in life. Ask questions! Be aware
of what is going on around you. As a student, you are a customer and you're buying
what(Maine is selling Your education is a product. just like a car, or a home, or
anything else you might care to name Make SUR you get the best one that you
possibly can,and if you've lucky, you'll be more than math to compete with the rest
of the country when it comes time for you to leave Maine.
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* Campus appearance

Thegrass isn't alwaysgreener
Ah.the beautiful University of Maine
campus. Endless expanses of green grass

everyone is about to run out ofcomments

and mbusi trees stretch in every direction, while Stevens Hall stands majestically behind it all.

now, but see if
Sound bad? It
you say it when it happens especially if
you live on-campus For these students,

Well, that's the image of the campus
that all those pamphlets, catalogs and

the changes are extremely subtle, as the
lack of any weather-related chores tends

mass mailings to high-school students

to numb the brain to clues oftraditionally

always seems to try to project,at any rate.

perceived climactic changes.

Granted.UMaine is indeed quite pret-
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In the end,the changes are so drastic.

so undeniably natural. all

ty this time of year. But the timelessness

But they are

of these nice photographs that students.
especially new students. get more than an

the same. We all know what snow and ice

eyeful of is a bit misleading.
As those students who were attracted
to this college in our country's corner
always fi nd outfor themselves,the greens

are, but their sly comings and going at
UMaine. and perhaps at other neithem
universities. too, are extraordinary.
Perhaps mostfascinating is how those
green lawns that help lure students here

fade like an old photograph,losing color

make their quick reappearance,as if noth-

until everything gets whited out, flat and

ing before had happened. It all resets

bare. Then comes mud season, with net

itself, like a Venus' flytrap opening its

,inly its own color. but itsown unique and

jaws once again after all the flies and

controversial sounds and smells. Sud-

been ingested into its system.

denly, the green reappears just when

See you soon.(JEM)

4, Moving

Unpacking a new world
Many students from the University

The Maine Campus

about the brown.

of Maine have recently experienced the
dread ofonce again packing up and mos
ing all of their belongings.

Packing and unpacking is time consuming and stressful. Finding a way to fit
everything in the car and then finding a
place to put it after it is unloaded,only to

Students usually have this experi-

sadly remember you have to go through
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ence to look forward to every year. It

the whole again at the end of the summer

seems like the thrill of moving in the fall

Of the academic year.
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ofone's first year at the university wears

'Mere is also the problem of planning

off after that initial excitement of their

what one is going to bring with them and
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first se:nester of college.
Whether moving on or off campus.

what their roommates will bring Each
one hoping the other will remember what

heck home or wherever, moving entails a

was agreed upon.

kit of hacsle Decidmg what one needs and
remembering it all tk quite an ordeal It's

world of new experiences. So instead

funny how a tiers( si realims what they biol.
for granted at home with their parents.
everything was at their fingertips and then

Moving is only a minor probkm in a

o!

worrying aboui what was forgotten in the
move. get settled and appreciate the fact
that you have a place to stay, with all of

when they mow they need to remember all

your belongings around you, and ento

those simple things like a dish drainer.

the new atmosphere rildS,
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Jan uaryNews

• Frigid winter conditions
•Students protest holding classe!: on holiday
• Trustees rescind divestment policy

•Snow removal

IMO&

11INIIMIll

* Natural resources

UMaine copes with frigid winter conditions
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Frequent snowstorms and below
zero tempera/Ines have made thejob
of srviw rernoval a difficult one for
rood news. Tom Cole, director of
Farillies Management, said.
One thing that is westing against
the LTeWS is the significent amouri
ofsnow falling on topofafew inches
of ice. The sand and salt that's put on
the road surface doesn t stick to the
surface,which preventsire and snow
from melting. Cole said.
Crews are putting a kit of hours
in and working around the clock in
order to clear the snow, he added.
With another storm apprnoching, Facilities Management is already preparing for it. "Crews spent
last night by moving snow banks
and they're salting and sanding in
order to remove present ice." Cole
said.
Some students have complained
about icy parking lots and cars getting stuck in the scans

"Make us clear out ofthe parking
kits, and then plow and sand, Cars
keep getting stuck in the snow, including mine,"Jen Gash,a first-year
student, said
"It's very. hard incoordinate with
the students to empty the patting
Ion when the plows are plowing. If
students are inteaested in emptying
the parking lots in order fix plowing,
contact your resident direct& or area
roanagitofCenpsti Living and we'll
try to coordinate sotnething," Cole
said,
Nature's elements in recent
weeks have also caused some problern.s with several buildings,he said.
"Approximately 35 buildings
have damaged ceilings, wirakswa.
window screens and peeling paint,"
Lawrence Prom, roofing and contract inspector at Facilities Management, said.
There are several dangers with
snow accumulating on the tops of
buildings Slate mofing causes snow
to fall off in shoes, which Can be
dangerous Signs warning people to

College
earns top
ranking
By Dana Gray
Staff water

'5

Students ettem tit to dash through the snow.(Boyd photo.)
he careful mound the outside ofbuild-Rear with us,it's Maine life and
ings are posted in order to tell people heavy snowfall comes, we'll take
to take exta precaution in where care of the problem as soon is we
they walk and park their Cark Frost can" Pirist said.
"People have been quite tolerant,
said.
Workers are shoveling snow off which is good, because it helps keep
the roofs, and in some instances morale upend it Rakes our yob easier
machinery is being'red."it's a huge the conditions here are also better
problem campus a ide and dealing don in some Owes, which has kept
with it is labor intensive," Frost said. complaints down." Cole said

In its festsemester.the newly
merged College of Natural Resources,ForteMrey and Avicidlons
has distinguished itselfamong the
five Ingest natural resources programs in the country,
Lan year plans were finalized
to mange the College of Fastest
Resouer.es and the College of Applied Sciences and Agriculture.
Therasierreason for the merger war the similarities the two milers had ie their endeavors, sr,
conks to associate dew of the
Sew calm Don Simpson.'Ow
Urfa overtopped," he said. "We
i n commit"
hart *oniony t
Theenrollmets numbersforthas
weep nue inspiessise enough to
tank im NMI mantissr rngrarn
aniaos lop five in the nation

•Martin Luther King Jr's birthday

AASA. sponsors protest of UMame's holiday policy
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
Several African American Student Association members and
their supporters chose not to attend
the first day of class at the University of Maine. It was a decision
made before semester break to pro
test the fact that UMairie remains
one of the orily institutions open
for classes on Dr Martin Luther
King Jr 's birthday Many said they
felt UMaine's calendar shows disrespect for the revered civil rights
leader
Cuttis Price, director of Job
The AASA Toilsomd a protest
Corps, addresses the peotest rally in the Memorial Union on
crowd.(Wickenheiser photo.) Jan. 17. Several community lead-

ers and students spoke out about
the contributions of King and what
the day means to them
"I haven't been to class today
I actually informed my teachers
about it before break and they were
understanding and supportive,"
Ricardo Tubbs,co-chair of AASA,
said before the protest
"I think as a university, we
ought to look at the question (of
obsen ationl in relation and with
respect to multiculturalism and
with respect to OUT academic mission," John Halstead, vice presidentfor Student Affairs,said of his
personal views. "It does deserve
some debate,dialogue and conversation"

!come
students,
tors, and
retu ing Alumni
to e UMaine

He said he supports the rights
of individual students to make a
decision based on conscience as to
whether to attend classes on the
holiday
Halstead said the university.
may follow the view that by having classes on the day, more people will be on campus to take part
in observance events. It encourages reflection inside and outside of
the cumculum
Virginia Gibson. president of
Faculty Senate, said, "We don't
observe any ofthe federal holidays
that fall into the calendar." with
the exception of Labor Day The
only day in the spring without cla.ss
is Maine Day A permanent aca-

&Inn calendar a ill be effecto e in
1994-95. It doesn't make allowance for a no-class obsen once day
for the holiday
Gibson said students could
swap Maine Day for Martin Luther King Jr 's birthday, but there
would have to he a clear mandate
James Vanier,ads isorlo AASA
and the newly elected vice president of the Maine Association of
Black Professionals,acted as moderator, He mud the A ,kS A has petitioned the UMaine administration
and the board of trustees to close
down the campus completely- during the holiday and use it as a time
to educate and bring people together

Tide Et floe Doe on Rock.

This it the Doc.
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•Civil Rights Awareness

Taylor brings the
blues to UMaine
By. I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer
In a said if sequins and irrfume. Koko
llor and her Blurs Ata iune took the
stage at Hauck .Audionurn on Jan 29 fix
what was one of the finest blues shows the
university has sieen since Tau Mahal's performance last year
The Blues Machine opened then sei
with the late Albert King's "Oh. Pretty
A'ornan" Intl the Roy Orbron songi and
Robert Johnson's standard -Swed. Home
Clincag, Having worked the crowd to an
approcriate leser pncti.guitarist Fxkbe King
introduced the Queen of die Blues to a
welcoming audience
-Thank you for inviting as here for the
first tune we hope that you will invite us
back." Taylor said and launched the hand
into -I Can't bat Go" from bet newest
release on the Chicago-based Alligator
Recent label
Tay. tor, a native of Meinplus. Term .
has been on the forefront of midern and
traditional blues for many sears working
viith all the greats from B B King to Budds Gt1
makes a guest aprea-ance on
Tier new album.
'In Mtinplas. we sing Gospel RIU‘k. on
Sunday and blues on Monday Tay lie said
The show went on and the soid-out
crowd turned the aisles of Haat Auditorium into a dancmg free-for-all Tay kir appeared as pan of the Civil Rights Aa are
ness Month celebration

•University of Maine S)stein

Board of trustees says hello to new
program, goodbye to old policy
Electrical engineering
doctorate approved,
divestment rescinded

Fe!

•Maine Fort

Hillar

By Mike McLaughlin

By Deanna L. Pi

Staff Wetter

Staff Writer

30 it, meeting at the University of
Maine in Machias on Jan. :4, the university system's board of trustees ignited a
new electrical engineering program and
pulled the plug on a !ong standing disestrnent
Micturl Orenduff, chancellor of the
sysaem called the proposal before the board
regarding a new doctoral provam in electrical
engineering on the Orono campus an e tarn&
of excellence
-It can example deicing something that
going to be beneficial to the state of Maine in
terms °trio only educauon but also CC0.110111)4.
des dopment.- Orrnduff said
The chancellor aided that the birth of this
doctoral program came in pan as a result of
"Mame s dowarazing efforts
-It's also an example of what a campus can
Jo wtrn it focuses hard on its own priorities
and makes the difficult decisions. even in a
nine of diminished resources." he said
Following a few bnef comments by
I. Maine President Fred Hualunson regarding
the doctorate in electrical engineenng. the
chairman ofthe board's aCillileflIX affairscorn-

Chancellor J. Michael Orenduff and Chair Patricia Collins(McLaughlin photo.)
miner. Clexage Wood,grist his support to the
proposed pi-ileac-I and made a mobon approse it_ The hoard unanimously axepted the
action.
The trustees also unanimously decided
to rescind the unisersity system s 12-yearold policy- not to ins est in South Afncarelated stocks Owen Wells, chair of the
board's financi committee. e xpliiined that
the trustees considered the divestment issue at their November meeting and had
decided to gather other opinions on the
matter before bringing it to a sole
"The finance committee, the faculty
representati s es and student representatives

were given the opportunity to express their
views and none of them indicated any opposition to ihe proposal. So accordingly on
behalf of the finance committee,as chair,i
would move that the University of Maine
System's July 26, 1982 divestment policy
be rescinded," Wells said, and the other
board members agreed
Other items included in the board's most
recent bimonthly meeting were the acceptance of grants and awards fnani outside
sources, the approval of names for rooms
on the Farmington campus and the appros al of construction projects on the Portland
campus_

President Frederick E. Hutchinson,
the Faculty, Students, Staffand Alumni
Welcome You to the

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
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FebntaryNews

• First lady addresses health issues
• Athletics run into more problems
• New student be,cly president elected

•Maine Forum on Health Care Reform

•Ticket holders

Hillary Rodham Clinton visits UMaine
By Deanna L. Partridge

Several left
out in cold

Staff Writer

By V J. Gallagher
Stetson Beal has had an interesting life. The road that figuratively
brought him to the University of
Maine on Feb 7 was a long one
filled with marr, tss.cts and humps.
In World War II. Beal served as
a naval aviator who bombed submannes. When the war ended, Beal
went into teaching.
"I caused so much destruction
ir the war. demolished thousands
of men. I thought after that I should
dedicate my life to making up for
some of that,- Beal said.
The 78-year-old man drove from
his home in Waterville to attend the
Maine Fernim on Health Care Reform Although he has difficulty
hearing. Beal said he is in excellent
health. He didn't come to the forum
for himself,though. He said became
for the sake of others,especially the
children He wanted to hear Hillary
Rattans Clinton speak in hopes
that she too wanted to do something
for pecasle.
"I'm not an advocate. I'm just a
concerned citizen. Thr mattel
shouldn't require an advocate." he
said.
Others among the 6,000 spectators in attendance came out of connatty Tanya Preston, a Ulvtaine senior nursing !indent from Mathias,
was cot such person. Preston said
the wanted to hear Mrs Clinton's
views because the rLcotution othealth
cam would potentially have an impact on her future nursing carer.
Chris Campbell. a 17-year-old
junior from Pine Tree Academy in
Freentont, said he came to the forum because health care will affect
him in the future, whether it is urn
versalized His main concern was
the financing of the reform plan
"I've heard what the media has
said. I wanted to hear more first
hand information on what she
thinks --not what the media thinks

Staff Wnter
Forty -five ticket holders were
"eft out in the cold as they tried to
attend First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton's health care forum at the
Alfond Arena.
People clutching their iYhite tickets gathered in a tight knot at the
glass doors of the arena only to be
ignored by the personnel inside. The
crowd grew more vocal as one man
with a gray ticket was allowed in.
"I'm sorry, we can't let anybody.
else in,the fire marshalI has informed
us that we already have exceeded
capacity," usher Steve Carigin said.
When he was asked why holders
of valid tickets were lira allowed to
First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton addresses the crowd of 6,000 spectators as Sen. Bill Cohen, enter, he said that apparently the
Gov. John McKernan and UMaine President Fred Hutchinson look on.(Boyd ;.-..ficto.)
Secret Service had scArit in and oris important," Campbell said.
Lacking in her speech or in fel- ity to choose where to seek care to dered approximate!) one hundred
sea:a put oft-limits
Mrs. Clinton gave a powerful low-up questions were refinances meet her children's special needs.
He went on to aid that negotiaWith Lohnes----as with a nurse
and emotional speech that broadly to health education and the status of
fire marshall were unwho asked about prohibitions on tions with the
referred to what the presidential abortion in the reform pl in.
to allow additional access.
plan would do. She spoke of pmInstead ofspecifics,the first lady types of treatment, a social worker denbay
Ushers informed people that a
viding prenatal care and preventa- focused on presenting the reform who asked about addressing pretele.. ision had been set
tive care, elimnating Medicaid. plan in the context of a social and cursor issues between addictions or Large screen
Commons to accommoup
in
Wells
crime,
university
simplifying insurance and Medi- moral obligation
mental illness and
them.
care paperwork into a single form,
Mrs. Clinton equated how we students who asked about the plan". date
John Diamond.acting dinisetor
providing alternatives to nursing as a country pay for health care priorities, and a mother of two who
Public Affairs., said he Trivets that
home care and covering every per- with "what kind of people we are," said, -There is no cost too great to
some people with tickets couldn't get
son with 3 plan of one's choosing. suggesting that all Americans pa) pmtect ms children-- -Mrs. Clinin, but that it was beyond his control
"Let's build on what works and an amount "so all of us get health ton listened and then reassured that
"We knew once the program bein
those concerns were being kept
security"
fix what doesn't," Mrs.Clinton said
gan that the Secret Service would
Although Mrs. Clinton did de"It's not only the tight thing to mind and taken care of.
close the doors.What we didn't know
Mrs.Clinton spent approximatenounce the insurance companiesfor do,it makes good ec runic sense,"
Was that they would close them besystematically causing the current Mrs. Clinton said in reference to ly an hour addressing the crowd and
fore she even got in tta building." he
health care crisis by the way they support and coverage for preventa- fielding questions posed by audisaid.
ence members selected by lotteryfinance care, and she did denounce tive care, especially for children.
Those who held gray tickets
Susan Lohnes has a 23-year-old prior to the event.
opponents of the president's plan
were guests of the White House.
spent
remaining
time
was
The
!emission
from
cancer
providing
misinformation,
she
daughter
in
for
membersofthe Legislature or guests
did not discuss in specifics any of and a 23-year-old son with mental first in opening greetings hs lJMaine
of the universits . while the white
the alternative plans or the argu- retardation and other challenges. President Frederick Hutchinson,
tickets signified general admission,
manta ofopposing advocacy groups. lohnes has opted to seek health Sen. George I Mitchell and Goo
he
said.
To those who say there is no care out-of-state for her children in John R. McKeman. At the concluDiamond said that the White
health care crisis. Mrs. Clinton re- an effort to provide them with the sion of the forum,every member of
House
did add 901T1t guests at the tact
Maine's Congressional delegation
spocried that they have not been most appropriate care available
minute. and all tickets clearly stated
She told the first lady she was took a few minutes to praise and
where she has been this year, talk that people should arrive earls .
concerned she would lose her abil- pitch for support of the plan
ing to doctors nurses and families

•Expenses

Officials estimate cost offorum
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
It was a once-in-a-lifetime op
portunity to witness Hillars
Rodharn Clinton. along with sena tora. representatives and other law,
makers talking about beakt care at
the leniversay of Maine
With Alford Arena final!) or
leotes1 as the one for the forum,
mans details were worked out Before words were spoken, cameras
rolled and parting was established
John Diamond acting director
of Public Affairs,estimates that the
forum will cora about 525,000 after
all the bins are paid

'Some of the secunty costs the
federal goXenumrit will he responsit4e for." Diamond said. -Facilities. invitations. things like that, we
absorb ••
The money to pay for the forum_
Diamond added, will come from
alumni donations to the university
in general These funds, he added
are intended to be used by President
Fred Hutchinson as he sees fit.
The funds will pay for a vast
hITIV of cervices (Inc of the major
coats was preparing Alfond Arena
and tie sureounding parking lots for
the event.
Wayne Eliseo-1mb. the nape-visor for Facilities Management's

carpenter chop, estimated that the
total construction cost could fall
between $2,700 and $3,000
The carpenters spent about 46
work hours on Feb 6 readying Alfond Among the C11.310f constructam items were two platforms for
television cameras
"People from the While House
Moue* that our in-house platforms
werenotsoostahar."Bdgccombsaid.
Also, Veins* sandwich boards
were built directing forum menders where to park. Extra electric
signs from the Maine Department
of Transportation were brought in,
directing people to exit Interstate
SK at Exit 51

sweatshnt(Boyci photo.)
A two-tierd main platform.
Edgeocimb said, was built to accommodate Mrs Clinton and nth
ers on the main stage
Task's Rental. a Brewer rental
business, provided much material

as changes to the site wen- made
All in all, it was an experience
that no one will coon forget
was exhaustive. massive and
challenging to the committee and
all insolved." FAigecomb said
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•UMaine women's basketball

•Accreditation process

•UMaine sp

UMaine volunteers participation Bears banned from NAC tourney
in nationwide NCAA study
spot.
coash Joanne Palombo said -My error 'ma
cost this program greatly and I m very
ogetic

By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
The University of Maine has volunteered to participate in the first round of a
nationwide self-study of college athletics
under the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
UMaine will intensely study and inspect
its own athletic program and everything that
affects it under a new accreditation process
that the NCAA developed Robert Whelan,
executive assistant of the president, and
acting Maine-NCAA liaison for this projec
said.
Even though this is the first time something like this has been done, Whelan said,
it shouldn't seem too alien to the university
administration because the NCIA imentionally modeled the self-study process after the standard protocols used by many
academic accreditation studies.
The organizational process is just wrapping up, Whelan said, with a steering committee for the study and four subcommittees
formed and ready to wort
Records and data of the athletic department's actions for the last three years ha.e
been organized for the purposes of the studs.
Michael Ploszek, director of athletics at
t Maine. and a member of the project's
steering committee said
Charles Rauch, '.ice president for business and finance,and chairman ofthe study's
steering committee,said he believes that the
actual evaluation should be underway with-

in a week or two, after a couple more Olga
nizational meetings among the committees
The subcommittees contain UMaine administrators, as well as faculty and student
representatives, who were recommended by
the faculty and student senates. respectively
A few local community personalities
who have a vested interest in UMaine sports.
such as Jack Hart, president of the "Friends
of Maine Hockey" group. are also members
of the subcommittees.
The direction that the study will take is
outlined by two NC A A - written guidebooks.
listing four areas of the athletic program and
its participants that must be self-inspected:
Governance and Commitment to Rulest'om pliance. Academic Integrity. Fiscal Integrity, and Commitment to Equity
Generally,all ofthese areas in.ol.e se. eral different points of study resolsing
around how the athletic program operates
and what kind of services are provided for
student Athletes.
"I' m sure there's a lot of room for im pros ing I hope we can use this process to
affiim the role of the athletic department
unhurt the role of the institution, and identify arras that require correctise action."
Whelan said.
"There may be more benefits from a selfstudy then we'd get when an inspection
committee comes and talks to the campus."
Rauch said.
"It'll give us a good readout of where
we're at and how we compare nationally,"
Ploszek said.

• -

The long, cold winter for University of
Maine athletic teams got even colder on the
evening of Feb 14. The latest to feel the chill
— the Black Bea: women's basketball team.
The Black Bears have been harmed from
the North Atlantic Conference tournament.
They- were informed of the decision after a
site by four NAC administrators It marts
the third major UMaine administrative incident regarding a Black Bear athletic team in
four months.
At issue is a scheduling miscue. The Black
Bears scheduled 27 regular-season games,
one more than allowed by the NCAA.
"It's ms mistake," a distraught UMaine
•
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By Chris DeBec
Sports Writer

Ir a year fraught
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'Maine can still qualify for post-team
play, but must do so with an at large bid tont.
NCAA tournament or an invitation to Ita
National Women' !ris itat axial Tournarnot
Beginning this season the winner of the NAC
tournament receives an automatic bid to Itie
NCAA tournament.
Speaking from her office Tuesday afternoon, Palombo was struggling to cattle to
grips with the NAC's decision.
"It is perplexing to 1Th. because it seem
like a %cry, sery extreme penalty," Pa1onilio
said."W'e came up with a hunch of solutions,
because we knew that we had to sort of take
it on the chin. and I ferl like the four administrators that voted have lost sight of why
we're here."
"It's not a 'poor me' thing. it's the principle of.'Why would you do this to the kith'
Why would you do this when there could be
other resolutions?"
UMaine Co-Captain Rita Sullivan artier
that the price paid was more than necessary.
"It seems tome the punishment was quite
severe for the crime, so to speak." Sullivan
said. -This incident has happened before
with other schools and they.'ye been dealt
with much less harshly."
The decision released by the NAC office
states under NCAA bylaw Ii I 5 I(a)that us
NCAA -member Division 1 institution then
limit its total regular season playing schadale
in the sport of basketball to 27 games. Participation in a conference tournament must be
counted as one of the school's 27 permissible
regular season contests.

UMaine Coach Joanne Palombo
(Boyd photo )
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•Athletic controversy

Athletics run
into more
problems

Ploszek rebuts allegations of a cover up

By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
Ir a year traught with violations, the
University of Maine athletic department has
once again run afoul of the National Collegiate Athletic Association eligibility requirements.
Five graduate students/athletes -- ice
hockey Patrice Tardif, Kerry Brothers from
the cross country team, Gretchen Lahey of
the field hockey squad. Allyson Lowell of
indoor track and football player Fred Hamer
-- did not have enough graduate credits to
be eligible under NCAA guidelines.
University of Maine Athletic Director
Mike Ploszek said in a press conference that
Linwood Carville, Utvlaine's compliance
officer, gave the student athleteswnang information about how many credits were
neresary. Cary ille advised the kihietes that
six graduate credits were necesary.
According to NCAA Bylaw 14.1 .6.2.2b,
graduate students who have a year ofeligibility remaining need a minimum of eight graduate credits to participate in NCAA sports
As a result ol the misinformation the
athletes have been declared ineligible and
their respective teams may have to forfeit all
games they participated in during this academic year.
"On behalf of the institution and on behalf of of the athletic deprutment, I deeply
regret the impact on student-athletes involved directly or indirectly,- Ploszek said

credits as specified in the National(-onegiate Athletic Association rules
Corvine also said in the story that after a
meeting with Plosrek on Feb IR, Ploszek
told him that the situation would be handled
"in-house.- Corvine added that two of the
ineligible student athletes— ice hockey player Patrice Tardif and track team member
Allyson Lowell — should be withdrawn from
games during the weekend of Feb. 19-20
Finally, Corvine said he delivered two
memos to Ploszek. Ore of the memos described events of the previous week, the
other urged Ploszek and university officials
to report the allegations to the NC'A A
He wrote the memos, Camille stated in
the story, because UMaine was "knowingly
playing ineligible athletes. This is about as
low as you can go."
Hutchinson's denials were blunt and
kvt Plosze at a press conference on
powerful.
Feb 27(Page photo)
"Woody says that Mike planned to cover
up the disclosures," Hutchinson said in a
By Chris DeBeck
prepared statement."The fact is. Mike spent
Sports writer
several days identifying the facts and preUniversity of Maine President Frederick paring a iepoit to the NCAA
"Since Mike first arrived on campus
Hutchinson denied allegations made in a
Maine Sunda:. Telegram: story in a press two-and-a-half years ago. Mike has established a long track record of pursuing and
conference.
reporting even the smallest infractions,"
According to the story, former compli
once officer Linwood Caiville alleged that Hutchinson continued. "Why would he
UMaine Athletic D:rectot Michael Ploszek change that policy nowr
Hutchinson also took Carsille and the
tried to cover up the ineligibility of five
story to task for Corvine's interpretation of
graduate-student athletes.
Last week,Carville was re-assigned with- events. Hutchinson said that Camille was
in the university after it was found that the left out of the decision-making process defive athletes didn't take enough graduate liberately. saying that Ploszek lost confi-

WELOn2E
(
Alumni, Friends & Students
thc

College of
Social & Behavioral
Sciences

dence in Corvine.
Also, Hutchinson added that the decision to handle the eligibility questions without Corvine's input was not to try and deny
the existence of the violations.
-On the contrary, Mike was communicating with Dr. (George) Jacobson
(UMaine's faculty representative) and me
throughout the entire period in question,"
Hutchinson said.
Carville's motives were also questioned
-Though Woody disagrees,he does have
to bear full responsibility for this latest error
and the other three," Hutchinson said. The
other three errors are the Cal Ingraham and
Jeff Tory ineligibility cases, and the scheduling snafu involving the women's basketball team.
"This isn't a point I make aith any pride,
but given what oody has alleged, and
given the tone of the, article, I have to point
that out."
According to Ploszek, Candle should
have known about the situations
-The compliance office has the responsibility for rules education on this campus,"
Mosul said.
When Ploszek was asked about the story, his voice reflected anger and frustration
"I'm outraged." Ploszek said sternly
"I'm outraged because of the people at the
back of this room (referring to various
coaches, administrators, and well-wishers
assembled at the rear of the Wooly confer.
ence center),for my family vs ho had to read
this on the front page "Purely. and simply.
I'm outraged

WELCOME
NEW STUDENTS!
AND
RETURNING
ALUMNI

"Bear Necessities"
The Athletic Store at the Alfond Arena

Anthropology

*Hockey Cards
(Thru June 30)

•Hats
*Sweatshirts

Communication & Journalism
*Hockey jerseys

Communication Disorders

•T-Shirts
spins

Economics

*Novelties

Human Development & Family Studies
Nursing
Political Science
Psychology
Public Administration
Social Work
Sociology

•And Much,
Much, Mare!

r

1I
1

1

Orientation Special!
10% off with this coupon

I1
1

I Boar Necessities - Alford Sports Arena I
I
I
Expires 9130/94

L

Call 581-1112

... ..,1

Open M-F 9:00-4:00
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•Off-Campus Board

•Student Government

L'Heureux and Allen prevail in election Nelson

•Investigati

Several student senatiirs
iil to fulfill their
ubligations at polls

victorious
in election

Sports Writer

By Chris DeBeck

By Chris DeBeck

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

For Todd Alley. a powerful ctatemen,
about this year's Suskent Government presidentialfs ice presidential election V. 35
made bs the lack of General Student Senators also fulfilled their obligation of
manning the polls for one hour
"I think it sass it all bs the number of
senators who signed up.- Alley chairman
of the Fair Election Practices Comm scion.
said "Only about 20 senators signed up for
a polling place The rest had to be filled
with FEPC members and students at large With a lack of fanfare. then. Bob
L'Heureus and Charles Allen were elected to the two top positions of Student
Gosernment on Feb 9, as onls 8'4 students cast ballots
L'Heureus and Allen receised 545
sotes, while the other ticket. Ben Mettlejohn and Ben Chipman. picked up 3253
votes The results are still unofficial until
3:30 p.m Fridas afternoon the deadline
for ans complaints to he filed Should no
complaints be receised. an inauguration
will take place on Feb 16 dunng a special
session of the GSS
Allen said hew asn't surprised with the
small turnout representing onls about 10
,
percent of eligible %mei

It has been a strange trip for ORCampus Board interim president Christopher "Norm" Nelson_
Within the space of 48 hours. Nelsoa
went from not being on the ballot to
becoming president-elect of GCB.to a-inning the election on Feb. 23.
Nelson and his vice presidential running mate. Deborah Blease. earned 150
votes in gaining OCB's lop two spots_
Todd Glasson and Amy Hennenberry finished second with 95 votes. and Eric
Tietje. running alone, ended third with
21 votes.
"I'm relieved, surprised actually,"
Nelson said of his election On the evening
of Monday, Feb. 21, Nelson/Blease and
Tietje were disqualified for not turning
in expense reports by the 3p.m. deadline
that day, as required by the Fair Election
Practices Commission Committee guide
ltncs
At Tuesday's General Student Senate
meeting. former president and newly
appointed senator Stavros Mendros sptx
cored a resolution reinstating the tickets,
requinng Student Government Vice Pres.
ident Charles Allen's vote to break the tie
and put the tickets back on the ballet.
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Student Government Vate President-Nect Charles Allen and President-elect
Bob Heureui BARetenherser photo I
--People didr t seem wrewirr she sus
going on. people didn't we a -ewer Sc
tie

Climates said he felt that the doffereroc es between tickets mould bring nicer students out
-There is a 'act difference between
Bob L Heureus and Charles Allen. and
Ben and I on how we stand on issues,- he
said -I thought that would dine people
out to Note "
I• Heurrus and Allen carried all but
one polling area -the Memorial Union

L'Heureux said he felt a sense of relief
when he received the news
I think I w as awe-struck.- L'Heureux
said It was like 'wow ' It was a burden
off my shoulders, a good end to a tough
campaign •'
After the inauguration. L'Heureux said
his numtin one pneints is to increase student ins oisement and awareness in Student
Crosernment
"Until we get students' respect. we have
to show them that we will work for them.1 lieureuscatd

The University Credit Union:
Your Campus Financial Center!
• Checking accounts with no service charge
• Savings Accounts, Certificates of Deposit
• IRAs
• Loans for all purposes
• Mortgages, 15-30 Year Terms, competitive
rates
• Home Equity Loans with no fees
• VISA (no annual fee; 12.9% APR)
•CU 24 Card (Nationwide Debit Card)
• Teller-Phone, Audio Response System
• American Express Traveler's Checks no fee)
• 24-hour Drive-Up ATM (plus Memorial
Union ATM)with no fees for UCU Members

Membership open to all University of
Maine employees, students, alumni, and
family members of all of the above. Call
us today for information on any of our
services!
All deposits insured to $100.000 hs Nt I 4 I 4

,,rrrinvent Agen,s

Ploszek

By Chris DeBec
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Sports Writer
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•Investigation

By Chris DeBeck
sports Writer
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University of Maine Athletic IN rector Michael Ploszek and former
compliance officer Linwood Carvi Ile have been placed on investigatory adminishah ve leave indefinitely, President Frederick Hutchinson
said on March 4
Roth men have been suspended,
Hutchinson stated in a release, due
to information he received regarding the athletic department's handling of recent problems.
Due to his week-long suspension. Ploszek was unable to comment on this latest development.
Acklitionally,former Maine Congressman Stanley Tupper will be
brought as an independent inves6gator to find out what happened.
"1 ant extremely concerned that
all pertinent infomation was not pmsided to mesa it +mid have been.Ffutchinion said in the rekase.
"1 believe it is in everyone's
best interest(to have someone trorn
outside the university examine the
facts and statements of those who

have been involsed in this matter,Hutchinson added.
John Diamond, a UMaine
spokesman, said Tupper was chosen for his integrity.
"Ile had the credibility and the
experteece that a person taking on
this kind of responsibility should
have," Diamond said.
Tupper served in the state legislature titan 1952-55, was an assistant
attorney general in 1959, and a U.S.
Reiss_se illative from 1%1-1%7.
Reached at his home Thursday
evening, Tupper said he was asked
earlier Thursday afternoon by
Hutchinson to take on this task.
"I'm flatter& i;at 1 can be of
assistance," -Ripper said. "I prick
myself on my objectivity. I don't
have any preconceived notions about
what hapeened. Hopefully.I can help
The scope and direction of the
investigaeion should take shape
soon. Tupper said, after Hutchinson calls and briefs him about his
Teofic role.
A final report, once the investigation is completed. will be released
to the public. Hutchinson said.

•The controversy continues

New allegations surface
By Chris DeBeck
SttOrts Writer
The University of Maine System dianceilor'soffice hasstepped
in and will
at newly surfaced
allxsafeitet in ccenection with the
toefigibility of five graduate student athleees starting neat week.
Arse McCoy.metals* athletic dinsetor and senior wemen's
achninistrator, revived allegations
that UMaine athletic director
Pitches:1 Pioszek tried notto repon
the seligibility of five graduate
'ludo* athletes to the National
Otillegiimie Athletic Astociatioe.

• Ploszek, CarvIlle center of Investigations
• Voters reject Cabin's Field proposal
• New allegations surface In the athletics scandal

•Athletic controversy

Ploszek, Carville on leave

for Offnt Chris.

25

"The chancellor has involved himself in this matter to
be helpful," Bob Whelan. assistant to UMaine president
Fred Hutchinson, read in a prepared statement -There will be
no further statement until he
(the chancellor)is ready to make
a statement.'
McCoy,in a Amy published
im the March 24 edition of the
Pordend Press Nerctki, said that
Ploszek planned not to report the
inehpisility of five student athletes In the NCAA, and that he
would "feign ignorance" las Nthas dammed Iht OW%

Hutchinson reinstates Ploszek
By Chris DeBeek
Staff Writer
After three weeks away from
hisjob, University of Maine Athleth. Director Mike Ploszek was reinstated effective March 18
Ploszek's reinstatement, three
days following the public release of
Stanley Tupper's report regarding
events which led to the discovery of
five ineligible student athletes, was
one of a series of actions taken by
UMaine President Fred Hutchinson in response to the report
•First, did any individual, or individuals. try to cover up the discovery of five ineligible student
athletes to the NCAA?
Tupper said he found no evidence of a conspiracy or cover-up,
stating in the report that -too many
individuals had personal knowledge
for this to be the intent"
"This does not reach the level of
iran-Contra or Watergate, and certainly no Whitewater," Tupper said
at the press conference
•SetaInd,did the series ofevents
lead to a conscious decision to delay notifying the NCAA until after
the Feb 19-20 weekend?
In what Tupper termed his
"toughest call," he said that not
notifying the Ns'AA before Feb
19-20 was a "most serious lapse in
i—i,.
Tupper theorized that Ploseek.
in not informing UMaine hocke
coach Shawn Walsh and track coach
Jim Ballinger that ineligible athletes should not have competed,
may have been tiaumanzed by the
discovery of the errors. This trauma, the report added. may have
contributed to Ploszek not reporting to the NCAA immediately_
•Fi nally,did the series of events
suggest what Tupper termed art'em conscionable delay in reporting the
information about the athletes to
the coaches. the NCAA. and the
public

Former Maine Congressman Stanley Tupper (Boyd photo.)
—The answer is emphatically
yes,"'nipper said
Tupper said that Hutchinson
should have released a short public
statement on Feb. lg. informing the
public of what information had been
collected bv Feb lg. a oh more information to follow during the next
week
Pkezek„ he said,should also have
notified the COildleS and the NC.AA
before Feb. 18 with what information
had been discovered by that date.
On March 17. only two days
following the public release ofTopper's report. Hutchinson outlined
five steps he would take in response
to Topper's report.
First. Ploszek was reinstated
effective March 18 with "a strict
directive to focus more of his energies on administrative responsibilities with his major challenges being to improve the compliance op-

eration and the department's cornmumeations within the university
and the department itself," Hutchinson said in a statement.
Also, Woody Carvilk was not
reassigned to another university
post, as was the plan earlier The
twoday delay in reporting and sending Light home. Hutchinson said,
was the basis for Topper's investigation. Sending Light home.Hutchinson added, was an action "which
strikes deeply at the integrity of the
university.Tammy Light scheduled to become Cleveland State University's
compliance officer. 'say named acting compliance officer for a one ymir
period She is also eligible to apply
for the full-time compliance job
Final!). an NC A representative and a team ,Nrcon•ultant,o
look at hoe I Maine handles eornpilaster

Alumni Weekend at Dr. Records
The liegistrar.s Office
welcomes alumni/ac & summer
session students to campus.
We invite you to stop by the office,
first floor, Wingate Hall

Our hours are Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Best
wishes for an enjoyable summer
and see you in the fall.
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•Budgetary considerations

•Orono Town Council

Senate moves to eliminate Student Legal Services Experience
By Ryan Robbins
is factor in
election results

Staff Writer

Student Legal Sers ices' tuture is in
ieopardy
On March 29 the General Student Senate passed a resolution ...ailing for Student
(,o\ eminent President Bob I.' Heurrux and
Vice President Charles Allen to insesii
gate the "consequences of eliminating the
Student Legal Sers Ices
The vote. 24-2-1. pases the way for
Student Gosernment to eliminate SLS
"Student Legal Sen ices currently operates with over one-third of the Student
Gos emnsent budget." the sudernent of fact
reads "Student Gosemment inc is faced
with growing expenses in other budgeted
areas and mutt e XAMIDe pnorittes "
After ins estigating the consequences.
the resolution states. "the president and
s ice president should then enter into any
negotiations needed to realize the ultimate goal of elimination of Student Legal
Sen ice
L'Heureux and Allen were
sponsors of the resolution
Citing -personnel matters." tne senate
voted without debate to discuss the reso-

lution behind closed doors in an executtse
session. whtch lasted two hours
Student Legal Sen ices, funded entirely hy Student Government. pros lies free
legal ads ice to students who pay the a, It) fee SLS cannot handle disputes between students
"I don't think the senate understands
that they •re affecting the Ilse., of people.
families. children." Claire Chambers. a
junior nursing major said outside the senate chamber
Chambers.a current client of SLS.said
the services helped her to enforce amendments to her di s orce decree regard. vg her
children She had turned to SLS when she
could no longer pay an outside attorney
She said she doesn't think the senate
realizes the effect of it impending decision to eliminate the service
m not the only client and I can't
represent all of them." she said She chastised the senate fnr bringing the resolution
up without notifying students
"If the student senate is representing
the student body, then they need to notify
them when making these decisions.Chembers said
ording to Kathy Dufour. a parale-

Martin, Gonyar,
Brown regain
council seats
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer

Lawyer Sheltie Batuski defends Student Legal Services in a session of the
student senate (Boyd photo.)
gal for SI S tor 8 years. SLS has between
150 and 160 unresolved cases, one of
which is an appeal to the Maine supreme
court. If SLS is officially eliminated, all
open cases would essentially die

College Republicans
Kick Ass.

Join the club that has chapters in all 50 states, a fully
operational office in Washington, D.C., and over 100,000
members nationwide.

Join the

College Republicans

When Orono citizens went 10 the
polls on March It to determine who would
represent them on the town council, experience walked away as the winning
factor.
Voters elected Francis J. Martin,
George J. Gonyar and Philip R. Brows
to the three available seats. Cambium&
the newly elected members have a total
of 15 years of experience on the council
and now each will serve another threeyear term.
Martin. who narrowl,
, missed returning to the town council last year
by a margin of just four sotes, re.
cetved the most votes this time
around with 642. Martin said he believes his track record 'A .1• the main
reason voters made himn IL torious
this year.
"I hope they recogni red That I have
a good deal of experrs'o e " Mania
said
The councilor added ih,ii the pr orates currently topping his list arc to
deselop operational and capital budgets and to focus on the comprehensive
plan. He said he would like to see a kit
of communication take place between
the council and residents of the town
regarding the plan.
Geoere Gonyar,garnered the worst
most votes in the recent election with
608. Gonyar said he is optimistic about
the ability of the council members to
successfully confront the issues.
"We plan to get things done," Goayar added.
Philip Brown. who will return for
second term on the cnunc II because of
559 voters, is one of these people who
will he responsible for taking care of
business.
Revitalizing Orono in order to attract more industry and espand the
town's tax base is one of Brown's
main objectives. During his campaign
for re-election. Brown also said be
would like to focus on the relationship
between the town and University of
Maine students.
Because his wife owns The Ampersand in Orono. Btqw n said he is
often able to hear the concerns of
students "I get their side of the issues
that I don't get any other way They
talk to me a lot about w hat's going
on
The three candidates w ho did not
receive enough votes to he elected to
the Omno Town Council on March
were David S Baxter, who received
455 votes. Adrian C Humpreys, with
430 votes, and Garreil S Fitzgerald.
with 152 votes_
According to officials at the Orono
Town Office there were only about 100
absentee ballots received for the election and few of those were from students
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•Orono Town Council

•Othin's Field

Voters reject
proposal

By Chris Defied(
Staff Writer
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The people utOrono have spoken -and they have sent • conflicting motile&
While Iowa tiw
towly
leafed a referoutioni *testi= regarding
a sew poblk safety building. two of its
seensepportem wow eiecird tedtetone
cow&
"Ws•confusing inessagte at ben,"
Orono Town Manager Oateld Konya*
It
By a 570-504 eau* Iowa midgets
daienOti 8 proposal by dee council to
harrow $1.9 miThsi dicts would have
faded dtecon entice de new public
safety bending,totie builtin tieCabin's
Meld at UMaina
However,CouncilClararOoorg% Goayes and Councilor Plelpe/01011, who
supported the mamore. ware elected to
two of thnw town coward emus Firma;
Mania,a former councilor.chimed dee
ditd lees
Knaves said diet miasma oast ous
ohne samsage with s visot-that SL9
Wein* is too mob far a leak safety
bulldog.
"Al des eery been,we'll aid up with
ion mosey to sprod," be mid. "The
council will try so Anima some of
whoa people saw at ems,or conceal.

With a slightly lower price tag. the Orono
Town Council again approved an order txxrowing money to build ^nuch-discussed
public safety building, dunng its meeting on
March 21.
By a5 to 2 vote,the council has now given
the town treasurer the power to seek bonds
totaling $1.78 million to construct the building
An overflow crowd of about 120 citizens
jammed the Keith Anderson Community
House to debate a downsized version of a
proposed $1.9 million building which los, in
a referendum on March 8.
first meetCouncilor Francis Martin,
ing since being elected March 8, said he felt
the council needed so examine why voters
turned down the $1.9 million price tag for the
building. Martin added that he felt three issues sank the referendum vote — location,
cost and the size of the building.
Francis Martin speaks at the Orono Town Council meeting.(Geyerhahn photo.)
Martin also said the council should explore other options, including two proposals
brought before the council in 1991. Both
proposals, though, would have included taking the Exxon station space on Main Street.
"[submit that we as &council need to take
a look at those options," Martin said. "We
need to discuss this thoroughly before taking
action."
"Nobody sat in on the meetings when we
discussed this," Manes said. "Now, everybody has the answers. Why didn't these people get on the building committee."Let's get
the thing done."

Campus Crusade for Christ
Prays.

The Gay-Asbian-A-&xual

Future Domain...

ncerns ammittee
In 1973, the Wilde-Stein Club received official recognition as a
student organization from Student Government. It was an event that
was not without considerable debate. Nearly twenty years later, the
Wilde-Stein Club continues its mission of support. education, and
visibility for gay and lesbian, and bisexual people at the University of
Maine.
In 1987, a group of concerned gays. bisexuals, and lesbians who felt
that the negative climate on campus needed addressing, began
meeting. In November of 1987, the Board of Trustees of the
University passed General Equal Oppommity Poky 400.2, which
includes non-discranination on the basis of sexual orientation. Walt
this policy in place, the group expected that the University would
provide a receptive emir— -lent for lesbians, gays, and bisexuals at
the University. They envisioned this happening pninariiy through
policy changes, and educational programming efforts
The result was the creation of the Committee for Lesbians, Bisexual,
and Gay Concerns financial and administrative support for the
committee was inibated in 1988 through the Center Ion Student
Services. Membership on the committee is solicied from all
functional areas (students, faculty, staff, and admirustrators) of the
University with the aim of representing the populabon diversity as
well. Departments and offices already involved in educating about
campus diversity provide valuable input to committee effort.
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We care what happens to you.

Paper Industry
Management
Association
•Strengthen Your Resume
•Tour mills and see management side of the process
•Build recognition as a "people orientated go getter•Gain insight into careers in the P&P industry
*Choose Program/Seminar Topics you are interested in
'Participate in various social events(dinners, volleyball)
'Network with industry leaders!

(Technical Association
ofthe Pulp & Paper Industry)
•New Activity. Student /Industry Mentor Program
•Softball and picnics
•Career development workshops
•Speakers introduce the latest technology
'Learn about job opportunities!
•Scholarships

Cal nria Passman at 581-2080
WildeStem at 5811596.

Canefind out morein217JennessHal!
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•Sexual harassment accusations

•Board of trustees

Student fees increased
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Fice ot attending the Uruversity of
Maine vim int.mase. as the taw.ersity system's
board of trustees sued to increase mom and
boartl and the corriperierisise fee at its meeting
on March 21
The board also granted tenure to 45 sysieni
professors. apposed a health fee for the University of Southern Maine.and acquired former
Luring Air Force buildings in Presque Lsie
In an unanimous action, the board passed
mom and board incrmiscs kw five oldie sy stem
rafl)(e-S The campus at Fort Kent had no
increase, %tulle the Augueta Lauripus houses no
students.
°iota) students, with two per dorm room
and a full meal plan, voji pay $98 mom far roorn
and board starting with the fall 1994 semester
The increase.from $4580to $4.678..represents
a2.1 pennent hike
Considerably more discussion took piam.
however on I'Mainc's cornprehereave fee increase and[SM.,health tee

Former professor sues university
system in excess of$1 million

Owen Wells. who chairs the finance ,orn
He said the real reason for his lienei
mince, wanted to postpone action on the ...1xii- By Ryan Robbins
firing was because UMFK Vice President
pretensive fee until the May riveting A: an Staff Writer
for Academic Affairs Myrna Cassel obearlier rnoenng.l'Maine student rept-ex-nun s
A former University of Maine at Fort jected to two books Dinsmore assigned to
Bill Reed said paenual iiareaseN in the tee
Kent professor is suing the University of his history of ideas class.
hadn't been discussed
Dinsmore said the books Cassel obAlso, since 13 peruert of the $35 inmate Maine System in excess of SI million.
Richard B. Dinsmore. who was a histo- jected to were Being a Woman by Toni
wauk1coser athletii....N—about $455 per year per
gudeni--wellssaid the bond had a good oppor- ry professor with tenure, claims his First Grant and Hornet oming by John Brad.
Amendment and due process rights were shaw.
navy to talk about funding UMaine adik-tics.
Being a Woman is "an interesting hook
-The comrruttee felt that there would he no violated when he was fired in May of
that raises interesting questions about
major detrunent of tabling this until May." 1992.
Wells said.
According to Dinsmore's attorney. Day - women's roles in history," Dinsmore said.
He described Homecoming as an ex.
Trustee Duane Fitzgerald said he thought id G. Webbert, Dinsmore wasn't given a
the board should rriove forward_
proper hearing when he was charged with planation of how children develop and
their development's impact on their adult
'This$4.50fee is not a sc-ak tipper.'Fitzger- sexual harassment by a female student.
ald said. "I suggest we deal with this."
The faculty union contract calls for a lives
Dinsmore's lawsuit contends Cassel
Fellow ouster James Caron agreed"!dunk panel of five people trained in sexual hathis $35 fee has gaierated mom concern than rassment cases to hear sexual harassment said Grant's book was "offensive to wom$35 worth," he said.
complaints. Webbert said,adding the pro- en" and Bradshaw's book was"dangerous
By a narrow 7-5 vote. the board approved cedure was not followed.
to students" in a letter to Dinsmore after
the $35 urrease. Students taking 12 or more
The university fired Dinsmore because he was fired for sexual harassment.
credits will now pay $16750 per semester. he had "inappropriately touched" a feCassel denied Dinsmore•s finag bad
while students taking 7 toll credits will pay male student while helping her put her anything to do with Dinsmore's choice of
$92 50 pet semester
coat on in a public restaurant. Webbert books. She declined to comment on whethsaid.
er Dinsmore was fired for sexual harassDinsmore appealed and an indepen- ment, saying only that when accusations
dent arbitrator was brought in in Decem- are made an investigation is done and a
ber of 1992 to hear three days of testimo- heaiing held
ny. Webbert said. In July of 1993 the
Webben said the sexual harassment
arbitrator released his findings in a 17- charge was a "pretext to get rid of him
page report, which found the complaint (Dinsmore) because of his views"
against Dinsmore to be unsubstantiated,
Dinsmore had twice made informal
he said.
complaints of sexual harassment by a feThe Chancellor's Office rejected the male student and a female faculty memarbitrator's findings, though. Webben ber, and Cassels view is only women
said.
can be victims." Webbert said.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Builds Leaders.

The Depot Recycling and Redemption Center
The University ot Maine Waste Management Shop and
the Town of Orono teamed up in the fall of 1992 to bnng you
and the Orono area The Depot; a convenient location for
vou to bnng your recyclabies and your returnables.
The Depot is open to the public and accepts recyclables
from your home or office. The Depot can recycle your
mixed office paper,corrugated cardboard,waste oil, plastic
six-pack rings, magazines, and much much More, for free!
The Depot is also a Maine Licensed Redemption Center
where you can cash in your returnable bottles and cans.
The convenience of cashing in your returnables when you
do your recycling exists in few places other than at The
Depot.
Please stop by The Depot for more information on
preparation of recyclables or call The Depot at 581-3310.

Location: In the Old Text
13usd. Annex,PM Parking Lot,
behind the Maine Center for
the Arts and next to Murray
Hall
Hours:
Mon. - Fri.
Saturday
Sundays
Holidays

10am to 5pm
9arn to 1 pm
Closed
nosed
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By Chris DeBei
Staff Writer
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• Mike Pioszek resigns as athletic di-ector
• Students vote to open dorms during breaks
•'Greg Brady visits UMaine
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•Town of Orono

Council
approves
ordinance

•Athletic controversy

Ploszek throws in the towel

By Chris DeB•ck
Stiff writer
After raucous debate, the
Orono Town Council passed a
noise control ordinance during
its April 11 meeting.
The council derailed a rental occupancy permit, passed a
state-mandated shcardand zone
ordhswine,and fonnaBy set May
3asthe pebiic hewing date for a
rederootain on a proposed public safety building.
The noise ordinance. at
rapeseed by the casual ia
some fkine back in 1992, now
alien police dame Pa step
là sod prosecute rirristleas
wads)* a resides! Gait
•
ping forward.
"The way it is now,we can't
actedemaIn haveacomplaMt."
Poke Chief Dee Lowe
Or
said.
One major arm of debate
centered around landlord responsibility. According to section 5.9.8, if the person responsible for making loud noises
can't be identified, "the person
in lawful custody and/or control
of the premises, including bin
limited to the owner, lessee or
occuvim of the property is located, shall be damned responsible."
Some of the 120-'X in attendance thought landlords
might be held responsible.
-It seems to me that you're
putting quite a burden on the
Landlords," citizen Larry Goodwin said. *The landlord's hands
are tied."
Councilor Terri Hutchinson
repeatedly read sectioo 5.9.8,
titled "Other remedies,"arm explained that landlords would not.
he held responsible for the actions of their tenants.
"This is not an attempt to
keep the landlord responsible."
she said.
The public heanng on the
noise ordinance took almost two
hours.
The council debate wascalmer and solidly m favor of the
ordinance,despite problems that
arose concerning snow removal
equipment and farm equipment.
'This is a reasonable effort
by this council to respond to
numerous complaints voiced
by citizens through the years,"
Councilor Dana De me said
"I'm not saying this is a perfect ordinance. 1 didn't say
every word in this ordinance is
perfect.

UMaine Athletic Director Michael Ploszek (Boyd photo

By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
Despite having two separate investigations clear him of any attempts at a cover up. University of
Maine Athletic Director Michael
Ploszek knew the damage had been
done.
In what was termed a "mutual
agreement" according to a statement released by UMaine Presi-

dent Frederick Hutchinson.Fiona
resigned as athletic director, effective April 15.
"Though Mike has been
cleared of any intent to conceal
information from the NCAA, he
understands that this procession
ofcharges has overshadowed,and
could continue to overshadow,
the department and university he
has worked very hard to enhance." Hutchmson said in the

statement.
"I feel.and Mike agrees,that the
department needs new leadership
to give it a fresh start," Hutchinson
added.
Two individuals — former
compliance officer Linwood Corvine and assistant athletic director
Anne McCoy -- charged that
Ploszek was hesitant to report the
ineligibility of five graduate student athletes to the NC'AA. The
violations,stemming from the students not having enough graduate
credits to compete, were publicly
announced Feb. 24.
As part ofthe settlement,Ploszek
agreed to a buyout of his contract,
which was scheduled to run through
August 1996. He will receive his
salary through Nov. 1, 1994, and
cash compensation for his remaining vacation time, totaling
553.089.08. Finally. Ploszek will
also keep retirement benefits
-Mike could have insisted that
we honor the remaining two and a
half year; of his contract. but he did
not." Hutchinson said, describing
the settlement.
Even to the end. Hutchinson
defended Ploszek and his actions.

•Public safety building

Citizens to discuss alternative site
Cabin's Field and
Main Street
locations subject
of public hearing

•Campus Living

Students
vote to
open dorms
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer

By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
After abandoning the idea for
about three years, the Orono Town
Council decided April 25 to include a proposed public safety building on Main Street in a May 3 public
hearing.
The council, in a unanimous
vote,decided to send the design and
cost of a building on Main Street to
the public hearing. The proposal for
a building site on Cabin's Field will
also be debated the same night
The new building. presented by
town architect lack Weinrich, will be
smaller and not include some of the
elements of the That Street proposal.
A 1991 proposal, examined by
the council, would place the building on Main Street. where an Exxon
station is now and next to Merrill
Merchants Bank.
Weinrich said the new building
would have four bays for fire equipment, as opposed to five at Part
Street. Actninistiati ve offices would
be smaller, as would locker and
change rooms in the new proposal.
A s Weinrich added.even with
the a,cyttiologi of the Exxon station

"ft must be pointed out that
throughout the past two months,the
most serious charge levied against
Mike was that he contemplated
something that he did not do — that
is, to withhold information from the
NCAA,- Hutchinson said in the
staietrzrit.
"In t'w eyes of some, he was
guilty of thinking at out not reporting," Hutchinson added. "His actions demonstrate that, even if he
did harbor those thouithts. as his
accusers have claimed, he rpetted
them"
The events leading to the Feb.
24 press conference where the violations were made public. Hutchinson said, support the notion that
UMaine would report the ineligible
players to the NCAA.
Ploszek also issued a very brief
statement
-This bas been an extremely
difficult time for this entire institution and the athletics department,"
Ploszek said in the statemen,. "It is
critical that the university regain Its
balance and focus and get on with
life in a meaningful way. I have had
enough of all of this and want to put
it behind everyone

Architect Jack Weinrich shows plans of new municipal building
at the town council meeting.(Geyerhahn photo.)
property,the building will he a tight the town has no oleo of what pmtifit at the Main Street site, hamper- lems it may encounter in the future
The cost figure will be filled in
ing possible future expansion.
The building could encompass by the May 3 public hearing on both
from 14.00 square feet to 15.500 proposals, with the figures provided by the finance committee.
square feet, depending on cost.
-Good luck,for all ofus."Coun-There ts no built-in expansion,"
Weuirich said. -The only way to cil Chamnan George Gonyar said
The public hearing is slated for
expand the building is to physically
the Ma Adams school cafeteria,
add to the building"
Councilor Dana Devoe said he where the council will vote to send
wasconcerned about possible addi- both pmposalsto a referendum slattions to the police and fire depart- ed for May 17.
What happens if, dunng the refments over the next few years, and
how this building would accommo- erendum election, voters answer yes
to both questions?
date them.
"If there is a yes vote on both
-The ding we have to think about
is that, in reality, we're planning 23 questions then the council gets to
years ahead," Devoe said adding decide," town manager Gerald
that it's difficult to plan ahead when Kempen said.

According to unofficial tallies at the Residents On Campus
office, several dorm halls will
keep their doors and rooms open
to students over University of
Maine breaks.
The residents of Colvin.
Cumberland, Hart. Kennebec.
Knox and Penobscot halls have
voted to have their dorms allow
students to remain in residence
over breaks, according to Viiithe Daigle, president of ROC,
the group that initiated the referendum with the Department of
Campus Living.
A $35 charge will be added to
the morn bills of those living in
these halls tocover the extnitime
that they're open.
Oxford. Somerset and StodJer's occupants have chosen to
forego the extra charge and the
option to stay.
The resuksof(It her halls were
not counted by press time
"I think that it's great that
students are actually having a
say on something," said
ROC"s Vice President for Financial Affairs, Ghen Gonsalves.
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'Greg Brady'speaks to fans

Ma
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•Guest Lecture Series

•Homosexuality

Lecture sends controversial message
By Ryan Robbins
Staff Writer
Homose xuality is the result of"emotional
wounding- during childhoot according to
the director of a non-denominational ministry that caters to homosexuals who want out
of their I ifesty le
"With the homosexual condition. the person has suffered a profound deficit % ith bonding and attachment w id, the same-sex parent... said Jane Boyer. directiw of Amazing
Grace Ministries in Portland
Boyer addressed a crowd of a link more
than 100 people w ho crammed into I lOLittk
Hall to hear her story of how she switched
from being a lesbian to a heterosexual
The presentation. titled "Who Says Homosexuality Can't Change.- was sponsored
by "a coalition of concerned students
Boyer said she became a lesbian after
being physically abused by her father. neglected by her mother and sexually molested
by a man as a child
At about age 5. Boyer said she began to
expenence crushes on females in her life.
especially her teachers because she erased
attention
Homosexuals turn t., same-sex partners
for lose. affection and en, .uragement that
was absent from the same sex parent dunng
childhood, she said
Boyer said she was confused oser her
sexual identity as a teenager. but didn't realize what homosexuality was until,
.he pined
the Arm) at age 19 and knew a woman who
was discharged for being a lesbian
Has-mg been raised Catholic. Boyer said

it was only natural to marry when she pa out
of the Milltano , but she was still confused
BO)er embraced homosexuality after her
child's baby sitter confided in her she was
homosexual The baby sitter ins tied her to a
gay bar and Boyer accepted
-This gay bar turned out to be my towed
home for the next 5 years.- Boyer said For
the first time. Boyer felt accepted and she
soon became popular in the gay community
As time passed. how es er. Boyer' feelings of infenonty resurfaced.
"I was disillusioned"she said.-I began to
see that my gay friends were also in emotional pain from their own problems."
At the conference,Boy er said she learned
the truth about homosexuality, that it is
wrong and unnatural An orchestrated chorus of laughter came from the front of the
room when Boyer said this, to which she
responded- "Do you bellese every thing that
you are told'.
Some members of the audience interrupt ed Boyd 's presentation seseral units during
the 45 minutes it lasted
Dunng a discussion period. James Gray.
a student, said people need to support homosexuals to 'elp them deal with their inner
conflicts
"God forbid sorneorse. because of this
meeting. were to take their lises because of
what you said tonight.- he told Boer
Said another student --SOITIC people are
born to he homosexual, heterosexual. bisexual. %hawser you want to be. It doesn't
matter as long as you're happy with yourself
and you have love and support front others
What difference does it make"'

pointed to the Brady Bill, --Coincidence you
ask' 1 think not." Ind Clinton's carp*

By Bonnie Simcock
Staff V.rtter
Brady Bunch,- this has
For fans of
henna week hall ofbye fun and answers it)the
gat-Awns everyone wanted to ask about
Arnenca's favorite TV family.
Barry Williams, famed a. Greg Brady.
performed at the Maine Center for the Arts as
part of the Guest Lecture Senes.
Williams ts currently tounng doing a Ilse
rendition of his book,"Growing Up Brady I
Was a Teenage Greg In his performance, he
showed a'.ideo history of the show spoke of
all his expenences — on and off-stage — and
dispelled rumors
He spoke of.the beginning of the show and
howI was die first time a blended family was
shown on TV He said the children were chosen
according to some acting ability but mostly
because they fit the ages and the coloring.
Williams mentioned the cartoon, the recorchngs and the s anety show that all stemmed
from the show. He punctuated his verbal
memories with video clips
He answered questions the audience had
about the popular rumors such as his relationship with the women on the show
He once asked Florence Henderson on a
claw when he was 17. At the end of the date. he
gave her a peck He said he had had different
ideas about how the date would go than she did.
"Ii was really about a kid pretending to be
a man." Williams said.
He said the show dealt with the movements of its time and that its political popularity has transcended to the '90s He laughingly

slogan 'Time to Change,"(a Brady song).
At the end of the program, he came out hi
his groos y costume,complete with *there
shoes,that originated from the episode whim
he transformed Mike's den into his bachelor
Pad
Williams led a dozen students to Brady
choreography to"Sunshiny Day"and proved
he can still hustle.

•vision state
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By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer

Barry Williams (Boyd pheto)

As the Instiluti on h
the 21st century. the I.
Maine needs to becc
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Center for Student Services
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

MEMORIAL
UNION

Memorial Union Building
An Office that Advocates for Students!
We pay attention to your concerns

Personal•Social • Cult ura I
Educational. Recreational
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• Hutchinson delivers vision statement
• Bigelow Lab declines (Maine merger offer
• School of Engineering Tech escapes cut

•Vision statement

•Referendum

Hutchinson addresses UMaine's future
'Firm expectations'
for studentcentered approach,
learning life skills
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
As the instil ution heads toward
the 21st century:. the University of
Maine needs to become a consoleic learning community,according to university President Fred
Hutchinson.
Hutchinson spoke to about 350
people May .3 outlining what he
sees as the future of UMaine,high- President Fred Hutchinson
lighting a report titled "Maintain- outiines his vision for the uniing and Enhancing a Complete versity (Boyd photo.)
Learning Community: A vision for
the University of Maine."
learning is largely determined by
In his speech. Hutchinson out- the overall experience of being pan
lined four themes the report ex- of the community."
In the report, Hutchinson outplores. The themes are
eA complete learning commu- lines several areas he said UMaine
nity, which Hutchinson said "is should stnve for over the next few
something where all actisities, re- years The report outlines several
sponsibilities,and opportunities are goals Hutchinson hopes to accomplish The goals include producing
interrelated
"As I define it," he continued, students with technical problema complete learning community sol ing and communication skills:
s j place where the quality of
remaining affordable. supporting

•Bigelow

Lab not to
merge with
UMaine
By Bonnie Sirncock
Staff Writer
After 18 months of negotianon,the Bigelow Board ofTrustees has announced that the Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences has declined an offer to
merge with the University of
Maine.
The official word came
from a joint announcement
trom UMaine President Fred
Hutchinson and Bigelow
Board Chair Leonard W
Cror.khite Ji.. M D.
"We just de.A. Ailed we could
not accept the terms the uni•
versity offered," Cronkhite
said. The deciding factors were
over autonomy and location.
'Tie university insisted that
at some point in time we move
to the Orcino campus Of the Darling Center (LlMaine's marine
science research center),or both.
with the date of the move unspecified." he said.
The board said it felt it was
not in the best interest of the lab
to moss: from its present kscation at McKown Point in West
Boothhay Harbor.

faculty, staff, and students, and
using resources wisely.
"These are not lofty goals but
firm expectations."the report said.
"Whether we have already
achieved any or all of these objectives is not the issue; what does
matter is that we constantly strive
to fulfill these expectations."
sCreating a student-centered
approach to all activities. The report concentrates on three areas:
undergraduates, graduates, and
learning life skills at UMaine.
There also should be a link
between graduate and undergraduate programs,increased support
for graduate students with more
graduate assistantships, arid encouraging more interdisciplinary
activities, citing the Quaternary
Institute as an example.
IJMaine, Hutchinson said,
should also stress life skills as part
of the education, such as critical
thinking,a global perspective,selfestetm. , and leadership skills
among others.
*Continuing the university's
overall learning environment.
Hutchinson said he hopes UMaine
will continue to allow faculty. students and staff to grow and learn.
at a place where all opinions are

respected.
•Fulfilling UMaine's mission
ofteaching,research,and reaching
out to Maine citizens.
"No university act •ity exceeds
the importance ofteaching." Hutchinson said."This doesn't mean that
scholarship, outreach, or sapport
service is not important. It means
that none is more important that the
quality of our teaching
To fulfil the land-grant mission, the university shoulo continue to reach out with programs such
as the Cooperative Extension Service.
The plan, 19 pages in all. offers
no specifics as to how UMaine will
accomplish these goals, an intentional oversight.
-This is not an 'action plan' or
'reallocation plan.— Hutchinson
said -Those are the next phase of
the comprehensive redefinition of
the university.
"It would make little sense to
undertake any long-term planning
without first establishing a shared
understanding of our focus and
goals."
Hutchinson said there will be
a series of meetings in the fail to
discuss UMaine's future in
depth.

Students vote
for holiday,
fee increase
By Ryan Robbins
Staff Writer
Students said yes to a $5 increase of the activity. fee to help
maintain Student Legal Services
and yes to recognizing Martin
Luther King Jr. Day in the May
5 Student Government election.
But Senator Andrew Weymouth said due night he's considering filing a protest against
the activity fee increase's passage.
Weymouth has criticized
SLS for rounding up support.
According to Vs eymouth,absentee ballots were not available
at the Student Government office, a charge Student Government Vice President Charles
Alien refuted
The 25 percent increase in
the activity fee will add an estimated $90,000 to Student Government's budget for the next
fiscal year
"It s definitely money that
we can use.- Allen said.

•Downsizing

School of Engineering Tech saved from cuts
College bekl,ins
process of hnding
other options to
meet $660,000
budget cut
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
The School of Engineering
Technology does not meet the set
requirements for cuts under the
downsizing plan. and therefore is
no longer in danger of leaving
UMaine. Judson Sheridan. vice
president for academic affairs,
said.
"Dean Smith's suggestion to
phase out the engineering technoiogy program as a means of meeting his college's downsizing obligations was worthy ofdiscussion."
said Shendan in a prepared announcement.
"However, I have concluded
that his suggestion is inconsistent
ith the criteria President Hutchinson established for evaluation
program cuts and eliminations,"
he continued.
Sheridan made the announcement May 4. It was met with little
surprise from many of those involved
"It's a surprise only because
we won. We were under the gun to

lose our program." said John McDonough. chair of SET.
Ttie whole, bnef controversy
probably has,on the whole,a beneficial effect for the school, since
it gave it an unexpected dose of
mostly positive press coverage to
it, McDonough said.
Bob L'Heureaux, president
ofStudent Government,said that
President Hutchinson was dropping clues of SET's positive fate
at his public forum with students.
-The way he was making references to it, it sounded lex he
wasn't going to cut the school,"
L•Heureaux said.
Norman Smith. dean of the
College of Engineering, said that
the SET cut's proposal never really grew past the suggestion
stage.
After the College of Engineering had been told last spnng that it
needed to trim $660,000 from its
budget to meet the dow nsizing quoel, ie.( basic options for the college appeared. Smith said.
One was to instigate hell -tightening all around. shaving something off every department in the
college. and the other involved
making a large cut and leaving the
rest intact.
Discussion within the administration suggesting the latter oplion, directed toward SET.came

about since nobody could think
of a way to effectively spread
the cut throughout the college.
and the concern was raised about
how the whole college would
look to the accreditation committee, who visits the campus
this fall, after it had gone through
budget cuts.
"We said,'Boy,it's going to be
awful hard to keep the accreditation level...• You just can't graduate people from a program that
isn't accredited," Smith said.
Unfortunately for the university administration, Smith said,
someone leaked these continuing
discussions to the Bangor Daily
News a couple of weeks ago. and
this was how the public first found
out about the proposal.
"The whole thing got out in a
crazy kind of way." he said.
L'Hereaux said that, while he's
quite pleased that the school will
remain on campus. he plans to
voice his displeasure to the administration. saying that the students
should have been informed of this
decision earlier
Smith said that he doubted how
far along this suggestion would
have gotten even if the public
hadn't been informed of it, since it
didn't. as far as he could sec, meet
the downsizing plan's list of critena
The 5660,000, however, re-

mains the set figure for cuts from
the College of Engineering. A
committee from the college will
work with Sheridan in figuring
out the best way to meet this
goal.
Smith said that at this early
point. he can't speculate on what
suggestions might be raised. Headway should be made on this over
the summer, he said.
"We've got to do something.
I'm sure that as soon as Judson
Sheridan gets back, we're going to
get nght onto it." Smith said.
L'Heureaux said that he hopes
Student Government will have
some involvement with this issue.
too.
"Usually, the administration
doesn't come to us. But I'm going
to encourage Student Government
to have some input on this." he
said.
Student Government had been
in support ofSET's continued existence since the local media revealed the suggestion to cut it,
sending letters urging against this
measure to the offices of the chancellor, president and vice presidents.
Shendan and President Fred
Hutchinson went to Bulgaria for
the weekend after the original announcement was made, so neither
of them were available for further
comment.
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Now what are you going to do?
All of us here at the Union Board would like to welcome you to the University of Maine We
invite you to become a member of the most exciting organization on campus.

Th

Jack Cosgrove broug
in some meaningful v
Jameson,the true fre
sweaty linemen in the
Instead of counting she

What is the Union Board?
Good Question!
The Union Board is a group of concerned students with various
interests who decide on the majority of entertainment that comes to the
University of Maine. That means bands, films, comedians, and special
novelties (Velcro Walls, Game Shows and Sumo Wrestling). The Union
Board is looking for people who want to have fun, make friends, mcct
famous and up and coming stars and make the University of Maine a more
interesting place. So when you come back this fall, check us out!
[tee
Pree
Come to our second annual
Welcome to UMaine Comedy and Dance Party.
Friday, September 2nd at 8:30 p.m.
in the Damn Yankee.
Comedian to be announced.
,Tee
Free
Absolutely Free

The Union Board: Diversions
Questions? Give us a call.
Call the Union Board Hotline, 1-1735
or stop by our office on the second floor of the Memorial Union.

Any Union Board
• Movie

1 • Cut and save
I these money saving

1
I
I

coupons

•
•
1
1
An Union Board
I1
Comedy Cafe' Series Event
1
I
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The Year in Sports
contributed
Jack Cosgrove brought 'em all, every Last one. It's a Warn game,the first-veer Unlversity of Maine football coach figured, and everyone on this team on this day
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No one gets overshadowed here

By Chad Finn

Maine Campus,

111.11.11Mr"7-

list of finalists fir the Worst Thing in the University of Maine Sporting Year

Award is longer than Reggie Smith and more embarrassing than his shooting

•Football

Black
Total team el

perentage.

By Chad Finn

But the winner(or is it the loser?)mightsurprise you.

Sports Editor

It wasn't the sudden wlf-destruction ofthe hockey program or the resignaticin of Athletic
,

Director Mike Ploszek,though in any other year any ofthe above would besum-skitshoo-ins
fcr the dubious honcr.
Nor wasit any ofthe other seemingly endlessembarrassments that encompassed this
UMaine sporting year.
Know whatthe mcst shameful,disappointing thing really was?

16,

pe,
Enveloplease.
Handsdown,it was watching so many Black Bear athletes actomplish so many wonderful
thingson and off the playing fields— and having absolutely no one take notice.
While Woody Cary&fumbled,Caws,Arena flourished While Artie McCoy accused,
Steph Gulch excelled And while Mike Ploszek denied,Deb Smith dominated.
Yet it was the failures of the Carvilks,the McCoys and the llosteks,as veil as the limitless
list of other administrative blunders and blunderers,that captured the headlines and set off
41.1F

the flashbulbs during this tumultuous year.
Meanwhile,the Arenas and Guidis ind Smiths,those who truly deserved to have theaimeras pointed their 1.say and tfr flattering stories written about them,were relegated to the back
pages,almost into°beauty Our athletes' hiumphs were taken hostage by the burnblinp of the very people who were supposed to be kicking out fir them.
To ts h3e at the Maar Campus.that justdidn'tseem right After all, we were the ones fortunateenough to witness Arena's hallhandling rnagic,Guidi's takeno-priscries intensity and Smith's Gee-thatsounded-fa4 heater — among many other wonderful peciple and performances
— in the line ofjournalistic duty.Gratefully, our job exposest daily to the brilliant array of athletes we have here in Otrino.
Alas,we were also the cnes responsible for putting the administrators ahead of them on our Tons pages,which in part may
emplaki why Wry wereso overlooked
So we've decided it's time to rectify that — and we're beginning with this issue. Rather than recounting and glorifying the
athletic department's struggliss in the sports segment of this newspaper, we have dedicated our entire 32 pages strictly to the
thletes.
That's Agit — there are no administrative errors tube found her. We left that stuff for the newsdepartment which in itsown
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one.
Still,there are some negative things included here — Ws that ' urnalistic dirt% thing
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The Office

again.But for the most part we have hied to emphasize the mcst iinfxstant moments,good or
bad,that took place on our fields,rinks and courts the past nine months.
We think we've aoccrriplished that mon.
You might notice we have also included an unusually large number of feature stcries and columns.Our hope is to provide
an irtsightful look at sante people you may not have herd much about amid all the turmoil Ofcourse,we have also feared on

Br pre;

a selected few who have seen their share of the spodight,butonly those who deierve every bit of mcogniiion that comes Sir
way.Our special two-page esSay on the Greer of Paul Kariya(p. 48-49)is a noteworthy exanipie.
However,you won't find anything here on Reg*Smith Siatirized in the first paragraph,the 74oot scij

Imrecote on the

0

UMaine men's basicetball learn shot a minusruie 27 parent hem the field in limited playing time this[last season.
But maybe,just maybe,Smith will blossom into a ckininant frame next season.(Hey,don't laugh -- it could happen.) And if

•c

it does,here's hoptig that there will be no more to departmental distractions to rob him — or any of his fellow eMaine athletes
N

--of their righliul place in the sun
One year's worth ofbylaws and forfeitures,ofaccusations and irritiendoes,was much nue than enoug's

'-les/tat
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• Football team shocks ranked UMass
• Profile of Excellence: Mary Lou Winstel
• Gallan leads field hockey squad to win

•Football

Black Bears rebound,shock UMass, 17-13
Total team
By Chad Finn

effort helps UMaine upset No. 25 Minutemen just one week after disastrous loss

Sports Editor

ft

aloelances
3.

may

i!lt.

It seemed like every player
wearing a University of Maine
jersey made at least one big play.
It also seemed like every one of
the guys in blue-and-white had
their own reason why, inexplicably. their team could co;ne back
and manhandle the 25th-best I AA football team in the country
after suffering one of the most
humiliating defeats in its history
just seven days before.
Fred Guions said it was a case
of being well-prepared. Jemal
Murph believed it's in the resilient character of the team. Frizell
Davis thought it was because they
worked hard for it.
But no matter what the reason,the fact is that the University
of Maine football team pulled off
one of its more stunning upsets in
years when they beat No. 25
ranked University of Massachusetts, 17-13, Saturday afternoon
at Alumni Field.
The Black Bears (2-1, 1-1 in
the YC)looked like a completely
different team than the one that
lost 45-0 to Boston University
the prey ious Saturday
The defense was solid, allowing brilliant UMa,.s41-1,0-1)junior fullback Rene Ingoglia to run
for 157 yards on 23 carries, but
Stopping the Minutemen in a
number of crucial situations.
The most memorable was a
third-and-one from the UMaine
goal line in which Black Bear
linebacker Ross Fichthorn
popped UMass running back John
Johnson so hard be fell five yards
backward.
The offense, behind the run-

The

ning of true freshman Bob Jameson (10 carries, 54 yards), was
impressive in its effectiveness.
But it was Fichthorn's hit that
seemed to symbolize the effort
the Black Bears put forward all
week in practice as well as the
game.
"This team went through as
long a week as you can in the
game of football It's been a long,
hard climb up a lone hill." Cossaid. "1 was a tyrant to
them this week in practice, and
they deserve credit for responding the way they did. Each and
every one of them has earned this
victory."
UMaine started out slowly,
punting on all three of its first
period posesions However, the
Black Bear defense shut down
the l'Mass offense too. and the
teams ended the first period in a
scoreless tie
The Minutemen finally put
some points on the scoreboard
early in the second period First
year tailback Frank Alessio
capped a 10-play, 66-yard drivi•
with a one-yard touchdown
plunge to put the Minutemen up,
7-0 2:12 into the second period.
UMaine cut UMass's lead to
7-3 on a 30-yard field goal by
Tom Dadmun with 2:14 left in the

yards.
UMaine tailback Bob Jameson plows ahead for a few of his 54
averaged 5 4 yards for each of his ten carries. (Boyd photo)
an impressive 10-play, 74-yard
drive that was boosted by two
UMass penalties. much to the chagrin of UMass coach Mike Hodges.

"We lost our poise," Hodges
said."We had far too many penalties at ridiculous times, and
when you give teams as many
half.
we gave Maine
It was UMaine's first points second chances as
y it's going to
eventuall
today,
football,
of
quarters
five
in over
get you."
hut it appeared to give them some come back to
UMaine tailback
It did
momentum heading into the sectook advantage of the
Jameson
ond half.
and ran in from four
UMass's Eric Oke booted a yellow flags
Dadmun added the exout
yards
imomentar
to
goal
28-Yard field
oint, and suddenly UMaine
ly give the Minutemen a 10-3 tra-p
realized they had great a chance
lead
the upset
On UMaine's ensuing posses- to pull off
"We knew we could win this
sion, the Black Bears put together
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game."said UMaine receiver Fri zell Davis (three catches, 38
yards). "We worked hard all
week, and we wanted to make
sure that we weren't going to let
all of that effort go to waste."
Even when Oke added another field goal with lust 10:35 left
to play to give UMass a 13-10
lead. the Black Bears had the
confidence to go out pull off an
impressive game-winning touchdown march.
The drive started on the
UMaine 3I -yard line after freshman Andre Pam returned Oke's
kickoff IS-yards
On first down. Ras Baur ran
for six yards Then Rob Tubbs
took a handoff and sprinted 15

Jameson, a true freshman,

more to the UMass 48 for another first down.
UMaine junior quarterback
Emilio Colon (12 of 24. 173
yards. 1 TD)continued the roll.
firing a strike to wideout Steve
Cates for II more yards.
Another UMass penalty
tacked on five mole yards to the
UMaine drive, and again Colon
made them pay.
The junior stepped back and
fired a bullet to a streaking Kenny Squires.
Squires gathered in the ball
over his right shoulder just as he
glided into the end zone. Dadmun drilled the extra poini • and
UMaine had all but wrapped up
the thrilling upset
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Gallan's goal downs Dartmouth
By Chad Finn

Bears tie
Crimson, 0-0
By John Black

Sports Editor

Sports Writer
Michelle GalIan has the hardest shot on
the University of Maine field hockey team
Tuesday, she put it to good use.
Gallan scored two goals — including the
game - winner withjust six seconds remaining
in the second overtime — to lift the Black
Bears to a thrilling 2-1 double-overtime victory over Dartmouth yesterday at Lengyel
Field
Gallas,, a junior midfielder who had just
four career goals coming into this season,
punched in her second goal of the game on a
perfectly executed penalty corner
UMaine's Jody Castonguay centered the
ball in to teammate Margaret Hennck. who
stopped it with her stick and teed it up for
Gallan. Gallan unleashed an airborne missle
that beat Big Green goalie Lauren Demsky
into the lower nght corner of the net
UMaine coach Terry Kix, who sass her
team improve to a perfect 5-0 on Gallan's
game-winner,said the play worked precisely

(Lachowski photo)
UMaine's Cheryl Bonnell puts a move on the opposition.
planned.
as
individuai iconng few games The Black Bears kick off their
-Michelle hits the ball harder than anyone came up with a gorgeous
North Atlantic Conference schedule on Oct.
score.
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2
the
in
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second
The goal w as Gallan's
country(Boston University, Northeastern and
of the day After l'Maine fell behind 1-0 on saves to send it into overtime.
Hampshire) arc from
"Mary Lou played her usual excellent the University of New
a goal at the 10 26 mark by the Big Green's
." Kix said. -That's a kit of
conference
our
we've
reason
beg
a
"She's
said.
Kix
game,"
Amy T'oughlin. it looked as though the Black
quality teams we still have to face,so we can't
had."
Bean might suffer their first defeat of the had the success we
and the rest of her really start thinking about making the NAC
Winstel
need
will
Kix
season.
UMaine to playoffs just yet.
But with 4 50 left to play in the game and troops to be at their finest for
"Still, though. it's very nice to be 5-0.over the next
pace
red-hot
their
on
continue
Gallo)
margin.
1-0
a
by
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still
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Instead of countmg sheep when they
go to bed tonight. menthe', of the University of Maine women', soccer team
should instead tally up hit goalposts and
crossbars.
The Black Bears(0-4-1)hit two within seconds of each other in the first overtime as they played to a 0-0 double overtime tie Sunday afternoon versus the
Harvard University Cnmson,
With 6:20 remaining in the first overtime, freshman Lori Pottle launched a
shot from about 30-yards out that nailed
the crossbar. The rebound trickled to
Rhonda Pelkey but her shot ncocheted
ofT the left goal post.
Meanwhile,junior goal keeer Allison
Snooks was making several acrobatic
saves on her end to keep UMaine in the
game.
Perhaps her biggest save of the afternoon came with 11:42 left in the second
overtime.
Crimson forward Katherine DeLellis
broke loose inside the IS-yard line and
fired a shot labeled for the top of the net
that Snooks barely deflected over the
goal.
UMaine coach Diane Boettcher was
pleased with her team's nay.
'Today we put together 120 minutes
of good soccer.- Boencher said. -Our
fitness is really kicking in "

Kix's
By John Black
Sports Writer
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Welcome to the Area!
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Whenever you feel like getting off campus, remember, Governor's
Restaurant is right down the road! Students love us because we
serve hot, hearty meals at reasonable prices. And our desserts
and ice cream have always been a hit with the UMaine
community - Ice Cream Cookie Sandwiches, Mud Pies, Hot
Gingerbread, Cheesecake, Brownie Delights, Apple Crunch Pies,
Strawberry Shortcake, and the "Federal Deficit" lour famous ice

May
Regular Ho

Monday - Tht
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

cream sundae with more toppings than this advertisement can
list), to name a few! So get off campus! All major credit cards
accepted.
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Kix• 's influence helps Winstel achieve success
By John Black

enough of Winstel to know that she would
be a Disision I goalie When Kix was
named the head coach at U Maine in 1990,
she knew just who she wanted for a goalie
— Winstel.
"I wanted my best player to be my
goalie," Kix said. "I fdt her quickness and
agility were tops in the country and playing
a lot of games on the grass wouldn't deter
her."
Winstel is grateful to her coach for the
faith she has shown in her throughout her

Sports Writer
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If you see UMaine field hockey goalkeeper Mary Lou Winstel walking around
campus with an ear to ear grin, it's with
good reason.
After a 6-9-2 season a year ago, this
. year's team is off to a 5-0 start_ And Wingel a junior from Berlin, N.J., is rewriting
. the UMaine record books
-This is the longest winning streak we've
ever had," said Winstel, who just broke the CitreCT.
"She took a big chance with me." WinUMaine career shutout record (15) last
week versus LaSalle."I think we're getting stel said. "I keep playing my hardest for
her, myself, and for the team."
stronger as we go through the season."
Kix,the goalkeeper for the L981 nationWinstel is putting up numbers deserval championship UConn team and a twoing of All-American consideration.
The 5-foot-2 goalkeeperc urrentl y sports time All-American, has been the biggest
nfluence in Winstd's career.
a 5-0 record, with a 0.38 goals against
-The direction she gives makes me feel
average, a .956 save percentage, and three
more confident." Winstel said."She's very
ohutouts.
Winstel cites the play of her teammates inspiring for me 'Kix tries to lend her knowledge to her
the reason for her success.
"It's real good to know I have a team protege, but without interfering with Wins going to hustle back and not give %tel.s unique style.
**Everyday in practice I try to pick out a
Winstel said.
Winstel makes sure that the lines of few little things that are going to make her
munication remain open between her- a better player," Kix said."The athleticism
is there and yoc can't teach that"
f and her defense
After graduation, Winstel, an elemen"If I miscommunicate with my defense
tary education major, hopes to become a
probably get scored on," Winstel said.
She first volunteered to play goal as a kindergarten teacher. But in the meantime
hman in high school and has fallen in she is pursuing another goal ---- her dream
of playing in the Olympics.
with the position
-If I could, I would love to play in the
"I get the chance to set everything.
Olympics," Winstel said.
ook the whole game,- Winstel said.
For her part, Kix believes Winstel has
As an assistant coach and recruiter at
the talent and the work ethic to make the
University of Connecticut, Kix MIN

Spend your summer
in the stacks

Stopping opponents' shots has allowed Mary Lou Winstel to realize her field
hockey goals.(Boyd photo)
squad
"As far as making the Olympics, her
size may come into play." Kix said. -;But I
she definitely is in the elite group of field
hockey players in the country
"And I'm so impressed with her work
ethic everyday in practice." Kix said."She's

always focused and determined"
Though UMaine's defense hasn't been
as busy this season. Kix knows Winstel is
always ready for the challenge
"I know when push comes to shove and
when we're playing our toughest opponents,
Mary Lou will be the one we look to

CATCH THE ACTION!

at Fogler Library.
Hours for
May 14, 1994 - September 5, 1994
Regular Hours:
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8 00 am - 9:00 pm
8 00 am - 5.00 pm
10 00 am - 5-00 pm
Noon - 5:00 pm

Exceptions:
Monday, May 30(Memorial Day)
Monday, July 4
Monday, September 5
(Labor Day)

Closed
Closed
Closed

lk A MINE

Note Hours are subjea to rhat-tae

Phone Numbers:
Business Office 581-1662
Circulation/Reserve/General Information 581-1666
Interlibrary Loan 581-1671
Reference Department 581-1673
Science and Engineering Center 581-1691
Spec4d1 Collections 581-1686
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Senior leadership crucial in Black Bear win
But exuberant
Cosgrove brings entire
'deserving' team to
postgame press
Conference
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Jack Cosgmve brought 'em all, every last
one. It's a learn game,the first-year University
of
football coach figured,and everyone
on this team on this day contributed in some
meaningful way.
So he brought 'email.
In came Emilio Colon, the stow, heroic
junior quarterback, a kaiak of sheer contentment enveloping his face In came Bob Jameson,the true freshman tailback. a bowling ball
in shoulder pads who was simply a true standout when it mattered most. In came the big,
sweaty linemen in their Wald-stained game
pants. In came the punier. the kicker the
special teams maniacs, the injured guys and
the redshirts They were all there.
"I'm just so darned proud of 'em
gushed an exuberant Cos. grove. 'This signifies in a sense what this team went through the
past week We had as long a week as you can
have in the game offootball It wan a long. hard
climb up a long hill. and based on what I saw
today . I just want them all hem sharing in the
moment"
So when Cosgrove made his entrance into
the post-game press conference following his

team's stunning 17-13 win over the University of Massachusetts Saturday . he brought
along a few guests with him About 90of'em.
actually.
And as they all tiled into the Mahaney
baseball clubhouse,whooping and yelling and
absorbing t!-.e intoxicating feeling of victory,
those in the room got the feeling that this was
a team that had travelled a million miles in the
course of a week.
After all, in the very same room a mere
five days earlier, Cosgrove told the media he
was dumbfounded as to how his team could
get so thoroughly beaten in its humiliating
45-0 whitewashing at the hands of Boston
university
More disturbingly. he wondered if there
were any real leaders on his team, any guys
who would step forward and pull the rest of
the team out of the hole it had seemingly
fallen into.
Now there was Jernal %apts. the doeeyed senior who played his linebacker slot
like a rabid deer on Saturday with 14 tackles.
standing at the front ofthe room and introducing all of the seniors as the rest of the team
rejoiced and revelled at each name Fred
Guions("Freddy!," they'd holler), Anthony
Jackson("M!").Kenny Squires("Way logo.
K-Man.."),and on it went,through Fred Hamer
and John Hevesy, Jed Wehrman and Fnzell
Davis,Larry Jones,John Pourby.
. Dave Clark
and Murph himself.
As they spoke of how they managed to
pull off a win over the nation's 25th-ranked
team in 1 -AA after looking so very dreadful
the week before, each of them seemed to
touch upon three vital characteristics of a

close-knit, winning football team chemistry,
desire and heart.
"We worked hard and we won, and next
we're going to work hard and win again,"
Davis said, much to the delight ofhis"Fr-171'f'yelling teammates "We're going to do this
together, as a team.Nobody believes that more than Murph,
and if anyone on these Black Bears knows a

UMaine's Jemal Murph
little something about winning, les him, he
was a reashin freshm.an on the famed 1989
UMaine team that went 9-3, captt red the
Yankee Conference title and made an appearance in the NCAA playoffs
'That team in '89 was great mica w
hut we also had a closeness and cherne try that
rnade us even better," Murpti said."We lamed
to lose that edge in '90and '91(when the Black
Bear.put up identical 3-8 records) The chemistry wasn't there It was trails iduals 14ay trig
for themselves, the offense and the defense as
two separate units

"But it started coming out again last year
when we went 6-5, and I think we've got it
back now to where it WaS in '8), if not better."
Murph believes that the leadership Cosgrove was so desperately seeking just last
week is going tube one of the benchmarks of
this year's team.
it's mostly the seniors that have stepped
up." he said."1 take the :tad with the linebackers. Ai.(Lamy) Jones and Freddy IGuions;
lead the defensive backs,Fred Hamer leads the
line, and the offense does it the same way. We
kind of do it by the unit rather than having one
guy try to lead the whole team"
Leadership is certainly valuable to the success of a team. Players have to have the same
agenda in order for team goals to get accomplished, and it's the job ot the coaches and
seteran players to keep the rest of the ICAM
focused on those goals. It's something this
year's Black Bows appear to have that they
haven't in the recent past
But if a team is overmatched in the talent
department by a good-sized margin, is it really
possible for them to heat a more gifted kain just
because they want it mere' Murph thinks so.
-Look at me...the firstunanva neck -ti Medto-toug:h-senior-linebacker said "Most guys 31
the N'ankeeConfenence a my rxwition are what.
6'2". 240 pounds' l'ni something like 5'11",
210, but you can't argue that I'm noi doing at
kw as well as ihe rest of them Mot of it with
me is my heart and my desire I really believe that
ifyou have a link hot ofskilland a kit ofbeart,you
can ao whateser you wan,"
After watching Murph and his teammates
during and after their victory Saturday ,
impossible not to agree with him.

•Men's Soccer

Cancellation
controversy
AIM
NEW ENGLAND*

We're looking for more
people who like people!

MBNA New England is now expanding the staff at our Maine Technology
Park office in Orono. We are looking for Telephone Saks itepresentativenergetic, enthusiastic people to assist us in reaching our new account goals.

These positions offer a choice of schedules:
5pm - cfrpm. Monday through Thursday, or
9am - lpm, Monday through Friday.

V
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As a subsidiary of MBNA America, the nation second-largest lender through
bank credit cards, MBNA New England offers a highly professional work
environment plus competitive salaries, incentive programs, and paid
vacation and holidays.
For more information or to complete an application, please visit our office in
the Maine Technology Park, Orono, Maine. Or call us at(207)866-0700.
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The University of Maine men's soccer squad anticipated playing dve University of Delaware Sunday afternoon
in a kc y North Atlantic Conference contest
As game time approached,however.
no game could be found despite sunny
weather The Blue Hens seeing saartdmg water ocx', their field, had postponed
the contest early Sunday morning, citing an unplay able field
UMatne Athletic Director Mike
Ploszek feels that the game should have
been played.
Tlits is the first time I re ever seen
a game called on account of weather,"
Ploszek said "I think soccer is similar to
football — play no matter what."
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•Ice Hockey

Black
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
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By Chad Finn
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A changing of the guard took
place last night at Alfond Arena.
The University of Maine hockey team, led by 11 gutty, confident
freshmen and an acrobatic sophomore netminder named Blair Marsh,
battled the much more talented, infinitely more experienced U.S
Olympic hockey team to a 3-3 tic at
Alfond Arena Sunday night
UMaine fans, who have been
mounting the absence of departed
Black Bears Chris Ferraro, Peter
Ferraro. Garth Snow, Mike Dunham, Matt Martin and Chris Imes
— all of whom were wearing the
Red, White and Blue last night after
weanng the Blue and White a year
ago — watched and cheered as the
1993-94 Black Barsoutplavusi and
outhustled their heroes past.
Perhaps pet.f.')c. air underestimating what Black Bear coach
Shawn Walsh's team is cape hie of.
He certainly thinks so
'This is the kind of game that
makes hockey so special.' Walsh
said. "We had 11 guys out there
who had never played a game at this
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level before, and they're playing
against guys that are better talent.
wise and have played at this levet
for as many as four years.
-But we kept ourselves in the
game, and our confidence grew. I
thinks it's going to be a very fun
year for the Maine Black Bears."
Seiner Vi!T ger Justin .Tomberlin, who pl.:yed on a line with captain Paul Kanya and sophomore
Brad Purdie, knocked in the game
tying goal past Olympic goalie
Snow on a beautiful cross-ice pass
from freshman defenseman Jeff
Tory with just 1:28 left to play.
"Justin has probably the greatest set of hands of anyone I've ever
played with. It's probably from all
of that batting pravaice he takes,"
Kariya said, referring to Tomberlin's irruner occupation as a third
baseman in (hi Minnesota Twins
organization
But it was the hands — especially the glove hand—of UMaine
goalie Marsh that impressed the
most onlookers The sophomore,
who cat out last season and watched
as Snow and Dunham put on a
nightly goaltending clinic, proved
that he is ready to answer the Black

Bears goaltending question.
Marsh made 18 saves in two
periods before givtng way to equally impressive freshman Blair Allison prior to the third period.
Marsh allowed a first period goal
to USA forward Jim Campbell and
sect. - I period tallies by Jim Storm
and former UMaine defensernan
Matt Martin. But Marsh came up
huge on several scorin3 opportunities,including a Snow-like kick save
on a Peter Ferraro breakaway that
brought the Maine fans to their
feet.
"It's great to have a game like
this," Marsh said.
UMaine trailed 3-1 heading into
the third period, but Tomberlin's
game.tying score and an earlier goal
by Pat Tanthf earned UMaine the
tie.
Martin, the game's Fir Star,
was impressed with the bi nle his
alma mater gave his Olympi. teammates.
"I didn't recognize too many
faces out there, but those rev guys
can certainly play nght away."
Martin said. "I don't think they are Former UMaine goalie Garth Snow, now with Team USA.
going to miss us(the six Black Bear (Boyd photo)
Olympians) much at all."
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How do our social backgrounds
influence our behavior and attitudes?

A Firm Commitment to Quality and
Service
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Why does prejudice and sexism exist?

•Audit, review and compilation of
financial statements

What are the causes of crime and
what can we do about it?

•Income tax planning and return preparation

ye

en

What changes are taking place
in the family?

to

If you're interested in these and other questions

• Management consulting services
•Personal financial planning
•Estate Planning

about the society we live in, then Sociology
may be for you.

Loiselle and Beatham
For further information, please contact
Steven Barkan, Chair
Department of Sociology
201 Fernald Hall
581-2380

Certified Public Accountants
me Merchants Plaza, P.O. Box 921, Bangor, Maine 04402-0921
(207) 947-1141 WATS: 1-800-432-1788 FAX:(207)947-3689
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•Men's Basketball

UMaine's Ed Jones has unique
perspective on Jordan's decision
UMaine senior once
worked for retired
Chicago Bulls star
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Most young basketball players dream of
meeting Michael Jordan.
Ed Jones, a senior forward on the University of Maine men's basketball team, got
to take that dream one unusual step further
— he actually worked for him.
Two summers ago, following Jones's
freshman..ear at UMaine,the Rockfoni
nail e had the opportunity to be a counselor
at Jordan's summer camp in Chicago.
Like any normal, red-blooded Amencan hoops fan would do. Jones jumped at the
chance
"Coach Jaz (former UMaine assistant
coach Mike laskulskil brought in a list of
summer camps one day and told us to wore
down our names next to an.. one we would
like to work at," Jones said "I saw Jordan's
on the list, and I was like, 'Wow, that one
would be great And it was."
So when Jordan announced his retirement from basketball Wednesday after nine
spectacular seasons with the Chicago Bulls.
Jones had a little different person:toe than
most people on Mr s shocking decision
"I know most people were surprised. and

I was too," Jones said. "One of my Mends
was joking with me the night before he quit,
telling me Jordan way going to retire because he broke his ankle playing golf. I
knew he w as kidding, but when he reall) did
quit it was kind of strange."
Most people seem to think Jordan will be
back within a y ear,that he is just taking what
will amount to a sabbatical in order to clear
his mind after the rceni murder of his
father. UMaine senior point guard Deonte
Hursey,. for one,expects Jordan a ill be back
"within six months."
Jones disagrees.
"I really think he is done for good," Jones
said. "He's a man, and he can do what he
wants to do I think people need to realize
that he needs some time for himself arid with
his family, and he just doesn't have that
desire to play basketball anymore. People
ha% e to respect that."
As a kid growing up in Illinois. Jones UMaine's Ed Jones doing his best
developed his respect for Jordan long before Michael Jordan imitation,
he ever met him. But when their paths final- to show
it
ly did cross, his admiration for perhaps the
—Then, the first time he came into the
greatest basketball player ever grew nen room
to meet with us and tell us what we
more.
were supposed to do, we acre all kind of
"He's a real down to earth guy," Jones quiet, like
in shock that it was really the
said. "1 was at the camp with a bunch of Michael
Jordan But hew as in a good mood
other,bigger- name college players like Mark -- the
Bulls had rust won their first title and
Baker, who used to play for Ohio State, and he had
just been mamed shortly before
tex-UConn star and current Minnesota Tim- camp
started — and he made us all feel
berwolves guard Chns Smith, and we were really
relaxed He a asrust a realls nice gus
all kind of in awe of him, but nobods wanted I
feel lucky to has e met him "

•Field Hockey

Bears keep
rolling
By John Black
Sports Writer
Quietly ,the'Jniversity of Maine field
hockey team hascompiled the best ircord
of any fall sports team on campus.
lhe Black Bears, 10-2 in erall and 2
1 in the North Atlantic Conference, return borne for a Saturday battle against
nationally ranked and NA(' ny al Nocheastern Nosing just completed a sevengame road trip that saw them go 5-2.
They currently own a three game win
oreak.
The trip was highlighted by a 1-0 win
over the I(h-ranked Boston I niversity
Terriers.
Junior goalkeeper Mar) Lou Winstel, who has nor allowed a goal in her
last three games — and only six all
season —• now holds the school record
for roosa shutouts in a season with eight.
"She's rez.ily playing very well nen
now," UMaillr coach Terry Kix said."She
pmvides the leadership for our defense."
Offense has also been a plus for the
Black Bears.
"Michelle Gallan has really been
playing with a ka of bean," Xis said.
"She has provided punch on the offensive end."
"We're a miah more balanced team."
Ku said."We don't have just one or two
players to fa-us on."

..=.•••••■•••••.
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Sports Editor
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Recreational Sports
Opportunities for New Students
Intramurals Include:
Badminton•Basketball (1,3, 8z 5 playerto•Cross-Cou
ntry Meet' Cross-Country Ski•Eight
Ball Pool•Field Hockey•Flag Football•Flo
or Hockey•Free Throw Contest•Golf•Hot
Shot•Inner Tube Water Polo'Mountain Bike•
Fing
Squash•Swim Meet•Tennis•Track Meet•Triathl Pong•Racquetball•Soccer•Softball•
on•Volleyball•Wallyball•Weight Lifting
activities offered for men, women, and co-ed)
.
Sports Clubs Include:
Blade Society•Cycling•Women's Ice Hocke
y•Karate•Men's Lacrosse•Women's
Lacrosse•Men's Rugby'Women's Rugby•Moun
tain Bike•Skiing (Nordic)'Ultimate
Frisbee•Volleyball•Wrestling

Alum

Soc

Non-credit Instruction:
:ken >hics•Hydmmbics'Wright Training'
Beginning Swim Lessons* Master Swim'Senior Swim
Open Recreation:
Wallace Pool (4 swims per day)•Alfond
Arena (daily public skating/stick & puck )'Fitness
Center(open 16 hours a day)•Racquetball/S
8z Biking Trails•Cross-country Ski Trails . quash Courts•Indoor Track•Outdoor Running
.
Dormitories have Intramural Representatives
in each section. They will be informing
residents of upcoming events. Off-campus
students should leave their name and address
the Recreational Sports Office 1140 Memor
ial Gym to receive mailings
All students taking 7 credit hours or more
are automatically billed the Recreation
which entitles them admission to the pool,
Fee,
Arena, all intramurals, plus reduced rates fitness center, public skating at the Alfond
showing their MaineCard.(Equipment is for aerobic and hydrorobic classes by simply
also available for sign-out).
Call 581-1082 for more information on any
recreational 'ports program Schedules
for fcwildses may he obtained at the
ROC Sports Office

Humi-
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• Profile of Excellence

Kariya returns but with little left to prove
Education, helping
UMaine try to repeat
lures sophomore star
back to school
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
In a whirlwind span ofeight months,the
University of Maine's Paul Kariya accomplished es erything a college hockey player
could possibly dream of.
He reached the 100 point milestone. He
won the Hobey Baker Award as college
hockey's premier play er.. He led his learn to
its first-ever national championship with
three spectacular assistsjust when all looked
lost in the final moments of the title game.
And he did it all with a flair and a panache
that only the finest of athletic show men are
able muster.
And he did it all as a freshman'
Undoubtedly. Kariya had the greatest
season of any college player to skate in a
U S. arena in recent history Northeastern
coach Ben Smith says,emphatically."Paul
Kariya is the best hockey player ever to
no
play United States college hockey
exceptions"
UMaine coach Shawn Walsh. the one
man in the country fortunate enough to
have Kanya playing on his side, often just
shakes his head in amazement when asked
about his 19-year old phenom
rthelies able." Walsh will say. smil-

anyone. Because for as a great and gifted a
hockey player he is on the ice, the modest
son of Tetsuhiko and Sharon Kariya may
even be a better person off it.
Not one ounce of his tremendous and
rapid success has gone to his head Instead,
he stems to have the idea that he must
prove that he can do it again, except this
time he must pull it off with a less experienced team that relies on his wizardry even
more than last year's veteran group did.
"I know we've lost a lot ofour offensive
talent,so I wanted to come back and give as
much help as I can," )(any a said. "Ill play
well, my future will take care of itself."
Kariya scoffs at the belief that he has
nothing left to pros e, and becomes downright angry when people tell him he should
take the mc;ney and run before he suffers an
injury.
"Sure I still have things left to prove."
Sophomore sensation Paul Kariya battles against Team USA.(Kiesow photo) Kariya said. -If you're going to look at it
that way, Wayne Gretzky could have reing and nodding."He's just unbelievable." tired a long time ago. Or Michael Jordan. I
Clearly. Paul Kariya has absolutely know he just retired, but he could have
r.othing left to prove on the collegiate level. retired years ago because he had done it all
Yet he has chosen to return to UMaine for then. It's silly to say that someone should
his sophomore season, even though the move on just because they'ye had some
NHL's Disney -owned Anaheim Mighty success
Ducks — who drafted him fourth overall in
"And as far as saying I should take the
this June's draft — desperately crave him money and run, well, that's just an opinfor both his playmakmg and marketability
ion," Minya said. "But if money were all
Sources say he has been offered a contract that's important to me. well, I never would
in the $2 million per year range. sweetened have come here in the first place."
with the lure of a bit part in the movie
Kariy a refers to the offers he had to play
.Wight) Ducks
Major Junior A hockey in Canada after his
It's almost too much for any one to re- 112 points in 40 games for the Penticton
sist. But of course. Paul Kanya isn't just Panthers BCJHL) in 1991-92. One team

(WElCOME
•
•
Alumni, Friends & Students
frIP

College of
Social & Behavioral
Sciences
Anthropolop

reportedly offered Kariya $200,000 to join
them for a season.
Kariya's reason for turning down the
the Major A money and instead coming to
UMaine certainly involved hockey, but
there was also another variable — education.
"School has always been very important tome," Kariya.a Dean's List student in
the school of business. said. "Being back
gives me a chance to work on my degree
while also haying the opportunity to help
us win."
Still, Kanya will only be at UMaine
until mid-December, when he leaves to
join the Team Canada in the Winter Olympics in Lillehammer. Norway The Ducks
are certain to wave some big bucks in his
face to turn pro after the Olympics
Most observers think he will sign and
forgo the last 2 1/2 years of his college
career. But Kariya has fought off the temptation of money before, and for now, he
says hasn't decided what he will do when
that time comes.
"I really haven't had a chance to think
about it, things have been so hectic between hockey and homework." Kariya said
"I really haven't heard much from the
Ducks. They just want me to stay here this
semester and develop, and when the time
comes. I'll make my decision."
Either way, it's safe to say that Paul
Kariya will carefully measure all his options,consult with those closest to him,and
then make the most intelligent choice, no
matter which nay it goes
After all, he &Iv.a s has before.

Committed
to Excellence
"Beginning with the
students we at-tract"
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTHERN MANE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
AT FARMINGTON

Communication & Journalism

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT FORT KENT

Communication Disorders

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT MACHIAS

Economics

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PRESQUE ISLE

Human Development & Family Studies
Nursing
Political Science
Psychology
Public Administration
Social Work
Sociology

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
AT AUGUSTA
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• Women's hoop squad topples BC
• BU hockey team manages split at Alfond
• Boettcher looks back on women's soccer season

•Women's Ba.cketball

•Ice Hockey

Defense the key as Bears beat BC
By John Black
Sports Writer
In basketball,solid defense usually translates into victories
The University of Maine women's basketball team, aided by try •
mendous team defense, held Bos•
ton College scoreless for 9708 in the
second half in defeating the Eagles.
55-49,in the season-opener for both
schools Sunday afternoon at Alfond Arena
"1 think they played a balanced
game in certain instances_ BC
couch Cathy Inglese said "Vs e had
combinations out there that west
never really used before The foul
situation early IBC was in the pen
alts after just 5-58 of the first half)
really got to us"
After a turnaround jumper in the
lane by kijchele Verotsky with
10-12 left in the contest, the Eagles
were shut out until Holly Porter
scared with 1 .04 remaining
"All week long. we've been
working on OUT intense defense.
first on man-to man then on matchup zone," UMaine guard Chrissy
Strong said "We realize we had to
contain their
-els, and it we held

them we would he able to get our
offensise game going "
The Eagles didn't go quietls.
how es er. as Joan ie Gallag her nailed
two three-point field goals in the
final minute to cut the Black Bears
lead to 53-49
"I just wanted to score." Gallagher said of her two late baskets.
"I wasn't thinking about who had
the hot hand"
Stephanie Guidi cemented the
win with nine seconds left, keeping
the hall on a three-on -none break
and laying it in.
Guidi led UMaine with 18 points
and nine rebounds. Erin Gtraly added 12 and Rita iullivan had 10
points
Gallagher as the only BC play et in double figures with 15 points
"An outside game is great to
base hut I don't think you need it to
win." second-year 'Maine coach
Joanne Palomtso said of her team's
offense "You need defense and
rebounding to win
The win, UMaine's first in a
season opener since the 1990-91
season avenged last season's open
ing game Rri 65 loss to the Eagles at
Chestnut Hill, Mass,

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

UMaine's Erin Grealy (Boyd photo)
"What I was most proud about
Y. ac We were down nine at one point

and the composure that they
showed." Palornho said of her
team's disciplined pia) -There
were certain things they had to do to
get back in the game and they exe-

cuted it
"We played together as a team
When it came down to it, screens
were set, the hall was rebounded.
and we took care o(the basketball.
and that's a credit to the player)on
the Boor."

•Women's Soccer

Road woes contribute to poor record

By John Bead(
Sports Writer

Building a strong Division 1
program is difficult Having to dc)
it on the mad makes matters tougher
was the scenario for the
1991 University of Maine wrenen's soccer team
The Black Bears played lust
four games on campus.en mule to
a 2-12-3 record.
-The mad is a really trying
thing,-UMaine coach Diane Bort tcher said it takes its toll erno

nonally to play away
1. Maine went 0-8-2 during their
season -ending 10game road suMg
Despite many tough breaks.
Boettcher found come positives in
her team
-.Allison Snooks
junior keeper)has shown herself to he
one of the toe keepers in New England." Boettcher said
Snooks finished the season with
a 1 09 goals against average and
five shutouts
Boettcher found encouraging
performances in some of her other

UMaine
splits
rjth BU

fiaYm
"Attends Dartak i ajunior back I
stepped forward and showed herself to be one of our top players."
Boettcher said
'Jen Farina ta junior midfield
er) showed the kind of ability she
had by making the switch from
hack to midfielder.' Boettcher said
UMaine is losing five players
to graduation. including Rhonda
Pelkey and Chrisnna Contardo its
top two scoters
-We've gee the seeds for their
replacements on the team right

ma,- Boettcher said
Beencher said she refuses to let
losing affect the future of the pets
gramlosing)got a little wearing
down rhe stretch emotionally ."
Boettcher said "We really prepared
ourselves well for nest year"
Poetic her, currently on the recruiting trail. says finding a
sweeper is at the top on her chopping list
-We have to enhance the ability
ofthe players we have on our team"
Boettcher said

TUTORING AVAILABLE IN
100 & 200 LEVEL COURSES
The Onward Tutor Program

provides small group tutoring for
UM students who need academic
assistance in 100 & 200 level courses.
Peer tutors can help you to:
• develop'improve your student
skills learning strategies
• improve your sehconfidence with
regard to your academx abilities
• increase your overall understanding of
course material
• improve your course grade

DEPENDING UPON the time eneryin,
and effort YOU commit to die learning
process

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE Of
THIS SUPPORT SERVICE

CONTACT:
The Onward Tutor
Program Flagstaff Road
Orono Campus 581-2319
Assignments will begin
Sept 19th & end Oct. 28th
for the Fall 1994 semester

Last season, I aliversity of
Maine center Mike ',epidemic
was so erratic with his backhand
that Black Bear cou.11 Shawn
Walsh told him not to use it. Ever.
Foouriately for the IlMaine
hockey team, he didn't listen.
Latendresse scored the critical
go-ahead goal
on a headland
to go e the Rlaik Bears a 2-1
knd in an eventual 5-1 win over
the Boston University. Ten-lets
Saturoay night at Alfivid A/en&
14tendresse's goal helped
UMaine ifs- )earl a split with the
rival %nen(1-3).HU handed the
Black Resnik*flea delkii ofthe
sewn by a 5-3 score Friday night
In practice,I al v.aystty• it(the
backhand) and it never worts.Latendresse said. "But when you
are breaking in on the goalie re
go with Mai he gives rr Iwas
ant looking for a gestd angle,and
the backhand happened to he
Laeoriesse's goat came 418
Maothe yard perimi and seenvdto
OW the Black Bears a bocst in
confiekrice. because they imrne&etch began lighting the goal
lame ssith relative eNge
First fnedirnan I N..in %envierhorn gave likiaine an insurance
goal with 513 left to play on a
Moe individual effort
l'ickitg up'loose puck. along
the rigia boards, he skated so fie
censer ofthe Marline and let lime
Itremendous MEM to heat Teener,
rahr Derek Herkakky high to
die glove %irk.
haste Tomberim aid Brad
Pardie aided We grals for thr
find 5-1 margin but the tlhlaine
celebration was inornweed by a
saiseledlifilaineMt " runt*with
10 secondsl to Mary
Uldaine forward elitict Texan& aid BU drferisernen Ridk
Bremen got irito a shoving mach
afferlirenrantook offense Tes
eira harming RI grahe Medal
sky following a whistle
Acceedlige in Walsf. it via
typical fare la a bark or two ó-

w opipoomi.
"Clack accick•nrh hit ibdir
goalie.sad Thi is a tough playa
end Rich (Brennan r is a Som.
player," Wthsh said ilreatima
apparendy Irk he had in deists/
Pis relic and it's tart of 6e
prote
'But I have respect for SU.
and I'm sum the
,have revectIlir

ta
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By Chad Finn
Sports Enitor
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•Men's Soccer

Hofstra ends Black Bears'
season on sour note, 27-15

Inexperienced
Bears lacked
consistency

By Chad Finn
Sports EeltOf

By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer

Hofstra University football coach Joe
Gardi admits that the unpredictability of his
team's run-and-shoot offense sometimes
puts a frown on his face.
But after the Flying Dutchmen's 27-15
win over the University of Maine Saturday,
Gardi was all smiles
"Sometimes I get mad. like when we
can't get the first down on a fourth-and-one
or u hen it prevents us from running out the
clock," Gardi said, describing his mixed
feelings about his team's high-octane. highrisk offense
'certainly.the run-and-shoot has its plusses and minuses. Today, fortunately, our
young men played hard and our offense
%socked well enough that we could beat a
Yankee Conference scholarship school It
feels good "
Holum, who finished its season at 6-1-1
after starting out 1-3-1, was paced by the
passing arm of senior quarterback (iersge
Beset Beisel completed 124 51 passes los
131 yards and three touchdowns *spits
maids field conditions that made ever',
throw an adventure
"I had to kind of %hotpot the hall out
there," Beset said, demonstrating an arm
motion similar to the throwing style of an
uncoordinated g -yew old "But we had an
ads antage On the mud)over the defense in
that we knew what we were doing and where
were going and they didn't
"My throws may base been ugly hut ms
receivers made all the big catclse,and 0141.,
why we won"
Meanwhile,UMaine t 310,which closed
out a disappointing season bs losing its lam
five games, had a difficult time generating
ins offense at all
Junior quarterback Joe Marsilio, making
his first career start in place of injured in
cumbent Emilio Colon,led the Black Bears
on a touchdown drive on their second possession He found senior receiver Kenn,

Injured UMaine quarterback Emilio Colon (lift), offers encouragement to his
replacement, Joe Mersin()(right).(Boyd photo)
Squires open in the left corner of the end
rentfor a 7-0 UMaine lead 5.16 into the first
quarter
But Marsdio. also completed just II of
19 passes for 97 yards, struggled with the
very field conditions that his Hofstra countenser; found to his advantage.
It was muddy, it was tatible. What can
1 s.W.- said a disconsolate Marsilio after
the game "Maybe knowing how to play in
these conditions comes with expesience.
and I don't have it."
Beisel does. and after he adjusted to what
he described as a "glop of mud for a hall." he
found his passing touch, hitting senior receiver Rafael Morales(eight receptions, I I "
saids) for a pair of first half touchdowns
Morales second sooting catch,an eight
sander over the middle, tied the score all 3
after Ray Baur had given UMaine a 1 1-6
lead on a two-yard scoring run
But with 7:30 left in the first haH Brice
struck *pi& though this time it s. as with his
feet rather than his arm
Beisel's two-yard quarterbai k sneak
glued a nine-plas.43-yard dn high!

Campus Crusade for Christ
rresenP

aft
tketigr
i ret

ed by a Beisel-to-Morales I 2-yasd pass on
fourth-and-four from the UMaine 10.
'That hurt." UMaine coach Jack Cosgrove said. —That kid(Beisell seems to have
a knack for making big plays, and he made
quite a few o(them on the drive that put them
ahead. We would have liked to have gone
into halftime tied, and he mark SUR we
didn't."
And he made sure UMaine got no closer
than a touchdown again, hitting senior receiver Ken Colon triune receptions. 119
yards)for a four-yard scoring pass with just
over II minutes left to play
Meanwhile. %milk) and the UMaine
offense continued spinning in the mud A
late safety while the Flying Dutchmen were
running out the clock was the only "offense"
I-Maine could muster in the final moments
of the season
It was frustrating," 1_7:Maine senior defensive hack Anthony Jackson said "I
thought the weather would be in our ads anrage because we practice in it everyday, but
o named out to wodc for them more It's
tough to end this way"

With 17 of the 23 spots on the University of Maine men's soccer team filled
by freshmen and sophomores. Black Bear
coach Scott Athericy knew his leant needed consistency this season
tie didn't always get it
"When things are going well, we
were all right," Atherles said "When
e struggled."
things didn't go as well, we
Pan of the struggle was the lack of
senior leadership, since only two seniors
wi "e pail of the squad.
One ol the areas we des-, ^ately
needed was leadership in ranters,"
Atherley said. "That's one of the reasons we were inconsistent"
The Black Bears, finishing with a 7g-1 overall record (3-3- I in the NkC),
lost five 1-0 games,inctuding three NAC
tilts Of the Bears' eight losses. six were
bs one goal.
-we were never bkis.n out in any
game," he said. in realit. out of lb
panes., we had a chance 1,, win 14 of
those ernes."
Seek./goalkeeper 5eb11'A ppolockia,
Atheney said, was tomes.hat inconsistent but finished the season strongly
"Sometimes he tacked consistency,"
be said. "Maybe he was a reflection of
out ovessill pesfonnance as a team
"I was happy with the way hr finlast
r
ished. He was the differe
couple of games."
D'Appolonia finished with a 1.15
goals against average and three shutouts.
lake 011iMet and Mike Dunphy, a
pair of sophoon.'. Aitken, had adjastinents to make after basing outstanding
rookie seasons.
"Every one ofour opponents put their
best matting bests on them." Atheies
sank it tools some adjustments on the-it
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superstar cho
Black Bears o
Notre Dame
Colorado
By John Black
Sports Writer

A Mexican Restaurant & Watering Hole

Fabulous Food From South of the Border!
Frozen Drinks From Out of this World!
HAPPY HOUR!
Every Monday through Friday, from 4-7pm

• FREE APPS • $1 OFF MARGARITAS
• 50 C OFF ALL DOMESTIC BEERS

,,
.

•
: .7.71er

A special party on the night of
every month's Full Moon:

Margaritas Appeals
to Everyone!
• Full Menu AvallaNe for Toke-Out •
• ChNdren's Menu • Air Condthonecl • Free Parking •

Thursday, June 3
Sunday, July 4
Monday, August 2
Tuesday, August 31
Thursday, September 30
Margcrito $ donates 5% of the proceods
trom 'Turn Moor Modnees- too
charitable avant:aeon

FULL MOON
MARGARITA
MADNESS MEANS

Games!
Raffles!
Prizes!
—

plus —

$1 Off
all Appetizers
and Margarttas

— Pius —
speckily _ pricod
NW

Margaritas - A Mexican Restaurant & Watering Hole
15 Mill Street, Orono •(207) 866-4863
Other Fine Morgorrtas Locations in

A igus$
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The most heralded
basketball player ever
out of the state of Maine
official yesterday, signin
of intent to play next fa
Unisersity of Maine
Cindy Blodgett, a pa
from Lawrence High S
Fairfield. opted to stay
She scixted UMaine ove
ersity of Notre Dame
University of Colorado.
-Next year I'm going
to the blue and vvhite and
the University of Maine,
said at her press conferer
day afternoon in Fairfiel
Blodgett has led the
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• Palombo lands blue-chipper Blodgett

DecemberSports

• Men's hoop team nets 127 versus CCSU
• Profile of Excellence: Justin Tomberlin

•Women's Basketball

•Men's Basketball

Lawrence's Blodgett bound for UMaine
Schoolgirl
superstar chooses
Black Bears over
Notre Dame and
Colorado
By John Black
Sports Writer
The most heralded women's
basketball player ever to come
out of the state of Maine made it
official yesterday, signing a letter
of intent to play next fall for the
Unisersity of Maine
Cindy Blodgett, a point guard
from Lawrence High School in
Fairfield. opted to stay in-state.
She se:xted UMaine over the University of Notre Dame arid the
University of Colorado.
"Next year Um going to wear
to the blue and white and going to
the University of Maine," Blodgett
said at her press conference Tuesday afternoon in Fairfield.
Blodgett has led the Bulldogs

UMaine women's basketball coach Joanne Palombo on the
sidelines in Alfond Arena.(Page photo)
to three straight Girls Class A
State Championships under coach
Bruce Cooper
Last season,the 5-foot-9 guard
averaged 32 7 points a game. A
member of Lawrence High's National Honor Society, she is a
three-time All Maineselection.
"Cindy's basketball record
speaks for itself," UMaine coach

Joanne Palombo said. "In terms
of goals,dedication and work ethic, she is unparalleled. She's a
point guard perfectly suited to this
level."
Blodgett, who said she reached
her decision last Wednesday , is
pleased to put the recruiting process behind her
"At first it was nice, but it
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kind of got tough after awhile,"
Blodgett said. "A lot of
schools put the pressure on you
to sign "
Palombo also announced the
second member of her 1994-95
recruiting class, Sandi Carver of
Jonesport-Beals High School in
Jonesport.
Carver,a 5-foot-9 guard,averaged over 20 points per game last
to lead the Roy alettes to the Eastern Maine Class D Tournament.
"Her best days are Cefinitely
ahead of her in terms of her basketball skills,"Palombo said."She
has tremendous upper -body
strength and shoots the three as
easily as any player I've ever
seen."
A three-time All Maine selection in Isasketball and softball and
the Maine Sunda_k Telegram Athlete of the Year in 1993, Caner
also excels in the classroom,ranking in the top three in her class
academically
"She's a tremendous person
and one of the best athletes I've
ever seen in the state of Maine."
Palombo said.

Bears defeat
Blue Devils
By Chris DrBeck
Sports miter
University of Maine risen's
basketball eon Rudy Keeling
has been einishasiYing a fastertempo offense, a team that will
run often.
For one game. Keeling and
the Black Bears were able to
accomplish their mission, routing Central CCIlllet icut Suite,
114-87, Monday night at Alfond
Arena,
The 114 points represents
UMaine's highest offensive output since the 1977-78 season,
when the Black Bears scored
121 points against Bates
"That's what we want to do,"
Keeling said.'We really want to
tun. To do that, we have to rebound and make people miss,
and we did that today."
Uhlaine led the game
throughout, scoring the game's
first six points.
Francois Bombard, Ken
Banes and Ed Jones led 194sine
with 17 points apies-e

DAWSON • BRADFORD,[13
• Eastern Maine's largest real estate
company, serving the area since 1955.
'Now situated in two locations, to better
serve you -- the public!
'Full-time, experienced, professional sales
agents.
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(over 30 companies).
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Painful loss ma
UMaine superstar
leaves to join Team
Canada following
Black Bears' 7-3 loss
to New Hampshire
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Paul Kariya is skating toward a future
most I9-year olds can only dream about.
But for one night. the greatest player in
Unisersity of Maine hockey history wanted to remain in the present just a little bit
longer
On the rainy night of Dec 10. the
UMaine and University of New Hampshire hockey teams battled at the Cumberland County Cis ic Center in Portland The
upstart Wildcats won in a 7-3 blowout.
Years from now. the game may still be
remembered, hut not because it was the
Black Bears' most disheartening loss to
their interstate mai in dozens of hardfought contests Instead. it may be remembered as the last time Paul Kariya
wore the blue-and -white uniform of
l'Maine
The es ening began with a little tore
shadow ing — the public address announc er, running through the Blask Bears start
tog lineup. said, "A sophomore forward.
playing his .final Ranee for the t'niversity
of
number nine. Paul Kany a"And
it ended with a lot of tears.

The Maine Campus,

ed by Kariya's tearful exit

The UMaine postgame lockerooni was
like a funeral parlor. Why wouldn't it be?
This was the low point of a season that
long ago met its quota of controversy,
injury and ineligibility
Tonight, they had been humiliated by
one of their biggest rivals, and, topping it
all off, their captain, a hockey prodigy
revered so much that some called him "St
Paul.- was hopping a plane for Sweden,
on to the Olympics and perhaps the NHL,
probably never to skate another shift with
them again_
The only sounds came from Kariya's
cubicle, where, as usuai. the Black Bear
captain was hounded by a horie of reporters. Stripping off his gear methodically,
red-eyed and frustrated. Kariya nonetheless answered questions with his customary
grace, nes er snapping. though some of his
teammates may base wished he would.
"Let the kid breathe." muttered injured
UMaine defenseman Jason Weinrich as
he walked by. "Jeez.Stil I. the questions kept coming
"This isn't the way you wanted you're
college career to end, is it, Paul '." one
reporter asked
"It's all still speculation right now I'm
just %cry disappointed right now." Kariya
said, fighting back the tears.
"What happened tonight? Were you
guy s unprepared",- another asked.
"They played well and converted on
the power-play We didn't." Kariya said,
looking straight down at the floor_
"How is this team going to do without
you?.- inquired a particularly insensitisr

In his final game as a Black Bear Pau
Kariya dished out two assists (Page
photo)
scribe.
Kariya looked up.
"They'llplay real well." he said -They
have Cal Ingraham, who returned from his
NCAA -mandated 14-game suspension two
days later) coming hack "
And then the tears came, sudden and
unrestrained Perhaps they were touched
off by the thought of never playing again
with his old hnemate, his little buddy
whom he set up again and again for a good

number of Cal's 46 goals in the magical
championship season last year Perhaps it
was the disappointment of going out with
a loss, though he certainly did his part
with two typically dazzling assists.
Or perhaps he knew what we all felt,
though he hasn't formally announced it yet
-- that indeed, it was his final collegiate
game
As Kariya said goodbye to his each of
his teammates, an oversized Black Bears
letter jacket hanging on his shoulders and
luggage in his hand, UMaine defenseman
Lee Saunders offered the kid a sage piece
of advice.
"Don't let it pass you too quickly,"
said Saunders, the team's leather-andscruff free-spirit. "Take it easy and enjoy
it
Minya nodded, the tears transformed
into a half-smile, then turned in the direction UMaine interim head coach Grant
Standbrook. Standbrook, a fatherly man
who many Black Bears swear is the reason
they came to Maine in the first place. saw
the kid coming and met him halfway in an
embrace.
"I lose this kid,- Standbrook said to no
one in particular as the tears returned to
Kariya's eyes. "Take care of yourself."
Yes. Paul, do take care of yourself.
And on behalf of anyone who has evei
temporarily lost their breath after you've
threaded a blind pass, pulled off your
patented spin-o-rama or split a pair of All.
Conferencedefenseman on your knees,
there's only one thing left to say .
Thanks for the memories.

THE MAINE SURVIVAL KIT:
1. A campus map
2. A sports pass
3. A Pat's Pizza
Pat's Pizza has the oldest, most dependable delivery business in town, delivering quality
food seven night a week, 5pm to midnight. And even though we are #1 in the area for
quality, we still have the best prices. Give us a try.

Pat's Pi7za, 11 Mill Street, Orono 866-2111
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Life deals UMaine's Tomberlin harsh hand
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
For University of Maine hockey player
Justin Tomberlin, the past 12 months have
been a virtual crash-course in reality. Stark,
harsh,cruel reality The lessons he has learned
in those 365 days and nights have forted him
to look at his life and reconsider his priorities,
providing him with an outlook and a wisdom
well beyond his 23 years.
But those lessor have come at a tremendous personal price. On Dec. 30, 1993. Karen
Tomberlin — Justin's n lathier — passed away
after a courageous battle with cancer. It was a
tragic end to a long and paincal (ear, a year
Justin Tomberlin would just as soon as foaget
Except for one thing. In his new-found
wisdom, he has managed to learn from those
lessons hidden beneath his layers of pain
"I wouldn't ever, ever want to go through
it again. but I have learned a helluva a kit this
year." Tomberlin said. "Last year, everything
went so right for the team(UMaine went 42-12 and won its first-ever national championship), and for myself, personally, things went
pretty smoothly. I wasn't prepared for the
adversity of this year. It's kind of racked my.
world. I guess you've got to cherish things
while you have them. You never know when
something is going to be taken from you. The
only regret I have is that I didn't get to spend
more time with my morn."
Vi hen Tomberlin did make it out to the
family home in Minnesota for a visit, he'd
spend endless hours helping to care for his
mom,chatting with her about any topic under

the sun — the best times, the worst times,
especially his future. Anything to help her ease
ha pain. "I owed it ts her," Tomberiin said.
"She was my best friend, the one person in my
fa_mily who was al ways there forme,'couldn't
deal with myself if wasn't there for her."
Inevitably, though, their precious time together would wind to a close, and he'd have to
contemplate making that dreaded trip hack to
Orono Understand, it wasn't that he didn't
is ant to return to school and the zaniness of the
Black Bear locIteroom,'The best part of being
on this team," he says. It was just that leaving
home knowing it could be the Int time they'd
ever be together simply tort his heart so shreds.
"Every time I went home, I'd talk to my
Sign' or my father and I'd tell them I didn't
want to go," he said. ''It was tough to leave
because every time I'd go home her ccadition
had deteriorated so much more. When it would
come time to leave, I couldn't help but think
that it would be the last time I'd ever see her."
Somehow,Tomberlin always managed to
get aboard his flight and come back to school.
So it was by some Odd O.VISI of fate that the
Black Bear hockey team happened to be in
Minnesota for a Chnstmas tournament just as
Karen Tombertin was living the final hours of
her life.
The Black Brass were participating in the
University of Minnesota's Manucci Classic
Tombertin had flown out a few days early lobe
with his family in Coleraine,about a four-hour
drive horn the Minneapoliscampus.Sadly.his
mother's condition had taken a tum for the
worse, and it didn't look like she would make
It to the New Year

•Ice Hockey

Roloson, UMass-Lowell
prolong UMaine slide
Chiefs goalie hands
Bears third
consecutive loss and
first shutout in more
than seven seasons
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
The blue and white sign. draped just
he/ow the Alfond Arena luxurs boxes.
attempted to offer the depleted and de moralized University of Maine bodes
team some encouragement.
"it's all behind you now, read the
sign "Now it's on with it "
Unfortunately,the first 'it' — meaning
the star-crossed Black Bears' recent string
of injuries, suspeni.ions and losses —
wasn't quite history yet, thanks in large
part to Dwayne Roloson
The University of MassachussettsLowell %visor goalie stopped all 28 shots
he faced in leading the Chiefs to a 5-0 win
over UMaine in a Sunda) afternoon matinee at Alfond
UMaine fell to 8-5 on the season, 7.3 in
Hockey East play
Roloson's shutout was the first of his
career and the first against the Black Bears
since they were blanked 4-0 by :Michigan

State on Nov. 22, 1986.
It was also UMaine's third consecia
a se loss, having been handed its second
straight defeat Friday by a 7-3 score
versus the University of New Hampshire.
"I think Dwayne is the best goaltender
in the country," UMass-Lowell coach
Bruce Crowder said. "He's been slighted
in the past as far as receiving hcnors, but
he doesn't care about those things. He
Just wants to win."
Roloson put the Chiefs in position to
win by stopping 16 UMaine shots in the
first penod, while his teammates scored
three times on four shots against helpless
Black Bear goalie Blair Allison.
Ian Hebert, Mike Murray and Dave
Barrozino staked the Chiefs to 3-0 lead
against the inexperienced ind injury weakened UMaine defense.
"Blair started slowly, but be played
pretty well after that," said UMaine interim head coash Grant Standbrook . "We
tell hire that three goals is a shutout for
him, and when he gives them up doesn't
matter Unfortunately, we couldn't get
three against Rolosoa. We couldn't get
Christian Sbrocca scored a second pe
nod goal for the Chiefs. now 8-3-2 over all and 5-2-1 in Hockey East action Ins
pressive freshman Greg Bullock /elided
his 12th of the season to close the scoring
in the final period

She didn't Shortly after Christmas, Karen
Tomberlin slipped into a coma. A few days
Later, she died,
In one of her final conversations with her
son,she told him she wanted him to play in the
Black Bears' game with Lake Superior State
on New Year's Eve. His heart and mind were
still with his mom,but he obeyed her wish and
drove the four-hour trek to Minneapolis When
he arrived, he found that his teammates had
eta:heated the game to the memory of Karen
Tosnberlin.
Unfortunately, tales in life don't always
have a storybook ending With UMaine trail
ing the Lakers, 3-2, and less than two minutes
to play,a teammate sent Tomberlin in alone on
a breakaway. He moved in on LSSU goalie
Blaine Lacher, faked, faked again and ripped
off a rocket of a shot
Lacher made the save. UMaine lost, 3-2.
and Tonna:Ain had four hours of road ahead of
him to make it home for the funeral.
'The drive home was tough," Tombertin
remembers.-The game was kind of therapeutic for me,to get out there and corwentrate on
hockey for awhile. But driving home afterward, it was nighttime, and i had all this time
to recollect and to think.It was all starting to set
in I had a lot of flashhacks on that ode."
When Tomberlin is by himself nowadays,
the flashbacks return. He has come to rue the
sunset and the impending arrival of darkness,
because he knows it means another night of
lying in bed wide-awake,counting sheep and
the ticks of his alarm clock while wondering
why — why" -- his morn had to go.
"It's hard being alone or trying to sleep at

night," Tomberlin said."Nights are the worst.
I hate it when I have to go to bed,because that's
the time when I think about it."
He realizes he has to talk about his agony
in order for it to run its course,and he has a few
close friends whom he confides in — his
girlfriend, who's also his roommate; his best
buddy from home;and UMaine teammate Pat
Tardif, whose own father died of cancer last
year.
"But I probably don't talk about it to them
as much as I should." Ton iberlin admits.-Everyone's been great, but I don't want anyone to
think I'm looking for sympathy or anything. I
don't want it to be a burden."
Tomberlin recalls an exchange he had with
a couple of teammates after he returned to
Orono following his mother's funeral lie was
telling them about how he had placed his
National Cluunpionship ring on his mother's
finger at her funeral, knowing full well that the
would be cremated.
"1 wanted it to be cremated with her,- he
said. "For some reason, they took all of her
.Petry off her, and they gave the ring back to
me. I didn't expect it back and 1 didn't want it
back.
"I brought that up to a bunch of guys, and
they didn't really know boa to react. They all
just kind of looked assay ."
For his part_ Tornberlin is doing his best to
look ahead. But he still can't help but wonder.
as he lies in Semi at night waiting for the
darkness to end_ why his mother won't be
around to share that future with 'aim. The pain
of reality remains_ until the sun oaties up for
another day.

clkePeome
NEW STUDENTS

• Examines what there is,
and how we know
• Is about the good life,
not just making a living

•Opens sour mind and turns
your head around, rather than filling
it with dead facts
• Emplaning teasoMnp, thinking.
seeing the big picture, analyzing
different viewpoints skills that have
uni vemal application
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UVaine bids farewell to a

ais

e was with us for little more than a year. another student words ofBlack Bear coach Shawn Walsh. 'that damn gorilla offits back
stranded in this desolate place called Orono. But he was never Michigan battling them stridefor stride to keep it there.
one of us. not really anyway.
By this point everyone in the nation whofollowed college hockey even in
Sure, Paul Kariya could devour a double-dough from Pat's or the slightest had heard about Kariya. The next day, he'd become
thefirst
struggle out ofbedfor a quiz in that dreaded o a.m. classJust like any other
freshman to win the Hobey Baker Award as the most outstanding player in
of the 10.000 or so other demographically similar kids on this campus.
the U.S. in the award's 10-year hisMaybe he even watched Setrifeld on Thursday nights, anxiously awaiting
tory. People knew he was good.
the day he'd turn 21 so he could leave Kramer and Elaine behind and dance
sure. But outside of Maine, they
to "YMCA" at Geddy's instead.
hadn't had the chance to see Just
But chances are he didn't. Chanc- how good Until the Michigan game.
es are Paul Kariya knew the first Until "the Sequence."
time he skated onto the Alfond AreThe play began innocently enough.
na ice as a 17-year old phertorn in Kariya picked up a loose puck in the
October of '92 what the rest of us neutral zone along the right boards,
would quickly learn - that his tal- did a nifty pirouette to avoid a fore ent was so great. his gyts so unde- checker and broke in toward the
niably special, there was no possi- Michigan end of the ice. Then the
ble way he could stay with us for realfun began
long. He had to have known then
Confronted by a pair of Al/-Arnerthat the line madefamous by Garth lean defensernen (Pat Neaton and
Snow at the welcome home retell- Aaron Ward, both ofwhom played in
non following the national championship victory - "Meet me at Geddy's"
the NHL this season). Kariya.flying
- would never be uttered by him.
at warp speed now, tried to shift left.
No. Paul Kariya will never be one of us. But he willforever be ours. Well
where Neaton. mayhem on his mind
tell our wide-eyed children about the wonders of watching him play during
was waiting. Kariya deiced right.
that season and a half when our paths had temporarily crossed And they'll
but Neaton got enough of his 160 lb.
listen in awe, because they'll know exactly who he is - he'll have played
frame to drive him to his knees. End of play. right? Not quite.
In a dozen NHL AU-Star games and made cameo appearances in Mighty
Kariya. somehow getting his stick bark on the peck, slipped between
Ducks 3. 4 and 5 by then.
Neaton and Ward. and ripped a rocket of a slapshotfrom the right point Or perhaps a starring role. Goodness knows he always had one here. The
FROM HIS KNEES
record books tell us Kariya scored 124 points in 51 games. amazing numbers
Michigan goalie Steve Shields. who said afterward I didn't know where
In themselves. But our memories
In the hell that puck came from. I
remind us that he was so much more
thoughta ghost shot U. and then Isaw
than just some methanical scoring
him on all fours. and I was like.
mactune.
'Naw.. Now. That's not possible.-forWith Karim% the beauty didn't
tunately had the presence of mind to
always lie in the result though more
kick it away.
often than not that result was a
End of play? Not yet.
_flashing red light and a puck in the
Kariya wasn't done. Springing to
back of the opposing net The real
his feet, he pounced on the rebound
beauty carne courtesy of his always
and fired another skipper - high. It
grocefi.d, often breathtaking. occadeflected off the glass behind the net
sionally unfathomable Did he-realand Jutted toward the right corner.
hi-lust do- that? moves that usually
End of play? Uh-uh.
preceded any UMaine celebration.
Kartya.playing roadrunner to Ward
Metaphorically speaking. Kartya
and Neaton's Wily Coyote. again
was a magician on skates. And his
Jumped on the rebound and tore offhis
stick was his wand
third shot of the sequence. Shields. by
Ironically, some of the plays we
nowfrightened that this kid shooting
recall most vividly from his days
pucks at him Ithe some sort of human
here donlcubninate with afia_shing
Uzi would never quit. wisely flopped
goal light. His penchant for pulling
on die rebound.
offopen-loe moves even a guy named
End ofplay. End of'the Sequence."
Gretzky woukl be proud of burned
Beginning of a new chapter to the
inclehble imprints in our collective
Kariya legend.
memories, goal or no goal. Case-InAfter this. arguably the greatest in
point: his full-throttle spina-roma
a season's worth ofcomparable plays.
that left a Providence defenderdutch we knew it was only a ?natter of time
trig air that veryfirst weekend he wore the UMaine uniform. Remember fel
before the rest of the world caught on. And it has. beginning with that
Sure you do. You were probably one oldie 6.000 or so people in Ayond that
magical weekend in Milwaukee kist April and spreading to 1.illeharruner
October night so dumbfounded by the kid's move that fora split.second. you
some 10 months later
temporarily forgot to cheer.
When our own Olympic hockey teams medal hopes were squelched early
Of course. once you realized what you had Just witnessed was indeed
in the LtIleharrimer games. we turned our firklefancy to rootingfor our more
real, you rose to yourfeet in reverence. It wouldn't be the last time Kartya's
aceornplished Neighbors from the North.
wizardry single-handedly lifted people from their seats
And root we did. We rooted hard when Kariya-led Team Canada made It
'The Sequence"against Michigan.for Instance Remember that')Ot,ertirrir all the way
to the Gold Medal garrie and harder when the game progressed
game. 3-3 score. UMaine looking to get its Final Four monkey - or in the Into rivertvne
and harrier ditring the shnomut. and EVEN HARDER when the
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Paul Kariya moves on after little more than a year.
But Black Bear fans will never lorget

burdenfell onto Kariya's shouldersfor a do-or-die, ganielying shot. Weren't
we all down on our knees infront(gout 7V sets, praytng he would make it
cuid knowing that he would.. and then feeling a pack-sized lump In our
throats and emptiness in our hearts when, unthinkably, he didn't?
We were. Not Just here in Maine, either. Sports illustrated, noting that
Kariya was registered for a Canadian Studies class at UMaine, wryly
observed that he probably would have become part of the course material
if he had scored. His shot
and the ensuing brilliant (or was it lucky?)
scissor sale by Sweden goalie Tommy Salo -- were plastered all over sports
sections and highlight reelsfar days on end. We'll probably be seeing the
image ofSalo. tying on his side, booting away Karlya's top shelf bid, then
getting swarmed in a rejoicing sea of yellow,for years to come.
Rightfully. though. Kartya has become an internationally etvynized
figure not because ofthis singlefailure. Rather, he has earnedfame because
of his dozens of successes — and his urworrurioniy spellbinding way of
achieving them.
Even those with comparable talent and an even greater degree offame
watch him with a mix of amazement and awe. Canadian figure skaters
stopped by a Team Canada practice to observe hint skate. Wayne Gretzky
— his boyhood hem and the player to whom he is most often compared —
told a CBS reporter that he was 'extremely impressed with Kariya and is
certain he'll be an excellent NHL playerfor a long time. And the Anaheim
Mighty Ducks, who drafted Kanya with thefourth overall pick in last June's
draft, were urged by SI to sign him immediately based on the simple premise
that he Is so polite, so talented, so cute. so Disney, it simply must be done.'
Yet as Paul Minya moves on to bigger things — and presumably, bigger
bucks — hefinds that a part ofhim will always rearnIn here at UMaine Here
with us. Any doubts about whether he considered [Maine nothing more
than a stepping stone to futurefortune were erased with each tear that
trickled down hisface after what turned out to be hisfinal game in a LrMaine
wit/oral.
The date was Dec. 10. 1993. Wefeared that this might be a day ofinfamy
In Maine hockey history — Kartya was leaving to join Team Canada_for the
Olympics immediately following the game, and no one — not even him. it
seemed— was sure whether he would return to Orono after their conclusion.
Was this really hisfarewelll? So soon? As it turned out it was.
But as Kartya prepared to say good-bye, the headlines. ironically, were
not about hint His impending departure was overshadowed by the endless
turmoil surrounding the
Black Bear proand
gram,
when he was
asked about
his post-Lilleharnmerplans.
for the most
part Knriya
was coy and
non-committal
li make my
decision after
the Olympics.'
as to which
his
hand
tip
did
he
never
—
was his standard reply. Never —
direction he might be leaning. but his irbrtifference to the whole subject
indicated that this wasn't really all.for St. Paul.'
That is. until Dec. 10. Despite a typical Kariya performance — two
dazzling assists -- UMaine was embarrassed by arch rival UNI1 that night
7-3. It was probably the low point in a Black Rear season that had already
sunk to previously uncharted depths. Afterward. no one in blue and white
was in much ofa mood to talk, understandable considering the circurnstanc
i's. But the media, much to his teammates' chagrin (*Jeez. let the kid
breathe. muttered one) cornered Kariya in the sullen UMaine lockeroom.
grilling him on his.feelings about a variety ofsubjects — the state of Ulifatne
hockey, hLsfuture. and innumerable other questions lie had been asked an
infinite number of times the pastfew months.
But this time, there was a different reply. This time. Kartya couldn't be coy

or non-committal, and the cliches simply refused come oat. It was a
reporter's generic question about how the team would do without him that
proved too much to handlefor this 19-year old kid who had already handled

so much in his young lifetime. His emotions overpowering his words, the
teenage legend began to cry.
Perhaps he wished to remain in the presentjust a little bit longer, to put
that goldenfuture on layaway and enjoy the innocence ofcollege lifefor a
few more months. Perhaps he knew what we all suspected but didn't want
to admit -- that he hail Just pulled off his No. 9 1JMaine swea ter _ftx- good.
Or perhaps it was something else that caused those tears to come rushing
dcxirt his face, uncontrollable and unrestrained, as he bid farewell his
teammatesfor what woukl be thefinal time.
Maybe.just maybe. Paul Kariya was thinking about all ofus. The people
who pestered him for autographs during lunch at Stewart Commons. The
people who whispered Isn't that HIM?, when they'd pass him on the way
to class. The people who chanted in worship. liohey Kariya. Hohey Kariya at the atrport after the championship game.
The people who met at Geddy's every Thursday night.
Andforjust one moment perhaps he wanted to be one ofus. Paul Kartya,
the hockey hero, the prodigy who gave us so many wonderful memories In
his short time here, wanted Just afew more unforgettable snapchnr.: of his
own before he left
Really, that's the greater gift he could ever gtve us. Sure, the blind passes
and spireorcunas are rernaricable. stylish images. and the national championship,for which he was more responsible than any other, meant more to
this state than anything else in its marginal sporting history.
But the _fact that Paul Kartya so enjoyed his time here. sc wanted to be a
-- is what made him more special
Black Bear — so wanted to be one of
thanjust any old legend in our mkist.
And why.even fhe never could Weer us at Gerldils," we will never. ever
forget him.

Story by Chad Finn
Design by Chad Finn and Jennifer Littlefield
Photos by Damon Kiesow, Tim Boyd and Joel Page
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• Women's hoop team snaps Catamount streak
• Profile of Excellence: Reg Cardinal

•Men's Basketball

UMaine ends Vermont win streak, 52-40 Bears
By John Black

Sports Writer
After 36 consecutise %ins
against North Atlantic conference
opponents dating back to March of
1991, the University of Vermont
Catamounts saw their unbeaten
suing snapped Thursday evening at
Alfoncl Arena
UMaine Jumped out to a 6-0
lead and never trailed as the Black
Bears downed CVM, 52-40.
UMaine held the Catamounts to 28
percent shooting in the contest
Senior center Cyndi Buetow
came off the bench to score eight
points and grab seven rebounds as
the Black Bears improved to 10-5
overall, 3-0 in the NAC.
"Defense has to be there first
and it was tonight." Buetow said of
the a in "I think it gives everybody
confidence
UMatne was able to hold NAC
Player of the Year Shen Tumbull to
16 points, five below her season
average, including only three in the
first half
-We limited Turnbull to one
shot at the basket and made her
wort" UMaine coach Joanne Pal ombo said 'Turnbull has the ability to take over a game and we keyed

on her "
Turnbull wasn't surprised with
the Black Bears defensive-minded
approach.
"I think they were the same
Maine team we always play,"Turnbull said.'They're strong, big,and
physical You come to expect what
they 're going to be like."
Turnbull shouldered some ofthe
blame for the UVM loss.
"Ms shot was not dropping tonight," Turnbull said."You have to
try and keep as positive as possible.
have to go back and work on it."
The Black Bears pulled away in
the second half as they went on a
I 2-0tear and built a44-27 lead with
4_27 remaining in the contest. Five
different Black Bears scored during
the run
"It's the sign of a very good
team to win without your leading
scorer.- Palombo said, referring to
sophomore forward Steph Guidi,
who was limited to nine points.
"People stepped up at critical times
It was quintessential team basketball "
It was balance and depth that
were the keys in the UMaine victory as nine players found the scoring
column.
"Eversbods hitting shots made

•Ice Hockey

end Blue
Hen jinx

UMaine senior point guard Chrissy Strong,shown here in early
season action.(Boyd photo)
everybody more excited and gave
us more confidence to hit the open
shot,- freshman guard Inch Ripton said
Buetow was more emphatic

"I need to go home and call my
parents," she said when asked
about finally beating Vermont
it's very exciting to set what
we're doing as a team"

don't think our piaNers rrweer BC. I'm Itookiag at 8C-:
scores mod seem dear dgt% burred
UNff and bear Northam:sem az
Northeariern, and 1M worried "
— Universe) of Mame hockey
coach Shawn Walsh's thoughts
beading into his seam's weekend
series with Boston College
"77w firn penal, we dub,
sirens op It was embarrassing
Oarsmen's wit good enough to do
— Walsh. s words after the
Black Bears and Eagles 4-4 tie
Friday night 11siartte kw the nest
light, 5-3
He could see st comusg And
yet UMaisse coach Shawn Walsh
cosid do nodimg so stop his Black
Bears from struggling againa a
very mediocre Boma College
hockey learn in a pair of panes at
Alfeed Arena this weekend
The Eagles(10-9-2 overall. 17-2 im Hockey East) scored the
tying goal with 25 secs:ads left in
mgelafire meansate Friday right,
theftcame hack Saturday and beat
She Black Beans (124-1, 7-41-1)
by a two-goal margin.
WANK feeling both prophetic
aid belpk-as. was WI in wonder

Sitting in his Alfond Arena
office Wednesday afternoon —
the very same office University of
Maine officials barred him from
setting foot in just a few weeks
earlier — Black Bear hockes
coach Shawn Walsh was positively giddy.
Using one of the handful of
remotes on his desk to zip the
picture across the giant TV screen
back and forth at Kan saran speed,
Walsh gleefulls scoured the tape
of the previous night's Team l'SA/
Team Canada battle Seven of his
current or former plasers were in
uniform for the game, and Walsh
was basking in thoughts of the
continent-wide public:Ts it would
generate for his program
-This was broadcast nationwide in Canada on TSN," Walsh
said as the image of Team Canada's Paul Kany a and his twofoldout NHL-star linernates flashed
across the screen 'TSN is the
ESPN of Canada I called all .-sf
our Canadian recruits last night
and told them to watch the game
Look al this
Just then, up on the screen.
appeared a picture of Team USA
goalie Mike Dunham guarding the

net while wearing blue and white
-- but no red Dunham. a Black
Bear for three memorable seasons, was wearing his old UMaine
practice series
Walsh gnnned at the thought
of all of the teenage Canadian
hockey studs who had seen the
big, white "MAINE" on the twotime Olympian's blue uniform and
thought at that moment,'If I want
to he an Olsmpic hero. I should to
go there "Mom, where is
Maine" must've been the chorus
across Canada Tuesday night
The inadvertant recruiting tool
kept flickering across the television screen, as reflected by
Walsh's beaming face The shot
of Dunham disappeared from the
screen, replaced by a graphic titled. "The Maine Difference Featured was a facial photo of
Kanya(of whom one t S hockey
magazine mud."Ithe doesn't make
it in the NHL,he should try acong
because of good looks that can be
best descnhed as boyish 'i and a
roster of the eight current or former
Black Bean including Binghamton Ranger loaner Jean Y yes - Ros
who would be appearing in the
game
The golden-throated rumour*
er boomed platitudes about the
UMaine program as A alsh leaned

By Chad Finn

By Chris DeBerk

When Reg Cardinal %
parents, Phillip and Dori:
their son had special gi
when he had a hocaey St
Since he was a tyke of
traveling with Phillip,a r
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practices. Apparently. F
thing in those long iour
journeys that often did
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mg. Barely into his tenr
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but I thought I would fit
However,the Coma
On Reg's first day at the
called to his office. Reg f
was going to introduce
student, maybe wish hit
Pie looked forward to wa
the school hockey team
"He told me he'd be
already had one mark ag
my color," Cardinal rem
understand it. I had a:
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That wouldn't be the
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But the memory of the
white man in authority t
tic, talented kid he writ
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to become the person h

When the University of
Maine men's basketball team
defeated the University of Delaware 97-84 Sunday afternoon
at Affond Arena, a few demons
were exorcised.
The win marked more than
just the Black Bears' firm North
Atlantic Conference win of the
seascm — it was l Maine's first
victory over Delaw are in conference play since the Blue Hens
entered the NAC three seasons
ago.
"When we lost to Delaware,
it put us on the mad to oblivion
Last year," UMaine coach Rudy
Keeling said.
Keeling said Terry Hunt
(11 points). Chris Collins(19
points). Ken Barnes and Ed
Tones (17 points I were just a
few of the players who
stepped up in the second half
for UMaine.

UMaine's troubles overshadow even the Olympics
By Chad Finn
Sports Edgor

L'Maine sopl
dli Assiniboir
uses hockey,
to better the
his people

Sports Writer

•Column

how he t.vas get his t=un righand.
while BCcoach Steve Cedorthuk
reveled in his omen's success
-I thought we had a good
chance to male in he sad neal
one. hut I've got to admit that Cm
-both pleased and a link bit surposed to kxwne away frten here
with three points in the Hockey
East race." Cedorchut said 'it's
been a while since we've been on
pat with Maine"
71se Eagles proved that they
were at lean UMaine's equal on
Friday night, fighting hack from
1-0. 2-1, 3-2 and 4-3 deficits to
cam the 1-4 ire.
UMaine junior defenseman
Dave Machaac staked the Black
Bears to a 1 -0 had I 28 boo the
First pertod on a power pla:j slapper from just inside the blueliae.
but BC.s Ryan Haggerty an%wend 1 14 laterioeven the score
at I -1
(Name captainCtl bostaharo.
who looks like the rust fitie his
!4-garne susperroon hes flisally
worn off woke the 5.231 ANned
farads,/ with a pretty goal in which
he crashed headfirst into the
boards atter flipping the puck over
sprawled BC goalie Can Tay kir
The pesk:,*graham's play
!nonrated Taylorthat he broke tus
stick on the ice in disgust.

Canni

Sports Editor

Bears still stumbling Walsh can't hide from misfortune
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

•Profile of Exf
•

• Hockey team's woes continue versus BC

•Women's Basketball
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hack in his chair, smiling and letting the words soak in
-This is the best publicity we
can get." he said after Mr. Voice
was finished gushing. "You
couldn't put a price on this for
what it will do for our program in
the future " He grinned.
No more than thirty minutes
later, a dejected Walsh was resting his head on his desk, the
present of his program very much
in disarray. Black Bear trainer
Dick Young was on the phone,
giving Walsh another dose of bad
news in a season that had long
since exceeded its quota.
"Damn," Walsh said, slam
ming his head down on his desk.
"He's been our best player At
least a week" Alnght Bye "
"Latendresse has mono.'
Walsh said, confirming his worst
fears about the cold that had been
pestering his top scorer for the
past couple days "The) sas
they've caught a earls and that Ise
could start early nest week, but
damn. I don't believe that He's
been our hest player Damn"
Walsh hung up the phone.
picked up the remote and zapped
off the TV . It was hack to reality
for l'Maine's coach Next seasor
would have to wait a little hi,
longer

"I'm an Assaniboini
dotal. now 22 and a wog
the Universe) of Mass
kind of a branch of the!
ho different We speak
hut some of our moor
kind of like the mistier,
amerscans hove Cardinal's pride in t,
-Being an Indian and I
goes me a sense of 1,
"Otherwise, I'd just to
lived on a reservaticgi
then again after he grac
dia. Cardinal has had ti
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•Profile of Excellence

Caring Cardinal vows to return home a hero
'Maine sophomore,
an Assiniboine Indian,
uses hockey, education
to better the lives of
his people
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
When Reg Cardinal was 13 years old,his
parents. Phillip and Doris Cardinal, realized
their son had special gifts -- particularly
when he had a hockey stick in his hands.
Since he was a tyke of four. Reg had been
tra:cling with Phillip, a respected Canadian
Junior A hockey coach.to and from his daily
practices. Apparently, Reg learned something in those long journeys with his dad.
journeys that often didn't end until they
arrived home in the wet hours of the mona
ing. Barely into his teens. Reg was beginning to show Phillips older, more expencreed players a trick or two.
He was a studious kid, too, always near
the top of his class in a variety of subjects
l'his son of ours has quite a future, Phillip
and Dons would say to each other. The
Cardinals knew they had to find a place
where his talent would be allowed to flourIt certainly wasn't where they lived
rims
So they sent him to a private school.
Concordia College High School in Edmonton. Alberta. Understandably, Reg was a bit
apprehensi:e about his first day at the new
school "a ou know, being the new kid on
the bhx:IC he say s - hut he looked forward
to mixing in arith the melting pot of race and
color that made up the student body.
"Edmonton is a big city,- Cardinal said.
"It had an inner-city mix of kids, a lot of
different types of people. R bC1SM existed.
hut I thought I would fit in well "
However,the Concoi dia principal didn't
On Reg's first day at the ilea.' school, he was
called to his office. Reg fieured the principal
was going to introduce h. mself to his new
student, maybe wish him sell and tell him
he looked forward to watt:ling him play for
the school hockey team. Fic was wrong
"He told me he'd be watching me. that I
already had one mark against me because of
my color." Cardinal rememhe.s."Icouldn't
understand it I had sky ays eonen good
marks in school, and I was gooc at hockey
I don't know why he singled me Out"
That wouldn't be the first time ar the last
that Reg Cardinal would experience racism.
Rut the memory of the incident --- of the
white man in authority telling an erithesiastic, talented kid he would never make a in
his world simply because his skin was the
wrong shade — helped drive Reg Cardinal
to become the person he is today.
•
"I'm an kaainiboine Indian," says Car •
dial, now 22 and a sophomore forward on
the University of Maine hockey team. "It's
kind of a branch of the Sioux, but it's a little
hit different We speak the came language.
hut a wile of our customs are different las
kind of like the relationship Canadians and
tk mem:ans hoer "
*ardi nal s pride in his people is obvious.
Being an Indian and knowing my history
me a sense of happiness," he says.
-Otherwise, I'd just be anybody." Having
laed on a reset': mien until he was 13 and
then again after he graduated from Concordia. (airdinal has had the opportunit to see

two different sides of life — much like his
father many years before
"When my dad was young, he went to
boarding school," Cardinal said. "He's different from most people on the reservation,
because he got to experience the white world
at an early age He got to know life away
from the reservation, and he wanted to give
me the sane chance."
Which meant that when his son had a
chance to better himself, be it as a hockey
player or in the classroom, Phillip Cardinal
supported him in any way possible.
"In every way my dad would help me."
Reg says. "When I first went to Concordia,
my whole family moved off the reser,ation
and rota Edmonton to be with me. That was
quite a different life-style than we were used
to. let me tell you."
Other times, when the family lived on
the reservation, Phillip would sell a cow or
two from the family ranch to help pay for his
his son's expenses. Reg thought then his dad
did those things just because he wanted him
to be a great hockey player, now he under-

regarded as something of a role model.
arrived, and Cardinal was headed to the
"When 1 go home, they have me as a opposite end of the continent, off to the
guest speaker sometimes," Cardinal says, University of Maine.
his joy shining through his brown eyes.
"It was a case of perfect timing," he says
"Basically, I talk to the children about con- "I needed a place, and suddenly Grant and
tinuing their education. I tell them that the Maine came along. If they had waited just a
way to acceed is to be educated, but that the little bit longer, I might've gone to the Unionly identity that they have is yours native
versity of Denver. But Grant was always
I tell them,"You've got to keep your lan- good to me, and Denver got into it kind of
guage." My parent used to talk it to me all
the time bat
I am away I forget a lot.
It bothes try., but when I return home I am
happy fly I am an Indian again.
"la aguage is one of the things people
who leave the reservation for good lose I
tell the kids always to come back to the
reservation. Never to forget There is no
reason to leave it for good. Jealous people
say, 'I missed my chance to leave.' That's
silly.
always come back. It's home."
•
Reg Cardinal's chance to leave — albeit
temporarily — missed his flight in. But the
chance had heard such glowing reports about
the youngster's hockey'talent that he hitched
a ride 50 miles out to the reservation just to
see him play a pick-up game on a pond with
some ofhis friends. That chance's name was
Grant Standbmak Thank goodness for seeond chances.
When Standbrook's haphazard travel
plans finally got him pointed in the right
direction, his arrival on the reservation had
already become big news. Everybody knew
what he was there for — to see the Cardinal late, so 1 came to Maine."
Thank goodness for second chances.
kid play hockey Standbrook likes to be
•
inconspicuous when he scouts. He doesn't
Clearly. Reg Cardinal is a man who
have to worry about the kid getting nervous,
"showing off for the recruiter and hurting knows where he comes from. But unlike so
himself," as Standbrook puts it. Unfortu- many people who have left behind their
nately, on this day, "Stealth- Standbrook roots, he plans to return to them one day a
stands his dad had a deeper motivation.
"'There are good things and bad things stood out like.. well,like a stoic white guy in better man.
A man who will help those whose chance
that happen on the resenation,a he said. the middle of a hundred Indians.
"It wa.s so funnya recalls Cardinal.laugh- missed its flight or those for whom it never
"Everyone there knows everyone else. It's
like a big family. But we also have oar ing at the still-fresh memory_ "He stuck out even bothered to Wive. A man who will
problems --- alcoholism and drug addiction like a sore thumb There he is, in a trench- help even those who told him he'd fail and
are common on the reservation I sass it coat, suit and tie, styled hair. And everyone those who were jealous.
Because Reg Cardinal remembers those
happen to people knosy, and my dad didn't else is all natives. And of course, all of the
other players were trying harder because stinging words from his school principal
want anything like that to happen to me.'
Much like his dad helped him impro:e they knew he was there looking at me and nine years ago -- Your color iS art: nark
his life, Reg Cardinal wants to help his wanted to be noticed too. It was a strange against you And yet, with the help of his
family , he managed to fight through the pain
scene."
fellow Assimboinea improve theirs.
and the prejudice to fulfill his dreams.
classes
Cardinal
was
taking
time,
At
the
peoback
on
my
turn
my
"I will never
"I know that if I wasn't playing hockey
part time at nearby University of Alberta,
ple." Reg says_ "Never. Never."
He was trying to find a place to continue his or if I wasn't doing good in school," Cardi•
When Cardinal returns to the reservation education -- and his hockey career — full- nal says. "I guess I'd he like I don't
know...How do you say it^ A dumb Indian.
these day son his breaks from school, much time.
something And that's not right.and
all.
or
menchcoat
Standbrook.
already
is
finds
he
gratification
he
to his

"People on the
reservation are
always looking for
heros. 1 want to go
back a success. I
will."

NEW STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
POLICY

1
2
3

The University. of Maine is committed to providing reasonable
cornmodations for the qualified individuals with disabilities,
ELIGIBILITY
Eligibility for speciahzed services is based on a combination of your
deacriphon of needs, your disability documentation, and service
giadeltnes (SeYeloperl hi. the I (nivel-sea
DOCUMENTATION OF DISABILITY
When the disabiltta is tot readily apparent, students requesting
accommodations are asked to supply the Office of Disability Sers•rces
with documentation (medical or psycho-educational diagriosta
evaluations)

4

CONTACT
For further information or when sending documentation, contact
Ann Smith, Counselor/Coordinator of Services foi Students with
Disabilities, 5757 Onward Building. University of Maine, Orono,Maine
04469. Phone: 1207)581-2319 Of MD (207)581-2311
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• Column: Team Controversy finds r.amaraderie again
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Arena bests Benton,Bears bury Vermont, 127-86
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Chances are that a good number
ofthe 1.722 fans ho showed up for
the University of Maine/University
of Vermont men's basketball game
Saturday were there to watch Catamounts sophomore guard Eddie
Benton — the nation's third-leading scorer — light up the Black
Bears.
Instead, it was the Black Bears
who set Alfond Arena aglow a ith a
display of offen5 lye pyrotechnics
never pre'.ioucly matched in the history of UMaine basketball
The Black Bears set use North
Atlantic Conference marks as well
as the L'Maine record for points in a
game in crushing the C'atamount',.
127-86 The win Myer-wed the Black
Bears record to 15-8 this season
and offered legitimacy to the whisper that the men's hoop team might
he the only l'Maine winter sports
squad to qualify for a post-season
UMatne sophomore guard Casey Arena (Boyd photo)
national tournament
It's a far cry from a year ago.
UMaine senior center Francois pointment," Bouchard said, shakwhen high e xpectabons heading into Bouchard still shudders when he ing his head at the memory of
the season came crashing down with recalls the disaster of 1992-93.
l!Maine's 10-17 season "1 thought
cmbarrasing swiftness
"Lau year wzsuch a big disap- we had a great team,hada great shot
•
•
•
•
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at going to the NCAA tournament
But we had a lot of hype and everything. We got too confident,too big
for our britchff But this year we've
come together."
Indeed they have. The seniors
— Bouchard, Deonte Hursey, Ed
Jones and Ken Barnes — have provided the leadership. and more importantly, the consistent play that
veterans are supposed to yield.
But no one among that group
was the best player on the floor
Saturday. It wasn't Eddie Benton.
either — not even close.
No. the best player on the floor
Saturday — perhaps even the best
player in the conference when his
game is clicking on all cy linders —
WAS another sophomore guard,
UMaine's Casey Arena.
The Beverly. Mass.native issimply 'creative genius with the ball in
his hands.
Proof lies in the magical image
ofhis between-the-legs bounce pass
in front of the scorer's table that set
oftacmwd-pleasing Hursey to Chris
Collins to Ed Jones emphatic slam
in the second half Saturday Arena
juked and faked and ducked his way
to a nifty 19 points and eight assists

s ersus the more-hyped Benton
If Arena took the shots that Benton took, he'd score at least as many
points, dish out more assists, and in
this MTV generation of all flash,
little substance, look even funkier
doing it than his Catamount counteqrart.
How-ever, within the contest of
his spectacular game. Arena obsiously has substance. It took him
only 12 shots to get his 19 points. a
wonderfully positive sign to the
Black Bears. Because ifthere is any
area Arena has struggled in this season, it is his shooting — he'd only
hit 36 percent ofhis attempts prior to
Saturday.
But versus Vermont. he nailed
seven of 12. including five of seven
from three-point range. It seemed to
be just another sign that these Black
Bears are peaking at the perfect time.
Bouchard. Arena's teammate
and close buddy, sure thinks so.
'That's exactly it." he said."Casey's hitting. I'm getting back into
shape, everybody is playing well
and knows their role We're peaking at the best time That's why I
really think it's the year for the
University of Maine."
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
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Team USA To Tomberlin's delight, camaraderie returns
cuts Chris
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
learn USA coach Tim Taylor
dropped University of Maine hockey
player Chris Ferraro from the Olympic
roster Monday, but it is unlikely he
will be returning to Orono anytime
soon.
Ferraro, a sophomore in eligibility
at UMaine, will stay and practice with
Team USA until its Olympic roster is
finalized on Feb. 11.
Ferraro was the foal player dropped
as Team USA cut down to the 23-man
limit for the LillefiammierChmies, whirls
begin in less than two weeks. ff a Team
USA forward is injured before the Feb.
1 I deadline, Ferraro will be added back
to the roster.
The team is currently itt France playing in a pre-Olympic tournament, and
neither Taylor nor Ferraro could be
reached for comment
But according to USA Hockey Director of Media Relations Darryl Seihet, Ferraro played well on the team's
56 game pre-Olympic tour — just not
well enough.
"Chris was a big contributor and he
improved considerably," Seibel said
"Some other guys just outplayed him
or improved a little more."

Controversy.
"Evetyone was so frustrated and the camaraderie didn't seem to be there like I'd
Walk through the big blue door with the seen it in the past," Tomberlin said. "I guess
white "MAINE HOCKEY" lettering, stride for me past few years, i'd been taking it for
down the hallway lined with photos of Black granted. You begin to realize what other
Bear teams of old grinning and hoisting and programs mute feel like when they go through
celebrating, and on your left sits the Univer- (losing) stretches like that."
sity of Maine hockey lockeroom.
Walsh noticed changes in the team,too. A
Venture into that pit on any given week- surefire sign of a hockey team in trouble is a
day following a Black Bear practice, and bunch of guys going one-on-one, trying to
chances are you'll bump into Justin Tomber- win the game and snap the slump all by
lin. While many of his teammates have long themselves Walsh saw that tendency oversince showered and headed home, Tomberlin running his team. He wasn't happy.
can usually be found milling around in his
So he called a team meeting Thursday.
grey. sweat-soaked practice t-shirt, listening night, and he told them how he felt. Bluntly.
to K- 100 on the radio and chatting with
"I ripped into 'ern," Walsh said. "1 told
whoever happens to be in the vicinity.
thenn they were playing for themselves. We
Because even though this is Tomberhn's did a lot of soul searching. I told them to quit
filth season at UMaine(he didn't play hockey worrying about themselves and become a team.
two years ago to concentrate on baseball,
"1 played the sequence from 42- I -2 (the
hence the extra year of eligibility), he still team highlight video from last season)before
enjoys the camaraderie of being on a team as Friday's game where(Paul) Kariya, the Feemuch as playing the game itself,
rams and (Eric) Fenton had left and (former
"It's one of the best parts." the soft-spo- UMaine captain Jim( Montgomery talked
ken senior said 'The fun you get from just about how the lesser lights have to play a
hanging out with the guys in the lockeroom is bigger role when a team is down Now this
one of the best things about tram sports."
team has to be that way."
Recently,though,things have been hauntAfter the meeting. Walsh and his coaches
ingly quiet in the UMaine quarters, partial
left the room s.iciding the floor to the veterlady during their recent 0-3-1 stretch at the ans on the team - those who lived through
usually -friendly .Alfond.
the thrills of 42 1-2, those who were the
All of the negatives from this season — leseer lights" in the brilliance of one year
the Jeff Tory situation, the resulting suspen- ago. Those like Justin Tomberlin.
He knew exactly what his coach was
sion of Coach Shawn Walsh, the forfeits.
especially the losing -- had begun to take its talking about_ He had seen it, too."It's human
toll. Team Camaraderie was becoming Team nature," Tombedin said -The team's not

doing well, we're losing. and guys try to take
it upon themselves to do too much. Not so
much tube selfish, 1 don't want to call anyone
selfish
Tomberlin did speak at the meeting.
Though he missed the days when the lockeroom was loose, the team was close and
margin of victory always in its favor, he
didn't have much different to say. The troth
had already been told.
"1 went off a few weeks ago," he explained "I'm not a guy who has a whole lot
to say, and we still lost anyway,so 1 devided
not to say a whole lot. The bottom line is,talk
doesn't do it. Talk is cheap. The game is won
or lost on the ice."
The Black Bears won the game. Both of
them. UMaine hammered No.9-ranked New
Hampshire Friday by 7-4 score, then rebounded Saturday with an equally convincing 5-2 win.
It was just like the old days. The team
crushed its opponent on the ice. then celebrated in a joyous lockeroom after said. Some
players talked lathe media about how much
the meeting meant.Others congratulated each
other on sweeping an important series against
a hated rival.
Meanwhile. Justin Tomberlin lingered
about, undressing. showering and dressing,
all the while soaking in the feeling that had
been gone for so long_
'This may sound stupid.and it may sound
like a cliche, but the camaraderie was there
again," Tomberlin said when he finally
emerged from the shower "And I hope it
doesn't leave again for a long time."

Looking For an Organization to Join?

1

How About Student Alumni Association?

We are the student group on campus that attempts to unity AUTO and Students
-hrough the Alumni Association. We save as the link between you and
70.000 alumni wio W already attended JANNE

f our Activities Include:
Homecoming
Tailgate Picnics
Campus Tours
Student Ambassadors
viserq la/ Schools kr lie Admianerts Office

Maine Day
Painting Bear Paws
Final Exams "Survival Kits"
'There are no strangers here
only FRIENDS you have not met"
"Students Helping Students
.Past, Present and Future"

SAA
MEETING

INIE WANT YOUI
5:30 p.m.
Ery Wednesday
Crossland Alumni Center
Next to Sigma Nu
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• Women's basketball team captures NAC title

•Profile of Ex:

• Profile of Excellence: Todd Livingston
• Ferraro brothers return to hockey team for stretch run

•Women's Basketball

Gritty
By Chad Finn

Champicas in their own right: Bears clinch NAC

By John Black
Sports Writer

Final!). something positive for
'niversity of Maine athletics.
The UMaine women's baskethall team captured the North Atlantic Conference regular season championship Wednesday esening with
a 72-64 win over the University: of
New Hampshire Wildcats.
It marks UMaines first NAC
championship since the 1990-91
season and its first under secondyear coach Joanne Palombo.
"I think that we were ready for
this." UMaine guard Chrissy Strong
said. -The loss against Drexel was
hard to take for all of us. It's not
something that we expected or we
wanted This was our championship game and that's how we Went
into it
1.- m aine 20-7 oserall and 12-2
an NAC, came out blazing in the
first half. grabbing a 10-0 lead and
never looking hack
UNH shot a dismal a 26 percent
from the floor in the first half
"I don't think we were into the
game in the first half." said UNH Senior Chrissy Strong
leads the Black Bears celebration after
senior guard. Marcie Lane.a nails e they clinched the NAC
regular season title. (Boyd photo)
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of Augusta."We came out the second halfand played how sir usually
play:. If we had played like that the
whole game it would has e been a
different game."
The Black Bears opened up a
29-9 lead with 7:2! left in the first
half. The Wildcats cut the deficit to
31-18 with 2:23 left , but the Black
Bears ripped off a 6-0 run to close
out the half and take a 37-18 lead
"Obviously it's been emotionally very difficult for this team and
for all of us." Palombo said. "I'm
Just so proud of the poise this team
has showed in the face of adversity.
The cream always rises to the top.
You can kick us out of the tournament but you can t take number one
away from us."
UNH. 16-10 and 8-6.regnamed
at halftime. putting together a 17-2
run to start the second half "The
Wildcats limited l Maine to an Erin
Grealy basket at 19.10 before Seana Dionne halted the run with a
steal and lay up with 13 33 to play
"Teams are going to make runs
at you and that's all part of the
game.- Palombo said -I was proud
of how the play Cr'. regrouped themselves and focused on planing You

can't keep looking up at the scoreboard. It was really a nice team
win."
UNH cut the Black Bears lead
to 62-57 on a Carrie Kimballjumper with one minute to go. LlMaine
again weathered the storm, thanks
to Steph Guidi•s six clutch free
throws in the final 56 seconds.
"We: knew when we went in at
halftime that they were going to
come back," Guidi said."We did a
good job of staying focused and
holding our composure."
Palombo knew the game was
not over at halftime.
"I don't think we expected to
blow them out in the second half,"
Palombo said. -They 're pretty solid.the Lanes did a nicejob for them.
so we anticipated them to fight back
At times we made it a little bit
difficult for (lunch es because we
took some quick shots We settled
down and the flow came hac:k "
The Black Bean reached the
20-win plateau for the eighth time
in the program's I9-year history.
-All I know is that before this
game. I could just taste it." Strong
said of skinning the NAC."I really.
really wanted to have this game"
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We hope you enjoy your summer stay in
Orono,
and all the advantages the town has to offer -

Parks! Pools' Stores' Restaurants! And more'

Important Orono Phone Numbers
Police deparment

866-4451

Fire Department

866-4.451

Ambulance

866-4551

Eng leers
Code Enforcement

866-5051

Parks & Recreation

.866-5065
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&IN/1*s happy to talk!

Town Office

866 5060
j166 2556
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Gritty Livingston vows to return by season's end
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
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standing on first base after ripping a sharp
single. Todd Livingston grinned the gnn of a
hitter content with having just outsmarted yet
another pitcher.
One trip amund the bases later,the grin was
replaced by a wince,his left knee twinged with
pain and his season in serious jeopardy.
The stage for this contrasting drama a as
the University of Maine baseball team's fifth
gameofthe season. Although the Black I3ears'
were out to a slow 1-3 sun, Livingston had
been smoking the ball at a team-leading 421.
clip.
And his latest hit, the one off that University of Califorrtia hurler's breaking pitch, was
the proud culmination of what he dam& tone
his premier plate appearance of the young
season.Litde did he know it would very nearly
be his last.
"I had been seeing the ball pretty good,
recalls Livingston, a second team All-North
Atlantic Conference choice a year ago. "The
play that got me on first was my best at-bat yet.
i an ha the curse, but normally I don't like to.
I like to sail on the fastball and try arid drive
II somewhere.
But their pitcher had been starting off
e,m hater with a curvebali. so I said 'What
the hell, I'll ait fcx it.' Slur enough,he threw
me one on the first pitch — but it w as a brill I
took the second pitch, a fastball for !anke. I
knew w hat was coming next --- the curve. Tsai
on it and lined it for a single "
To understand Livingston's satisfaction
with what V. ould seem like a standard, =of-the-mill base hit, first you must understand Livingston's approach to the game
baseball. UMaine's starting shortstop and
senior in-captain is not a Barry Bonds or, in
Black Bear baseball lingo, a Mar sy.erne
-- a ballplayer wbo succeeds Ts man is due
to God-given gifts.
Li'.. ing ooe s dedication to the game goes
way beyond that. He is the thinking man's
ballplayer, a typical middle infielder -- he's
the kid who always played point guard in
basketball and quarterback in football, positions that require as much intelligence as
ability .
Todd Livingston has alwup known how

while, the Black Bears, minus their fiery tricaptain, lost the Cal game-- and the next 15
after that as well.
Watching the team struggle in his absence
was more excruciating than any pain in his
knee. So were thoughts about how the injurs.
might affect his aspirations for a pre career.
"Both things have had a pretty big impact
on me." Livingston said. "Seeing that I was
expected to be one of the leaders and a guy
with experience, it's tough. I want to be out
there so bad.
"And as far as catching the attention of
(pro)scouts, well, who knows what they are
thinking, but at least they had the chance to
see me last year You just need to have one
good weekend while they are here to catch
their eye."
Fortunately, things have been looking up
lately. UMaine, with Livingston there to provide support, took one of three in a road
Todd Livingston rehabs in the Mike Kessock Training Center.(Boyd photo)
tripleheader with the University of Delaware
last weekend.
to play the game of baseball better than most, Mike Coutts wirximilling his ama frantically
And there is the likelihood that he will be
esen if many others along the way might have waving him home. Livingston turned the cor- back in the lineup soon. The knee has imhad more natural ability That's why his im- ner and beat the right fielder's throw to the proved, without surgery, to the point where
portance to the success ofthe UMaine baseball plate with a nifty hook slide. He was safe — Livingston optimistically thinks he can be
learn can't be exaggerated.
but it was the most costly tun the Black Bears back in the lineup in two weeks. It's not a sure
He is reminiscent of another UMaine short- will score this season.
thing, but doctors have cleared him to start
stop of the past, one who was overlooked and
On the slide,Livingston caught his knee in swinging the bat this week,and when UMaine
underappreciated by fans who think 500-ft the Cal catcher's shin guard. "I thought it was takes on Roston University in doubleheader
homeruns and 95 MPH fastballs are what the just badly bruised,"Livingston said.'I thought April 9,1w is shooting tube in the lineup as the
game is all about,but one who went on to have it would go away after five minutes. I tried to designated hitter.
pretty good sucmss after he left Omura. A guy jog a little hit, then said 'The hell with it,- and
But he is realistic — it's his first knee
by the name of Mike Bordick.
injury, yet he is smart enough to realize that
went out for the half-inning in the field."
'lTrxki'sa leader,an old pro,"said UMaine
But when Livingston had to backup a play knee ailments are something you don't fool
baseball coach lobo Winkm "Funny, I got a at second and found that he could barely around with. "But I'll definitely be ready for
call horn a wiser doing a story on Bordick hobble over in time, he knew it was worse the playoffs," Livingston vowed."Knees take
now a standout shortstop for the Oakland than a mere bruise. He had no choice but to do different times on different people. Some imA's . He said tome,'You know,Mike Bon:lick something no one who knows Todd Living- prove quickly, then level off It could take
has turned into the quiet leader of the A's.' It ston would ever expect him to Jo unless he three, four, five weeks, who knous But my
kind of reminded me of Todd's role with us." was seriously injured — he took himself out goal right now is to DH against BU.Unfortunately. Livingston's role with the of the game.
Then he paused, letting out a link laugh.
Black Bears took a dramatic turn just a few
"Wes may disagree. but I think I'll be out
And with good reason. Livingston wet
pitches after his shrewdly calculated single seriously injunid He had suffered a teen pos- there."
against Cal.
If it's at all possible, he'll find a way So if
terior eructate ligament. Livingston immediThe inning's next batter, UMaine second ately flew home to South Portland to have the any BU pitchers out there are thinking about
baseman Dan Catlin slapped a hit by the knee looked at by a &actor recommended by trying to slip a curvebail by UMaine's shonstritaturned-part-tirne-DH, they 'd better think
Golden Bears first baseman.
UMaine trainer Wes lotion.
Livingston, a geod haserunner but not
The diagnosis was not good, for Living- again.
Because bad knee arid all, chances are
exactly a burner(he stoic II bases in .93)took ston or the UMaine team. Initial fears were
the tan at second and chugged into third. To that he would be lost for the season, hi: Todd Livingston is already one step ahead of
his susprise, he saw UMaine third base coach baseball future in serious jeopardy, mean- you.
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Maine's Center of Learning. Discovery
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For a 1994 Summer Session Catalog describing over
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THERE'S A
MITER WAY
TO PORTLAND
AND BOSTON.

Winkin ready for 40th season
By John Black
Sports Writer

Step into University of Maine baseball
coach John Winkin's office and you're currounded by trophies and awards that span a
career of 40 years at the collegiate level.
Outside his Malmsey Clubhouse office.
E
ne s field remains buried under a blanket
of snots, Inside, the man most responsible for
building UMaine baseball's stoned tradition
sits at his desk filling out a college baseball
poll,anxiously anticipating the start of another
season.
Winkin embarks on his 20th season as
coach at L.1slaine when the Black Bears open
Saturday at San Jose St. He has accomplished
almost everything as a coach — except winning the College World Series.
Concord Trailways, one of northern
Now England's largest
"I really enjoy coaching and it's such a big
intercity bus companies, offers fast,
UMaine baseball coach John Winkin.
convenient, non-stop
part of my life I go from one (season) to the
service from Bangor to Portland, with
continuing non-stop
next,"Winkin said ofhiscareer.'When you've
service from Portland to downtown
"We try to master the basic skills in everyBoston, and connecting
been to the World Series once you want to get thing
service to Logan international Airport.
we do." Winkin said. "We tailor our
And now, there's daily
hack there. It's always that challenge that sits practice
rourictnp service from the University
s and our drills to be masters of basic
of Maine in Orono,
there and you can't help but reach for"
with additional service Fridays
skills of the game. whatever it is, hitting,
and Sundays'
Under Winkin. UMaine has been to the fielding,
pitching. I'd like to think that our
('WS six times,including a consecutive stretch players
get that opportunity and we hope that
The comforts of jot
Ride from campus.
from 1981-84. It's been seven years since the they
learn to recognize the important mental
travel for a fraction
Concord Trailways stops behind
Black Bean have been to Omaha,Neb.. where phases
that relate to what they should do"
of the cost. The things you the Maine Bear at the front enthe series is held annually. Getting back has
In histenure at Maine.Wink in hascoached
like best about flying are here
trance to the gym on Gym Drive
become an increasingly difficult task with
fast travel time, a movie, choice
n reservations necessary.
curlew major league players Bill SS% I ft. a ciao
major league scouts invading piograms.signof music channels, big comforting pitcher for the San Francisco Giants, and
ing their top players and depleting college
able seats, climate control and
Oakland A's shortstop Mike Bordici
even a snack
rosters.
Winkin doesn't consider any specific team
l'Maine's effort to stay a national power lobe
his favorite. There is, however,one player
also means having to fend off rival schools
Riding Concord
Winkin regents as the best he ever cosched.
from
coming into New England and enticing
Trailways is as fast
"It's got to he Billy Swift Winkin said.
prospective talent to the warmer confines of
as your car and costs
"He was a key pen of getting us to the World
the Southern and Nr•estern parts ofthe
less. The student fare from
country
Series four years in a row, and look what he's
"You feel the competition of so many
Bangor to Boston (with ID.) is
done since"
just $50 roundtripl Or travel from
schools penetrating the East now trying to get
COLLS011
With his competitive fire still burning. the
411•11..1.
Bangor to Portland for just $30
the best they can out ofNew England,"Winkin
dean ofNew England coaches has no intention
roundtrip (with ID). And, It's just
said."We'se always had decent success in the
Additional scheduled
2-1/4 hours to Portland from
of stepping aside
state as far as bong alie to retain the real good
service from Bangor
Bangor. or 4-1/4 hours to Bos"I still have the same elCiterTient about
talent in the state As you get tside of New
ton. Instead of fighting traffic.
with plenty of free
getting ready for a season as I had when I
you can read, study, or just
England, the competition certainly intensirelax. parking at the new Trailways
started," Winkin said "I feel as onsng mentalfies.Station on Rte 222(Union
ly and phs sically as I've ever been and I still
Street). Take 1-95 Exit 47(Rte
These changes have placed an additional
In the heeet of
throe on competition"
222.: Ohio Street Union Street)
pressure to remain in the upper echelon of
Roston,the modem Concord and
Vs'inkin is glad he remained at the collefollow
the
signs
to
Bangor
collegiate baseball programs
Trailways Station is located in
giate ranks and resisted the te mist t ion to move
Interna
tional
Airport
.
Trailw
ays
the business district, just across
"I guess there's something about the chal- to
is on Union Street, between
the professional level
the street from South Station and
lenge of basing to try to put together a team
Wendy's and Midas Muffler.
"In the past I've had opponunities to go
AMTRAK. There's also a "T-almost directly across the street
under these kind of circumstances, the
Station with service to most
ininto
professional Nasehall;'Wink in said "They
from the airport entrance
doors, the snow.. the whole thing.- Winkin
colleges and universities
had the potential to he exciting opportunities
said "It goes you a special prsde in doing it"
but 1 %rancho% resisted that because I was not
CON we help? Questions"
Suing competitive means recruiting
Carl Concord T railways
a a professional player myself, so I felt someIt's .good for the
part
ot
the
game that Winkin still relishes
TOLL FREE at 1-800-639-5150
where along the line that would he a handicap_
environment. Rode public seven
•'I focus mainly on the state of Maine.that'
days a week from 700
transportation and keep the air
I
can't help but feel this job is as good as any
am. to 6.30 p m From the
my personal concentration, Vs'inkin said "I
in Maine dean and healthy
job that I would it ant to tie at"
Bangor area cal!(207)945-4000
make sure that I really cover the stare and I
The 1)
1 144 season will bring even more
MR at MAINE - SANGOR. MI - PORTUUM, Mldepend On Jas kembie. a UMaine assistant
Winkin milestones He
BOSTON. MA LOGAN AIRPORT, MA
Sc ins shy 4600
to sort out the outstanding talent outside the at
trMaine and 25 shon of 900 for his career
Feiss
state and I follow up on that.In 1991 he was the first %ea England coach to
Sala
Deity
$1•014
Vi inkin i:arne to UMame in 1974 after a 20tv Orono ME rums or Me
-- record MO career wins
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CONCORD TRAMWAYS
SERVES THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE!

WHY WOULD ANYONE ronvE?

CONCORD TRAILWAYS
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Ferraro5
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
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Ferraros return to UMaine
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor
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The saviors Ferraro have arrived.
Ta in brothers Chris and Peter Ferrero
returned to the University of Maine campus
yesterday and participated in their first pray
tice aith the Black Bear hockey team since
the Winter Olympics ended last weekend.
Tbe duo'sdecision toccime back to UMaine
after their season-long tow with the U.S.Olympic hockey team offers a ray of hope to what
has otherwise been a tumultuous SeaSiall for the
defending national champions.
But UMaine's most recent dilemma --the forfeiture of21 games for using ineligible
graduate-stueent athlete Pat Tardif — has put
the Black Bears in an even deeper hole in their
bid to defend the national title.
Because even if UMaine is allowed to U.S Olympian Peter Ferraro. (Boyd
participate in the Hockey East tournaroem, photo)
the most recent forfeits indicate they will that. Hockey is a team game, so two piayers
likely go in asthe No.8seed That means they can't make that much of a difference. But
would have to face league champion Boston (UMaine)Ls been playing very well lately,
University -- the No I team in the country and we hope that we can help build on if"
this week — in a hest two-out-of &ace series
Peter Ferraro,Team USA's second-leadat the Terriers home rink.
ing gcal scorer in LillehltITIMee with six,
It's not exactly a promising situation for agreed with his brother, but thinks it's conthe Black Bears, but the return of the Fee- ceivable that UMaine could still do some
rams, who combined for 101 points as fresh- damage in post-season.
men last season, brightens things a little.
"With everything that's happened, it's
But even they admit that they can't live up going to be a challenge," he said. "But it's a
to the notion that they will be the saviors of challenge I think we car meet. I think it's
the Black Bears' season
realistic to want to help UMaine win another
"No. we're definitely not," smiled Chris national championship this year. We're goFerraro, who stayed in Norway to watch his ing to do our best."
brotherafter being the final player cut by Team
Ifthe Ferraros can help do that,they- really
USA in preseasonl hope people don't think will he say iors
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•Men's Basketball

Bears fall one win
short of NCAA bid
But Rudy Keeling's
squad completes its
most successful
seasai in years
By Chris DeB.ck
Sports writer
Despite a 20-win mow by the liniversity of Mahe men's basketball teem pestseason soh m was not in the cards.
Black Bear coach Rudy Keeling's team
was within !111 of clahning the North Atha&Collitarosehampienahip,but fell to
Dread116-7fil Mort;9it:Philadelphia.Drexeloutscored tfAtaine I 1 -Ocknotthe stretch liktaine's swarming defense helped
Ores Q Mtn paced UMaine with 15 the Hears teach the MAC title game.
(Boyd photo)
points berm he bird out.
Vhilahte rallied from a 10-point deficit eel out the leant Malik Rote of Drexel was
during the flit half, trailing 43-42 at half- the tourney MVP.
A number of upsets in other conferenctime. lJMnlac beid a three-print lead. 71175, with 111.today.but couldn't hold es es,irKlucfmg Northwestern's victory over
16Pgns.consphed to keep UMaine out
for the win.
UMaineI laced two players on the MAC of the National levitates Tourniunert
Keeling wasalsonamed N AC Coach of
All-Tearresze cast team.Prantois Bouchard,
who&vanes 12.7 points and 11.3 rebourait the Yea by his kilos,coaches. The Black
per game,and Casey Arena,averving 133 Boas won 20 garrin for the first time in
paints and 2 6 mists pee centest. awe school history.
1114aire reached the title game with
autsad to the tarn.
Hartford'. Mike Bond, Scott Dream home wins over Vermont(77 55 on March
oflJNI1 and Brian Heiden ofDrexel round- 5) and Hartford (79-'4 on March 7).
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•Softball

Bears' youth
is served
By Chris DeBedc
Sports Writer
With eight newcomers to this year's
squad. University of Maine softball coach
Janet Anderson knew the adjustment from
high school to college competition would
be trying for some of her rookies.
After a 13-9 Florida trip. though.
Anderson feels the transition has been
good particularly defensively.
"Defensively., we played some tremendous softball," Anderson said. -The kids
have a good idea of what's happening in
the fieldhouse It's nice when they then go
into a certain situation -- play a team
perhaps we've never seen before — and
still have confidence and get into the defensive position.kale-iron's team also produced from
the plate, with six starters hitting over .300.
-Looking through the batting order.
the 106 have produced.- Anderson said.
-The kids are doing a nice job"
Leading UMaine is pitcher/outfielder
Deb Smith. the No I pitcher and battri.
checking in with a 429 average
"I'm certainly pleased with what she's
doing.- Anderson said of the senior cocaptain
One person who Anderson was impressed with was firshman Shelly Lefevre. who hatted around 300 and started at
first base

Swift out to silence whispers in '94
By Chad Finn

"I felt good all spring and I felt good
the first time out, Swift said. "I don't see
any reason why I can't follow up last year
with another good season. We're a good
hitting ballclub, and I know'they are going
to get me some runs. It's just a matter of
me pitching well."

no fault of Swift's. who pitched masterSports Eoitor
piece after masterpiece down the stretch.
Perhaps more important'''. he proved to
Bill Swift has heard the whispers.
himself that he could go a full season
Usually, they reach him innocently .
without breaking down at some point.
ss tthout malice, perhaps in the form of a
"I wanted more than anything to get
reporter's question or a star-struck fan's
into the playoffs and play Philadelphia,
attempt at conversation."So Bill, can you
because that's what you play the season
do it again'" they ask.
for, Swift said. "But at least I had the
His standard reply : "I hope so "
satisfaction of knowing I v.as there to
But sometimes, the whispers are more
pitch when my teammates needed me,and
pointed, more painful. They come from
I'd like to think I played a part in what e
the lips of doubters, skeptics unaware of
accomplished last year."
the Maine-bred determination born into
Surely he did, a major part at that And
the San Francisco Giants' ace pitcher.
thanks to realignment. the Giants aren't in
"Your season was a fluke," they say.
the same division as the loaded Braves
"Your arm is too fragile for another full
this season, which bodes well for another
season." He has heard the whispers — and
super season in San Francisco.
soon, he says, he will silence them
But if the Giants are going to match
"Yeah,I've heard people say I need to
last season's success, Bill Swift has to be
win 20 again to prove it wasn't just some
as good — and as healthy --as he was last
freak thing," Swift said last week via
year.
telephone from his California home."And
Understandably, suggestions that he
I•Ne heard people say I still haven't provwon't, that his right arm will fail him
en my arm is sound, which I think is kind
again, bring an edge of frustration to his
of ridiculous since I pitched 233 innings
voice. He simply says he hopes his pitchlast year. I guess I just have to have
ing will do most of the answering for him
another good season to show them otherGiants pitcher Bill Swift.(Boyd photo)
"I don't know if I'll win 20 again,
wise."
because you need a lot of luck for that,"
He's off to a good start in fulfilling that
He sure did last year. Swift became one Swift
said "Really, I never thought I had
wish. In Swift's first outing of the 1994 of
the premier pitchers in all of baseball the stuff
to do that in the first place.
season, he limited the Pittsburgh Pirate,
. last season, winning 21 games and posting
"But I think I'll have a good, solid
to three hits °VC!' C.C% en innings in picking
a 2.82 ERA, numbers good enough for year,
keep my team in the ballgame every
up the win.
him to finish second in the Cy Young time
I'm out there. and I'll stay healthy If
His second start was equally. effective voting
behind Atlanta's Greg Maddux
I can do those things — and I think I can
— two runs on five hits in seven innings
Maddux and the Biases edged out
-- whoknows.may. be I will win 20 again "
— but his teammates could manage just a
Swift's Giants on the final day of the
If he does, those whispers will finally
lone run
season for the N L West title, but it was
be silenced Once and for all
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Sports Writer
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both young and old
enjoying their summertime
visit here in the Orono
area, a hearty welcome
from one of the friendlier
faces in the area...
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• Deb Smith leads softball team into NCAA tourney
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• Profile of Excellence: Sean Tynan
• Walsh speaks a'nut his hockey season of discontent

•Softball

Bears' dream season culminates with NCAA bid
By John Black
Sports Writer
The University of Maine softball team's postseason didn't have
the storybook ending of the Black
Bear hockey team's improbable
championship ride of 1993.
But for these unheralded women, the 1994 season was dream
veavavn nonetheless, culntinating
w eh a first-ever trip to the NCAA
tournament.
.atter suffering a a 10-0 loss to
the University of Washington,the
Black Bears season officially
came to a close — hut not before
they rewrote their record book.
With a 32-17 mark. UMaine
eclipsed its old record for wins in
a season by three. Meanwhile, senior captain Deb Smith left her
personal mark, setting nine team
records at the plate and with her
pitching arm
The path to the NCAA tourney
began with Smite pitching the
Black Bears to 3-2 and 2-0 victories over the Boston University
Terners. giving the UMaine the
North Atlantic Conference championship and Smith the tournament M\ 1 [Maine lost 6-0 to

the Terriers earlier in the tournament
It was the second consecutive
year Smith was named tournament MVP. Smith was joined on
the team by second baseman Angel Gamache and shortstop Kris
Gorman.
With the victories, UMaine
earned its first N AC title and
avenged last year's loss to BU in
the championship round.
UMaine earned a trip to the
NCAA tournament with back-toback 2-1 victories over Northeast
Conference champion Robert
Morris. Smith was again brilliant,
recording the victory in both contests.
Cal-State Northridge was
UMaine's first opponent in the
double-elimination NCAA tournament. The Black Bears liailed
1-0 until the Matadors scored five
runs in the fourth inning. Third
baseman Shannon Jones did most
of the damage with a three-run
homerun
Northndge put the game out of
reach in the sixth inning when
designated hitter Scia Maumaulsolo belted a two-run homer. The
game was then called due to the

Deb Smith was the star on and off the field for the UMaine
softball team this season. The senior pitcher/outfielder was
named a Detect I Academic All-American.(Boyd photo)

NCAA's eight-run mercy rule.
The Black Bears entered the
NCAA West Regional as the only
unranked team,and after losing to
third -ranked Northridge, they
found themselves in a must-win
situation against the 10th-ranked
Huskies.
Washington grabbed a 3-0lead
after the first inning and never
looked back, posting a 10-0 victory in six innings.
Third baseman Jennifer Cline,
who connected for a three-run
homerun in the first inning, sent
the Black Bears packing when she
connected for a sixth-inning grand
slant homerun.
UMaine's offense never got
started as Kathy Blake. fourth in
the country with a 0 56 ERA,
limited the Black Bears to two
singles.
Smith capped off her four year
career with a stellar senior season.
The Munnsville, N.Y. native batted .399 with four homeruns and
26 runs batted. On the mound,she
went 19-8 with a 1.66 ERA.
in addition to her all-tournament honors Smith was named to
1994 GTI-CoS1DA District 1 Academic All-Arnenca softball team.

•Softball
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Wake-up call points Bears in ri
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
In retrospect, the University of
Maine's doubleheader loss to Central Connectkaa State two weeks
ago may have served as a wake-up
all
"It was a freak thing.- leMaine
pitcher Cindy Harrington said "We
hope it never happens again"
After losing twogamestoCCSU
Aprd 17 by a combined 22-2
seore,the Black Bean'varied offsix
.ee

straight North Atlantic Conference
wins, including 5-0 and 7-3 victones over Drexel Frida y afternoon at
Lengyel held.
The victories improved
UMarne's record to 26-14 overall
and 7-1 in NAC play.
"We haven't been looking back.
we learned our lesson and going
forward and eventually heading toward the championship." UMaine
coach lanet Anderson said.
A key to the doubleheader sweep
was keeping Drexel's Chns Nalley.

who came into Enda:,'s play with
29 stolen bases, off the hasepaths.
Indeed, few Dragons reached
base in the first game,as Deb Smith
allowed only two hits and two walks
in picking up her sixth shutout of
the season.
UMaine scored all the runs it
would need in the bottom of the
first, striking for three runs
Shelly 1.efevre led off with a
single. followed one out later by a
Smith single. Lisa Swain then hit
a hall which struck Drexel short-

McDonald's
welcomes all Alumni and
New Students

▪

We invite you to get your FREE
Bq Mac or °tarter Pounder w/cheese

stop Kim Killo on the foot, caroming into short right field. Lefevre scored when she eluded the
tag of catcher Heather Pandullo.
Smith moved to third and Swain
stopped at second.
Smith scored on a wild pitch.
and a Kristin Steele single plated
Swain, giving UMaine a 3-()lead it
would not relinquish
"We've hating-I-16y heting w hen
We needed a pickup to get ahead,"
Anderson said.
Smith provided the rest, adding

"
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a single and a double to aid her
pitching cause. Lefev re had a single
and a triple for the Bears, and Kris
Gorman had an RBI single
The offensive fireworks continued in game two, with UMaine
pounding out 11 hits en route to
another win over Drexel and pitcher Wendy Colby.
"We djust seen her all last game
and all last year,- Steele said "After hitting against our own pitchers,
pretty much everything else seems
slow "
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Tynan exceeds Ballinger's expectations Caiazzo slugs
UMaine coach though
By Jeannie Blancq

t standout runner was "just another 4:30 miler"

Sports Writer
If sou had asked University of Maine
track coach Jim Ballinger what he thought
of Sean Tynan when he arrised at UMaine,
he would has: said he didn't have a lot of
expectations.
"I talk to Jim now and he says that he
didn't think much iYf me,"Ty nan said."Looking back, he thought I was just another 4:30
miler and I might he good and I might not
He turned out to be good. Very good. In
his fourth year at UMaine. Tynan is captain
ot the men's cross country, indoor, and
outdoor track teams.
"Sean's success is directly related to his
work ethic," Ballinger said.
Tynan started running for his high school
in Foxborough.Mass during hisjunior year,
when he joined the outdoor track team.
Dunng his senior year. he went on to indoor
track, w here he won the Class C indoor 1000
meter state title
After visiting the for colleges he was
accepted to. Tynan chose I'Maine to pursue
a degree in chemical engineenng
"Jim was one of the only coaches that
seemed to care about me since I started late,Tynan said ''None of the other coaches
thought I was much of a runner, but he
seemed interested and was wilting to give
me a shot"
Ballinger says that he didn't know much
about Ty. nan when he first came out, hut he
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UMaine distance runner Sean Tynan
(front) (Lachowski photo)
knew Tynan was a good runner and wanted
to work with him
During his freshman year, Tynan was
forced to redshin because of a stress fracture
that he says told him he was running "too
much, too quick's , too soon
To date, his accomplishments nv lude
being a member of the school record , s

distance medley relay team, which placed
first at the Eastern Championship meet and
third in the New England Championship.
He also won the Eastern Championship mile
race and earned All-NAC honors in the
indoor 1500 meters.
In addition to his successful track career,
he had an impressive 1992 cross country
season, finishing fifth, sixth. and fourteenth
in the Eastern. NAC. and New England
Championships, respectively.
"I'm not out here for the recognition; Fm
out here for myself and my team." Tynan
said.
Applying to graduate school here.Tynan
plans on taking ads antage of his last year of
eligibility. Current's he is doing his mile in
408 but hopes next year to reach his ultimate goal of 4:00.
"Hopefully this summer, another slimmer of consistent running will get mew here
I really want to be. which is nationals."
Tynan said
As a team leader, Tynan tries to watch a
little of each es ent and he thinks this team
support has rubbed off on other members.
"I feel the w ay I train and the way lac! is
a good example to the younger members."
Tynan said
This summer Tynan plans to take some
time off from racing and build up a base of
miles so he can come hack and show what
the coaching staff here has done for him.
"I dank ammog is now a pan of my Lire.Trull said. '1 don't see ever going tts. long a
strati not running It's a was of life to me now "

UMaine past
Hartford
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor
When asked in preseason if highlytouted freshman outfielder Nick Caiazzo
reminded him of any Black Bears from
the program's storied past. University of
Maine baseball coach John Winkindido
hesitate in naming off a veritable Who's
Who in UMaine baseball history.
"Bill McInnis, Kevin Buckley, Mari
Sweeney -- he's got similarities to all of
them,- Wink in said, listing three of the
greatest players ever to put on the Black
Bear uniform. "Nick has got all of the
tools."
This weekend, he put them to good
use. Cataz_zo went 3-5 with a horneiun, a
double, two runs scored and live RBI —
and that was in just the second game of
UMaine's tripleheader with the University of Hartford Friday_
Behind Caiazzo's slugging,the Black
Bears won the game in eight innings. 109 UMaine also won the first game 9-6
before Hartford salvaged the series with
a 4-3 victory in game three.
UMaine also picked up a 5-2 victory
on Saturday, improving the team's Season record to 5-21 overall. 4-3 in the
North Atlantic Conference Hartford fell
to 1-13 and 1-3, respective',
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By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
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Reborn
Decker goes
the distance
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Was it really this week that LeRoy
Decker was demoted to the University
of Maine baseball team's bullpen'
Indeed, it MIS just Thursday that
Decker, a junior starting pitcher for the
Black Bears, found himself hurling a
layman's inning of relief in UMaine's
17-14 loss to UMaas after struggling in
his last few starts.
Its just that any thought of Decker
not being in the UMaine rotation seemed
downright unfathomable to any of the
651 people who watched his masterful
performance Saturday at Mahariey Diamond.
Decker, taking full advantage of his
reprieve from the depths of UMaine's
tired bullpen, pitched a complete game
two-hitter to lead the Black Bean past
Vermont, 4-2.
The win helped sal% age the threegame set for UMaine (17-29 overall.
12-10 in the North Atlantic Conference). Vermont (15-15, 10-9) won the
first two games of the tripleheader. 11 2 and 5-1.
Decker, now 4-4 on the season, allowed only singles to Vermont's Da
mon Brink and Dalyn Drown in going
the distance for the fourth time this
season He walked two and struck out
six while allowing two unearned runs
on four Bt.ck Bear etrors.
"He pitched a beauty," said UMaine
baseball coach John Wink in "We needed a guy to go out and gobble up some
innings almost as much as we needed a
win. He really tiid a terrific job
The win snapped a seven-game
UMaine losing streak and pushed the
Black Bears into fourth place in the
NAC standings, percentage points ahead
of Vermont

Never-say-die Bears sweep UNH
Improbable heroes
help UMaine pull off
three come-from behind wins against
New Hampaiire to
earn weekend sweep
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Ca!! them the Cardiac Kids. Call them
the Battling Black Bears. Call them any
adjective befitting a team That somehow
conjures up a way to win the precise moment all seems truly hopeless.
Just don't call them quitters.
It was a cast of improbable heros that
guided the University of Maine baseball
team to four come-from-behind victories
in its series sweep of a stunned University'
of New Hampshire squad this weekend at
Mahaney Diamond
To wit
There was Steve Coombs, a sophomore pitcher who had never had a collegiate at-bat in his career. lining a rally starting single in the ninth inning of the
Black Bears' 10-9 wio Saturday
There was Coombs (suddenly a slugger) again on Sunday, getting two hits in
two at-bats
including the game-winning single off UNH pitcher Kevin Thebarge's glove — after he was forced to
play the outfield when the I3-inning marathon depleted the UMaine bench in the 2I win.
There was Shim (the Hero) Ando, reputed to be a good-field, no-hit utility
player heading into the season, showing
he is more than capable offensively by
ripping a three-run double as UMaine
turned a 4-1 lead into a 8-4 victory. Ando
drove in five runs on the day.
And of couesr. in the four balanced,
the whole-is-greater than the-sum-of-itsparts efforts, there were plenty of others
who deserved to take a bow.
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UMaine's Nick Caiano just heats the throw home against UNH (Boyd photo
Like Garrett Quinn. a side-arming
Perhaps that explains wI Black Bear
freshman reliever who slammed the door coach John Winkin was so proud of his
on UNH a bases-loaded, one-out threat
oung club afterward.
with two strikeouts in the sixth inning of
"These kids are all talc ted players "
the 2-1 win.
they're just young." a (sea nini Winkin
Or Tony Bianchi. whose two-run horn- said."They've got some expsrience under
et — his first as a collegian — preceded their belts now, they're learning what it
Ando's bases-clearing double in the sec- take to win, and it's beginniog to show in
ond game.
the way they conduct themselves on the
Or Nick Caiazzo, or Dave Form, or field.Ryan Smith.. they all played a role. Yes,
UMaine, after starting 11 s season 1UMaine's sweep ot the Wildcats was the 17. has won 14 out of 19 to improve to 15epitome of a total team effort.
22. UNH falls to 4-16.
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Walsh reflects on UMaine's season of turmoil
By Chad Finn
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WIXOM

Cal Ingraham forced his suspension for the
Sports Editor
season's first 14 games. Ingraham, the nation's leading goal-scorer a year ago with 46.
Shawn Walsh sit at his desk in his plush stands a mere
5'4" But he is a huge presence
Alfond Arena office, looks his questionet on the ice,
and his absence hurt LIMaine
square in the eye and accepts full blame
tremendously.
"The toughest thing about this season ss as
"The biggest problem with us this year
watching the NCAA Tournament seedings," was that we couldn't
put the puck in the net."
said Walsh,the coach of the much-maligned Walsh said.
"We made a lot of mediocre
University of Maine hockey team "We should goalies look spectacular.
That's where the
have been there It's the first time we haven't loss of Cal really
hurt us."
been in eight years, and yet we were good
Ingraham was the first of three UMaine
enough. The reason we aren't there is be- players to
he declared ineligible during the
cause the coach let 'em down I have no season The second
case came to light in
problem accepting the blame for that"
December in the person of Jeff Tory, a specWalsh's assessment is a short-but-not
tacular freshman defrnsernan si. ith not soso-sweet summary of the Black Bears sea- spectacular
high school grades.
son ofturmoil. It is also a generous anempt on
Tory had taken some pass/fail courses in
BU fans make their feelings known during a Hockey East playoff
his part to deflect some of the attention away high school and
game in
struggled, which scared away
Walter Brown Arena (Boyd photo)
from the UMaine Athletic Department's well- a number of schools
that were recruiting him
documented bunglings onto himself
but stopped after realizing he probabls
Ironically, those who stood behind danger of falling
But realisticallc • man! of the problems
apart. And the taunts, such
I'Maine Atheltic Director Mike Ploszek and as the"MAINE
that turned a team receling in the pride of a
IS A DISGRACE TO COLUMaine President Fred Hutchinsoo when LEGE HOCKEY"
42-I 2 national championship season into a
sign Bl'tans waved a few
they chose to suspend Walsh for what was weeks ago, don't
s-29-4, 24-game -forfeiting absurdity just a
bother him. Or so he says.
loosely
termed "an error in judgment" may
sear later cannot colds be pinned on Walsh
"It's all in the eye of the beholder," Walsh
now understand why he would try to handle said, a twinge
Indeed, there were just so many thingsof anger shooting across his
Tory 'c eligibility case himself. After watch- face. "I'm just
so many unbelievable things - that contribworking on getting the proing his superiors botch a laughable number of gram hack
uted to the Fllack Bears' fall from grace
'Ahem it belongs. If people lose
cases just this year, it tough to blame Walsh sight of what we
The first one V., alsh knew was coming as
are all about, so be it."
for Its mg to keep as much as possible out of
his team prepared to defend it. title _ the
Despite all of the negato es and contn
their hands
199401s mpics Fis e Black Bear underclassseries, UMaine should he headed back to
Fspetialls after the graduate-student ath- where Walsh thinks
men. three ot sshom would hace been at
it belongs next season.
lete scandal became public in February This
UMaine in the tall were chosen for Team
Imes, w horedshined this year while playmess, which ins liked a UMaine administra- ing for Team ISA,
USA
will join Tory to anchor
tor causing use graduate -student athletes to what should he
Senior defenseman ('tins Imes and sopha strong defence Freshman
omore forwards Peter and Chris FL'-rrano. all UMaine coach Shawn Walsh (Boyd lose their athletic eligibilits after misinform- Blair Allison will be hack to capably guard
ing them about how mans credits they would the l'Maine goal.
expected to be big contributors for l'Islame photo)
while the Ferraros would
need to qualifs under NCAA regulations, pros ide more than
this season, made the Team USA roster and
enough offence il they
ouldn't qualify under NCAA Proposition
forced the hockey team to forfeit another 21 decide to stick amid
towed with the team prior to the Oly traces
— Walsh says if they
48 standards
games
Couple the kis% of the trio of Olympian
don't sign with the NHL's New York Rang.After signing Toes, alth checked the
Senior forward Pat Tardif. a Dean's List
underclassmen with the de a/tire of 12 let- standards
who own their rights, they both could be
himselfand assumed to be eligible,
student in accounting who graduated in three Hobey Baker candidates.
ting/inners from the chafe cthishio train. and so he played
him in three early -season games
years, was one of the five students who reit's obvious UMaine started the season al- versus
If they do leave, this year's freshmen.
Providence. When a coach from a
ceived wrong information lie was immedi
ready at a disadvantage
among them forwards Reg Cardinal.Tim Len.n sal institution who was aware of Ton's
atels deemed ineligible by the NCAA. hut ell and Dan Shinny:dawn, has
Olympicsi were a very proud tinw questionable academic
• a year of
background provided was
reinstated when he was found not to be at caret-tenor under their belts and
for all of us, hut you can't discount the major V. alch
could be
with documentation that Tory might
all at fault for his dilemma
impact ii !lad moue Sele.011,- Walsh said "Scsi be
-very good players.- according to WtIsh. And
ineligible, the UMaine coach disregarded
That looked like the end of the poshlerns an impressiye remitting class of-scoters
can'tlose five qualay underclassmen count- it and went
should
by his own intetpretatton
but, of course, it wasn't. After the Tory
ing iMikei Duithstri and astral Mahn, who
he highlighted by Dans Boinguet, the top
When it was soon discovered that Tors
and
Tardif
forfeits dropped UMaine's regu
might not have signed if it weren't fcc the was indeed
tumor league scorer in Canada this season
ineligible under Prop 48 guidelar season record fmrn 17-15-4 to fs- 2- I. the
Olympocs stas a the sanw level
"I'm trying to focus on nest sear and put
lines, Walsh was suspended for five games
eighth seeded Black Bears prepared to take this year behind
Those were the dilemmas Walsh knew he without pas for
us," Walsh said. "I told the
failing to pass on information
on No I
in the first round of the play-offs
would have to deal with coming into the to his
guys to forget about all of the negatives and
superiors in the)'Maine athletic depart.
It wasn't in big a mismatch as it might remember the positives,
season. %cinch partially explains why he had men*
and I'm trying to do
seem l'Maine was holstered by the return of
my self as well"
the Ferraro boys from Team USA(Chris was
Still, he has his regrets Ile wishes the
the final cut from the roster right before the seniors on this year's
team — Ingraham.
Games, hut stayed in lallehammer to watch Tardif,Justin Tombed
("bus-1 resew& Lee
his brother ansu a and they had tied RI'0- Saunders and Jason
kk*einnch -- didn't have
0 just a few weekends before
to end their marvelous careers MI such a
Its no wonder a certam Boston-ba.sed down note -But
I think the fact that they got
coach spearheaded a plan by Hockey East to he nano sal:Ramos
in then careers tempers
athletic directors to ban UMatne from the its hit." he said.
playoffs It neatly worked — the Black !lean
He wishes Paid Kartya last wagon
had to receive a last-minute injunction from Holies Baker writher,
could have stuck wound
a local Superior Court justice in order to he a link longer before
he took his magic sticks
allowed to play
and left for the Olympics and Team Canada
Alas it didn't matter. dies Iota to the amidst all of Decerriber's
doldnints
Terriers ft c and 4- '1. ending their season
-He's a wonderful kid and I'm Wittig
with a t, 2ci I mark It capped just another forward
to playing golf with him this sumhumps week in the Black Bears' roller-coast
mer," Walth said '1 wish his Career here
CT ride of a season
didn't have to end so anon but he going to
The most unfortunate thing in all of this make a wonderful
pro."
was that all three eligitnItts cases, the profs
And most of all, he wishes the new season
Walsh watches UMaine practice the day prior to his suspensio
n (Boyd photo) lern markt have been moulted if someone had would hurrs up and amve As
he wands or
been paying anentton." Walsh said 'It
from hot desk and glances out the window yr
players fighting it an for ice nine in
The suspension is a topic that still eats at like thes were tag things --- someone corn
his office, he sums the year up on one morpreseason carnp What he &dr't count On was Walsh ven though he again admits fault frc pared them to The
equivalern of riwkmg rock- selling quote
the team's
anfl rheumsernes 's
/cern
the team • s pnliblerns, he dismisses the men
ets a good analogn - hut add them up and it
-We never had any
he says.
mgb endless problems with the NCAA
non of his three-week ban ft-twit his Alfond makes us look hod
kinking far-off and forlorn
was one head
It all started heck in late October, when a Arena office with a curt. -It was certainly the
But Walsh isn't cork-ernes/1 that the pm- ache after
another this year As fin in I'm
wo-year old coding error &lowered on the toughest Dart of this season hut I d rather not gram he worked to build up front
a mediocre concerned, nest year can't am ye soor
transcript of senior All-American candidate go into the maims '
PCAC school to a Wickes East power is in enough "
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By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
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Minor league memories stirred by Sea Dogs opener
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
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With Kathie Lee Gifford shrieking the
national anthem and superstar-in-waiting
Charles Johnson hitting a pair of homerun
bombs, the Portland Sea Dogs officially
laid claim to a place in Maine sporting
history Monday evening
And what a history it is(snicker, snicker). Maine sports fans are notorious for
supporting their teams when they are winning, as evidenced by the healthy crowds at
Maine Mariners games during their Calder
Cup years of the late '70's.
But when they started to lose .. hey.
aren't those Mariners drawing quite well
these days' Yeah, as the Providence Bruins. Fair weather fans, us Mainers.
This isn't to suggest the Sea Dogs. the
Double A franchise of the Florida Marlins,
will fail. I sincerely hope they catch the
fancy of the Maine sports fan, and as a
hopeless believer in the romance of Minor
League baseball,I'm going to do my part in
supporting them.
It's just that when in comes to Minor
League baseball in Maine.I'm a cynic. See,
my heart has been broken before
A decade ago,before the Sea Dogs were
even a notion in the minds of their creators,
Maine had another Minor League team
the Maine Guides.
The Guides, a Triple A team, were a
level higher than the Sea Dogs. although
tot the first three years of their existence.
players were provided by the hapless Cleveland Indians In other words, talent on this

Old orchard Beach-based squad was about
as 'arc as sunbathers in December
But I Jidn't care. I lived a five-minute
wall from the Ballpark (that was really the
name of their beautiful fat liiy)and though
I obeyed my obligation to root, root, root
for the home team, I was aware of the fact
that most of the future big leaguers were
probably in the opposing dugout.
realized this at the first game I ever
went to. The Guides lost to Corporal
Klinger's favorite team„ the Toledo Mud
Herta, by something like a 17-1 score.
But of the myriad of Mud Hens who
ripped shots all over the field that day, it
was a short, fat, bald center fielder with a
permanent smile gleaming on his face that
caught my eye. I turned to my dad holding
the program to ask him who he was.
"Kirby Puckett," he replied, adding indifferently."A guy. built like that will never
make it."
A svaek later Puckett was gone, up to the
big leagues, the Minnesota Twins, and
someday, the Hall of Fame. I doubt he's
been back to Toledo — or Old Orchard,for
that matter — since.
Usually I went to the games with my
cousins, who would come up from Illinois to
spend the summer with my family in Maine
Amied with our pens and baseball cards.
our pregame ritual consisted of leaning
over the railing and hollering. "CAN WE
HAVE YOUR AUTOGRAPH. MISTER1
at anyone who happened to he wearing a
form
1 remember my excitement the time I
secured the signature of Barney Nugent. I
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The Official sports history of over 100 years of
men's and women's varsity competition.
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A great gift idea for family, friends,
teammates, business associates, any sports
fani Re4ive old glory days Ind share a
memory! Over 300 pages and 400
photographs chronicling the history of every
varsity sport ever played at LiMaine. You're
bound to see someone you know!

also remember my disappointment when 1 were better than the other ballplayers we
found out he was the Guides' trainer, al
had no qualms about pestering.
though his belly lapping over his gut prob
I rooted desperately for Tom Newell to
ably should have been a signal that he make the big leagues, and he did — for one
wasn't some gifted young slugger
inning os Cr two games for the Philadelphia
Once, though, we did get the autograph Phillies at the tail end of the 19811 season. I
of another big-bellied guy who turned out to recall seeing him at the park that day in
be a pretty good ballplayer down the road. September that he found out he'd be going
The Syracuse Chiefs were in town, and to the bigs As I was getting my 300th or so
me and toy cousin Tom had hounded them item signed by him. I nervously dared an
for signatures before,so we knew the names attempt at conversation.
of many of their players. When the big fella
"So you're going up?" I muttered. He
walked underneath the railing, we began looked down,grinning."Yep,it's my dream
our plea.
come true," he replied.
"SEE-cii, SEE-cil," we yelled in uniThe dream was short-lived. After getson He turned and giowered. The thought ting into those two games with the Phillies
of fleeing for my life flashed through my (one of which was on national TV; I recall
mind "My name's Cecil (SESS-iI),- he Tony Kubek mentioning what a great arm
said, smiling after his glare had already he had), he blew out his rotator cuff playing
struck us with fear that we were about to winter ball.
get killed by this gigantic man. He signed
A great arm no more. he kicked around
our cards.
the minors for a number of years, never
Despite the fact that he caused my life to again setting foot in a big league clubhouse.
flash before my eyes. I followed his career
The last I heard of Torn Newell came two
up to his brief stint the Toronto Blue Jays. years ago, when I saw in Baseball Weekly
Then I lost track. A few years later. I heard that he had been released by the Albanyof him again.
Colonic Yankees. His career Major League
Cecil Fielder, larger than ever after two ERA was 36.00.
years of baseball in Japan(he must've liked
Ironically, it was that same Albany club
suahi ). hit 51 home runs for the Detroit that handed the Sea Dogs a 7-6 loss Monday
Tigers. I imagine kids who nag him for night in front of 6,000+ fans in Portland.
I wondered,as I listened to the rebirth of
autographs these days probably get his name
minor league baseball in Maine that night,
right.
where those 6,000+ fans were when the
Of course not all of the players we saw
made the big time. For every Fielder.Puck- Guides t who were by then, the Maine Philett. David Justice or Otis Nixon,there were ties)bolted town for more prosperous Scrandozens of Ron Joneses, dozens of John ton. Pa. at the end of a dismal 1988 season.
I wondered which players on the field
Mizerocks Dozens of Tom Newells.
Tom Newell is. without exception, my that night were the new Cecil Fielders. the
favorite baseball player of all-time. Tons, new Kirby Pucketts. It'll be ('harks
my other cousin Kris and and I got his Johnson. or so they say.
And as Sea Dogs phenom Johnson hit
autograph so many times he got to know us
his second homer of the night, I wondered
by name.
"It's you guys again?: he'd say, then how many of the fans had es er heard of
smile and sign whatever we happened to be another one-time phenom. a guy by the
waving at him that day For some reason. name of Tom Newell
Or for that matter. Barnes Nugent
we were always too shy to reply. as if he
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Arts on the campus of the University of Maine, Orono.
When you visit the Hudson Museum Shop, you'll discover
unique items from cultures around the world;
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has. in fact, UMaine's ACUS Service offers the
"
best value in long distance for campus
residents. You save big i
i with affordable direct
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dial rates
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you make using your personal security code. You'll get a
when you arrive at UMaine this fall and it will
be ready to use. When you're not hitting the
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